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Abstract

Literacy Use and Incorporation in Culture

The “How” and “How Much” of Literacy

Stephen J. Barber

This study reports on a broad-based study examining “how” and “how
much” literacy is used in different cultural contexts. An underlying as-
sumption is that any expression of literacy occurs within a cultural con-
text and is shaped by the structures of that culture. Literacy use, the
“how” of literacy, is explored in an analysis of interviews with 36 field lin-
guists working with SIL International in ethnolinguistic minority commu-
nities. Community social environment is shown to be a strong factor in
determining literacy use. Literacy incorporation, the “how much” of liter-
acy, is explored in an analysis of data from survey questionnaires re-
turned by 143 SIL field linguists working in 25 countries. Economic level
and available education, along with the social environments of the com-
munity and the church, are shown to be strong factors in determining
literacy incorporation.

This book is a revised version of the author’s 1995 Ph.D. Dissertation
presented to the Faculty of the School of Intercultural Studies, Biola Uni-
versity. The data are from the early 1990s.
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1

Introduction

This study is an exploration of how literacy is used and how much literacy
is used in different cultures. In it I show that how literacy is used in a cul-
ture is directly related to the social environment of the community. I
show that how much literacy is used is strongly related to the economy
and educational level of the community, as well as to the social environ-
ments of the community itself and of the community’s religious structure.

I assume literacy to be ideological, that is, associated with the social
structures of the culture. The cultures I study are ethnolinguistic minority
cultures, sometimes known as indigenous cultures. The social structures I
focus on are the social environment of the community and of the church
or other religious entity within that community, the economic level of the
community, and the available education within the community. I first de-
scribe literacy as it is used in different social environments, showing that
basic variations in the social environment of a community shape the ways
in which literacy is used. I then demonstrate that the incorporation of lit-
eracy into a culture (that is, how much literacy is used) is related to the
community’s economic level and its available education and to the social
environment of both the community and the church.

Pathway to this Study

In 1984, my wife and I were assigned by SIL International to the Slavey
language program. Slavey is an Athabaskan language spoken by a First
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Nation living in the Mackenzie River drainage of Canada’s Northwest Ter-
ritories. Our assignment was to promote vernacular language literacy and
use of the Christian Bible among the Slavey people. We were based in Hay
River, Northwest Territories, Canada.

During our six years there, we discovered that the Slavey people were
not interested in using the Slavey language for common literacy purposes,
although the government of the Northwest Territories has promoted
Slavey language literacy since the early 1970s. Classes in vernacular lan-
guage reading and writing were held repeatedly in all the Slavey commu-
nities. An assortment of primers and readers had been produced. We
added our own efforts to this, taking what seemed to be culturally appro-
priate approaches to teaching reading and writing in Slavey.

The results of this expenditure of man-hours and money were not very
impressive. A surprising number of Slavey adults could, when pressed,
read or write their language. But very few ever did. There seemed to be
only two uses of Slavey literacy commonly seen in the community. One
was the sign for the local store, written in Slavey. The other was the use of
a Slavey songbook in the local church. It is difficult to say if either of these
was actually read all that frequently, although people did tend to hold
and look at the songbooks when singing the songs. (For a detailed descrip-
tion of the vernacular language literacy situation among the Slavey and
other northern Dene languages, see Burnaby 1998.)

Furthermore, no one, not even the Slavey Christians, was particularly in-
terested in the Bible portions translated by our partners and others. Commu-
nity testing seemed to indicate that the translation work was of adequate,
even good quality. People seemed to enjoy listening to it being read, but no
one was interested in reading it themselves.

I talked with other SIL field workers about this situation and found that
a number of them have experienced similar reactions to literacy in vari-
ous parts of the world. Some, like ourselves, have found little acceptance
of literacy in a particular culture. Others report what seem to be
nonstandard uses of literacy. On the basis of my own experience and on
the anecdotal evidence of my colleagues, I suspect that the phenomenon
we observed is somehow related to the cultures of the various peoples
where my colleagues and I are working.

With this background experience, I came in 1990 to the School of
Intercultural Studies at Biola University to research the problem of literacy
and culture. My questions were myriad: How does literacy interact with cul-
ture? Are there certain types of cultures that tend to reject literacy as a mode
of communication? Do some cultures readily accept reading and writing? Do
some cultures use literacy more than others? Does the use or definition of
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literacy vary predictably from one culture to another? Is there any way of
predicting how a cultural group will react to the introduction of literacy?
What social elements go into the acceptance or rejection of literacy in a cul-
ture? Do certain types of cultures accept or reject written religious texts? Is
there any predictability for this?

I found some answers to my questions regarding the Slavey people’s re-
sponse to literacy in the work of Scollon and Scollon (1979a, 1979b,
1981) about another northern Athabaskan group, the Chipewyan, similar
to the Slavey. Scollon and Scollon report the Chipewyan emphasize
face-to-face communication, specifically communication occurring be-
tween two individuals, each known to the other. Communication with an
unknown audience is regarded as dangerous, making “normal” essayist
literacy a perilous undertaking. Essayist literacy requires a decontex-
tualization of self, further violating Chipewyan ideals of communication.
Scollon and Scollon’s portrayal of the importance of communicating indi-
vidual to individual in context aptly describes the problems with literacy
which we had seen among the Slavey. However, their work did not seem
directly applicable to cultures which are less individualistic than those
found among northern Athabaskans.

Street (1984) coined the terms AUTONOMOUS LITERACY and IDEOLOGICAL

LITERACY to label two views of literacy. He defines autonomous literacy as
being the view of those who regard literacy as a value-free technology that,
when introduced into a culture, produces certain changes associated with
economic improvement, development, and cognition. Ideological literacy,
while subsuming all the technological aspects of autonomous literacy, ex-
pects that the particular uses and definitions of literacy will be defined differ-
ently in each culture, due to the relationship of literacy to the power
structures of that culture.

Reading Street’s two perspectives on literacy was instrumental in clari-
fying for me the focus of the problem with which I was struggling. I real-
ized that I was regarding literacy primarily as autonomous. My colleagues
and I had not fully appreciated the fact that any use of literacy technology
takes place within a particular cultural setting and is shaped by that con-
text. My definition of “normal” literacy was shaped by the culture in
which I had learned literacy technology. The expression of that technol-
ogy in other cultures is necessarily shaped by the social structures of each
culture, just as the expression of any other technology is shaped by local
culture.

My concern became how ideological literacy, or literacy as expressed in
culture, is related to individual cultures. The problem I faced was distin-
guishing between different types of cultures, or more precisely, between
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different ways of structuring power in societies. Sherwood Lingenfelter in-
troduced me to Mary Douglas’s grid-group model of distinguishing social en-
vironments. Douglas (1982) looks at two ways in which society controls (or
does not control) the individual: first by status and roles (which Douglas la-
bels “grid”), second by group boundary and cohesion (which she calls
“group”). The interaction of these two elements produces four distinct “so-
cial environments” or “ways of life” when the individual is in relationship
with others—individualist, egalitarian, hierarchist, and authoritarian—plus
a fifth social environment when the individual isolates himself from others.

The individualist social environment is found in low grid-weak group
settings. Here the individual is free of control from either an elaborated
hierarchy of statuses or a strong cohesive group. The egalitarian social en-
vironment occurs in low grid-strong group settings. Free from the control
of tightly defined statuses and roles, the individual is controlled by a
strong cohesive group. The hierarchist social environment has high grid
and strong group. The individual is controlled both by the strength of the
group, and by the well-developed system of statuses and roles which de-
fines relations among group members. The authoritarian social environ-
ment exhibits high grid and weak group. While confined by defined
statuses and roles, the individual here is outside any group, including the
group in power. The hermit who rejects relationship with others is in the
autonomous social environment. These five social environments may be
viewed as the basic power structures in culture, or as the prototypical
“game plans” (Lingenfelter 1995:13) for structuring social power. In life,
each way of life is realized in multiple variations on the basic prototype.

As I reviewed the published case studies of literacy and culture, I found
that whenever the author had included sufficient data on the social inter-
actions within the culture, Douglas’s grid-group model could account for
the variation in the local definition and uses of literacy. It seemed to me
that I now had the necessary elements to conduct a study on the relation-
ship between literacy and culture.

At this point I approached SIL International about conducting a survey of
literacy and culture among the many ethnolinguistic minority groups where
SIL works. SIL was interested in the project and provided financial support
for it. I conducted the survey by questionnaire and interviews. In the inter-
views with SIL field workers, I examined the social environment of the com-
munity and the specific uses of literacy the SIL workers had observed there.
By means of a questionnaire survey, I gathered data on the social environ-
ment of each participating group in four settings: the family, the workplace,
the community, and the religious setting. For each setting, SIL workers
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described and listed specific literacy activities they had observed. From these
I calculated the degree of literacy incorporation in the culture.

This is a broad-based study, with data from over one hundred forty
ethnolinguistic minority communities around the world.

Propositions under Consideration

Proposition 1: Literacy in culture: An ideological phenomenon

The study begins with the argument that literacy is best approached as an
“ideological” technology, rather than an “autonomous” technology. In
chapter 2, I briefly describe the literacy and culture debate, and develop
the framework for this study as an exploration of Street’s (1984) “ideolog-
ical literacy.” Following Archer (1988), I argue that, for the purposes of
analysis, culture is best approached as being dualistic, composed of a
complex interdigitation of rational ideas and sociocultural interaction. I
examine literacy at the level of sociocultural interaction and argue that
Douglas’ (1982) grid-group model of social environments or “ways of life”
(expanded by Thompson, Ellis, and Wildavsky 1990 and Lingenfelter
1992) is an appropriate tool for investigating the intertwining of literacy
and culture at the interactional level. I define literacy use and literacy in-
corporation, as used in this study. I introduce several social factors which
affect literacy incorporation besides community social environment,
including religious social environment, economy and education.

In chapter 3, I describe the research methodology. The data collection
had two parts. First, I interviewed 36 field-based language workers in SIL
to elicit information on how literacy technology was actually used in their
project locations. I used the data from these interviews to determine if lit-
eracy is used differently in different social environments. Second, I gath-
ered survey data by questionnaire from 143 SIL language projects around
the world. I used this data to investigate the relationship between the dif-
ferent aspects of the social setting with literacy incorporation.

Proposition 2: Community social environment determines literacy
use.

In part II, I focus on “how” literacy is used. I argue that community social
environment (as defined by the grid-group model) generates the “ideolog-
ical” or social structure constraints which are powerful factors in the so-
cial use (and therefore, the definition) of literacy. I draw my findings in
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this section from my interviews with SIL field workers in Guatemala,
Peru, and Papua New Guinea.

In part III, I change my focus from “how” literacy is used to “how
much” literacy is used by a cultural group. “Literacy incorporation” is the
term I use for how much the people of a cultural group use literacy tech-
nology. Literacy incorporation occurs when a group of people shape liter-
acy technology to their own purposes and uses in their daily lives. The
level of literacy incorporation is raised when literacy is used in a greater
variety of ways and with increased frequency. In this study, I base the
measurement of literacy incorporation on the number of different ways in
which the SIL field members observed literacy being used and the fre-
quency with which they observed it. This data was collected through the
use of a survey questionnaire. Because some of the people in these com-
munities are at least incipient bilinguals, I measure literacy incorporation
in both the vernacular and the national languages, then combine those
scores for a total literacy incorporation score. In examining literacy incor-
poration, I relate it to a broader selection of social factors here than liter-
acy use in part II. I look at not just the social environment of the
community, but also the social environment of the church or other reli-
gious entity in the community, the economic level of the community, and
the level of available education in the community.
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Part I

Theory and Method



Introduction to Part I

In part I, I describe the theoretical basis of my study, and detail the pro-
cess of data collection I used.

In chapter 2, I discuss the theoretical framework behind the study. I
briefly describe the literacy and culture debate and show this study to be
an exploration of Street’s (1984) “ideological literacy.” Using Archer’s
(1988) analytically dualistic approach to culture, I show that this study is
exploring literacy at the level of sociocultural interaction. I give a synop-
sis of Douglas’ (1982) grid-group model of social environments and argue
that this is an appropriate tool for investigating literacy at the interaction
level of culture. I define the terms “literacy use” and “literacy incorpora-
tion” as I use them. I discuss some of the other elements of a social setting,
including economic modes of production, education, and religious
structures.

In chapter 3, I describe the structure of the data collection process un-
der the auspices of SIL International (formerly, the Summer Institute of
Linguistics). The data collection process had two parts. First, I inter-
viewed thirty-six field-based language workers in SIL to elicit information
on how literacy technology was actually used in their project locations. I
use these interviews later to determine if literacy is used differently in dif-
ferent social environments. Second, I describe the survey questionnaire I
used to gather survey data from 143 language projects around the world. I
use this data to investigate the relationship of certain factors in the social
setting with literacy incorporation.
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2

Theoretical Framework

The expression of literacy in any culture is a complex phenomenon. Dif-
fering methods of education, economic forces, national and international
policies, and politics all exert their influence upon literacy use and incor-
poration. In a given location, reading and writing may take place in one,
two, or more languages. Literacies in these differing languages may cover
the same or different areas of use. A group’s social, religious, or educa-
tional history may also affect the use of literacy. Cultural preferences for
interpersonal communication may prejudice people for or against certain
literacy forms. Patterns of interaction can shape literacy uses. Personal in-
terest may drive individuals towards exploitation of certain literacy
potentialities.

The relationship between literacy and culture has been the focus of an
ongoing debate for several decades. The debate originated with the ques-
tion of the effect of literacy upon a culture, particularly upon the way in
which people of a culture thought about themselves and their world. It
was speculated that the introduction of literacy into a culture changed a
people’s cognitive processes. This led to two other explorations of literacy
and culture: the difference between oral and literate communication and
the effect of culture upon literacy. This study is part of the latter
exploration.

9



Literacy and Culture

Literacy affects cognition

Goody and Watt (1963) first suggested that the introduction of literacy
into an oral culture caused certain changes to the culture and its partici-
pants, most notably in the way people think. Some scholars supported the
idea (Havelock 1981, 1989; Ong 1982), while others did not (Finnegan
1988; Street 1984, 1987). Goody published several additional works
(1977, 1986, 1987) that have further developed the theme, although with
increasingly restricted effects claimed.

Initial efforts by Goody and others to trace the effects of literacy on cul-
ture and cognition dealt mainly with the historical rise of literacy in the
Mediterranean and European areas. These scholars took the development
of the Greek alphabet, followed by the effects presumed to result from lit-
eracy, as the norm for the introduction of literacy in a society. According
to the proponents of this “literacy thesis,” the development of logical
thought, including syllogistic reasoning and formal operations, was de-
pendent upon the development and use of writing in a society. The re-
cording of the speech event creates a material communicative object, the
written text, which is different in nature from an oral text. This written
text has a permanence and objectivity unknown in the oral medium. The
components of language (phonemes, words, phrases, sentences) become
visible as objects in their own right and are subject to manipulation and
revision in ways impossible with impermanent oral text. The discourse
structure and logic of a written text are also more subject to detailed scru-
tiny than that which is possible with oral text. It is now possible to exam-
ine and critique a text and its logic with an intensity impossible in an oral
medium. This process encourages the development of logic and critical
thinking.

Since proponents of this view did not see in China (with ideographic
script) the historical effects described in Europe (with phonetic script),
they theorized that a phonetic script was necessary to engender the full
effects of literacy. Ideographic script does not isolate and objectify indi-
vidual sounds and words in the way a phonetic (or syllabic) script does.
When the expected changes did not occur after the introduction of pho-
netic script in some languages, it was postulated that in some cultures a
“restricted” literacy was all that could develop.

This view of the effect of literacy upon cognition met acclaim by some
and resistance by others. The strongest blow to the literacy and cognition
thesis came from research done among the Vai of Liberia. Work by
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Scribner and Cole (1981) among the Vai indicated that most of the cogni-
tive effects mentioned by Goody and Watt are probably the result of meth-
ods of education (or methods of imparting literacy) rather than of literacy
itself. The Vai used three different scripts in three different languages,
learned in three different settings. Both English and Arabic literacies are
learned in formal settings: English literacy is learned in missionary or
government schools; Arabic literacy is learned in Qur’anic schools. The
Vai also use a traditional phonetic (syllabic) script to write their own lan-
guage. Vai literacy is learned informally, apart from any classroom, usu-
ally by adults while engaged primarily in other work activities. Scribner
and Cole found the cognitive effects of “literacy” were associated with the
two literacies learned in formal settings (Arabic and English), but not
with the literacy learned in an informal setting (Vai). The critical
difference seemed to be the manner of learning, not literacy itself.

At the time of writing, the literacy and cognition approach appeared to
have run its course. According to Halverson, the only thing left to the lit-
eracy thesis is “the preservative potentiality of writing” (1992:315). By
recording, preserving, distributing, and reading an accumulation of texts,
the members of a culture increase the amount of available information
beyond the memory capacity of any person or group. This quantity of
data, in a readily accessible form, creates the potential for rapid improve-
ments in knowledge, thinking, and technology. Olson (1994) takes a dif-
ferent approach, arguing that literacy’s impact on cognition is largely
derived first from the visual model of language that writing provides for
the mind, and second, from the incompleteness of that model (i.e., writ-
ing does not provide a complete representation of speech). In particular,
writing does not easily convey the illocutionary intent of the writer (i.e.,
literalness, irony, humor, metaphor, etc.), forcing readers and authors
alike to develop increasingly complex compensational strategies. These
strategies, a combination of hermeneutic approaches and new literate
forms, support the development of the literate mind. In either case, liter-
acy does not, by itself or in every instance of its introduction into a cul-
ture, make these changes. This potential for change is tremendous, but it
is dependent for actuation on other forces, not literacy alone.

Literacy versus orality

The literacy and culture question produced a second stream of research
that grew out of Goody and Watt’s original work, that of the differences
between oral and literate communication or between the communication
systems of oral and literate societies. This line of research has been
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closely linked to the literacy and cognition thesis, but focuses more on the
media than on the mind. This has been a rich field of endeavor for many
scholars from a range of disciplines—from anthropologists and linguists
to historians and rhetoricians. This is a continuing area of research (see,
for instance, Enos 1990 or Olson and Torrance 1991). Work done here has
been productive of fascinating comparisons between oral and literate
modes of communication, not all of which are uncontested.

Communication in oral societies is personal, face-to-face, and deeply
embedded in the immediate context. Oral communication is relational,
the speaker and listener being in close physical proximity to each other,
aware of facial expressions and body language. Speaker and listener
change roles easily in normal conversation, the speaker becoming the lis-
tener, then becoming the speaker again. Even in more formal story-telling
events, the speakers receive continual feedback from the listeners, allow-
ing the speakers to adjust their speech to the demands of the immediate
context. In an oral society, the most respected person is often the elder
who speaks well and has collected the greatest number of stories; this
person is the repository of information for the society.

Oral texts (be they narratives, poems, or proverbs) must be easy to re-
tain in the memory. This may be done by the use of rhyme or distinctive
speech rhythms. Memory load is also decreased by the use of stock
phrases or characters (the sturdy oak, the handsome prince and beautiful
princess, the brave warrior, the evil witch). Stories may also be tied to lo-
cal geographic or seasonal settings and are told only in conjunction with
those.

Communication in literate societies is depersonalized and decon-
textualized. “Normal” or “essayist” literacy divorces the writer from the
reader. Relationship between author and reader is minimized and feed-
back limited and nonimmediate. Instead of communicating face-to-face,
the author and the reader are separated, often even unknown to each
other. Both author and audience are fictionalized: to each the other is
only an imagined entity, not a known person. Discourse is no longer the
immediate communication of two or more people with each other, but a
decontextualized object with its own existence. The written text itself
becomes the object, subjected to analysis and critique.

There are two key problem areas that have plagued this approach. The
first is the difficulty in defining and identifying oral and literate societies.
Oral societies of the historic past are difficult to study since they have left
no written records of themselves. Archaeological remains are at best only
suggestive of oral event styles, and written records from other literate
groups are limited and perhaps biased. In the present time, virtually every
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cultural group has at least some idea of what literacy is and use literacy in
at least certain arenas (such as in relating to a national government struc-
ture). Can they then be said to be completely oral? What are the transition
points from an oral society to a literate one? What are the intermediary
phases, and how many are they? In addition, there is the question of an
emerging “post-literate” society, where icon-driven computer systems
may eliminate the need for literacy. While this problem of definitions is
probably not insoluble, there has not yet arisen a generally accepted and
clearly defined set of categories to guide the researcher.

The second problem has to do with the apparent view of literacy which
prevails in this line of research: literacy as a monolithic entity. Literacy is
“autonomous,” to use Street’s terms, a technology with a single predeter-
mined set of uses. Western essayist literacy is taken as the norm, and vari-
ations from it are given little attention. Literacy and orality researchers
seem to disregard or downplay the ways in which literacy technology is
adaptable to different cultural settings. While dwelling at length on the
flexibility and adaptability of oral communication, they fail to see that
literacy is also a malleable media.

Arising from this lack of interest in the flexibility of literacy technol-
ogy, researchers have not developed tools for the exploration of the differ-
ent forms literacy takes in various cultures. This limits the usefulness of
the literacy and orality approach for this study.

Culture affects literacy

We turn then to the third area of exploration of the relationship between
literacy and culture, that is, the effect of culture upon literacy. In Goody
and Watt’s original article (1963) and in Goody’s subsequent works on lit-
eracy (1977, 1986, 1987), Goody focused upon the ways in which literacy
changed culture. Literacy appeared to be an overwhelming force which
transformed traditional ways of life, rising from the way in which literacy
was seen to change cognition and from the change from an oral communi-
cation to a literate one. “The introduction of writing distinguished cul-
tures more radically even than any of their material technologies and
development” (Maxwell 1983: xvii). Literacy is viewed here, perhaps un-
consciously, as a monolithic entity, a technology unaffected by its con-
text. Literacy is a “grand divide” separating one type of culture from
another.

This view of literacy and culture did not fit with the observations of a
number of scholars. They saw, in the cultures they studied, literacy being
used in ways different from the essayist tradition they themselves had
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been educated in. These differences were not evidence of a restricted lit-
eracy (compared to the essayist norm), but evidence that each culture can
define and use literacy according to its own needs. Street’s (1984) separa-
tion of the autonomous view of literacy from the ideological view of liter-
acy neatly summarized the two opposing perspectives. The autonomous
view of literacy sees literacy as a value-free technology that, when intro-
duced into a culture, produces certain changes often associated with eco-
nomic improvement and development. Adherents of this view emphasize
the technological skills of literacy and assume those skills will be used in
the “normal” essayist fashion. Ideological literacy, while subsuming all
the technological aspects of autonomous literacy, expects that the partic-
ular uses and definitions of literacy will be defined differently in each
culture, due to the relationship of literacy to the power structures of that
culture.

Literacy in its most unadorned aspect is indeed a technology. It is a
communications technology for encoding, storing, transmitting, and de-
coding information. The linguistic level of encoding may be either that of
phonemes (using alphabetic scripts), of syllables (using syllabic scripts),
or of words and ideas (using ideographic scripts). Texts may be stored on
ephemeral substances, such as the sand at low tide, or on permanent
structures, such as the Rosetta Stone. Texts may be transmitted by hand,
by pigeon, by modem, or may be preserved over time to be read by a
future generation.

However, no use or expression of the technology of literacy exists out-
side a cultural setting. Human beings do not exist outside of culture;
therefore, any use of a technology by people is necessarily done in a cul-
tural context. It is the assumption of this study that literacy in any cultural
setting takes on characteristics from that cultural context and is shaped
by it. While any technology, including literacy, may indeed affect culture,
this study attempts to discover some of the particular ways in which
literacy is affected by culture.

Defining Literacy in Culture

Ideas, interaction, and history

In this study, I analyze literacy in the perspective of its use in people’s
lives and in their interaction with one another. There are at least two
other perspectives from which one can analyze and define literacy: ideas
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and history. I use the interactional perspective because it is adaptable for
a broad-based study of literacy and culture.

Anthropologists have long wrestled with the relative importance of
thought and behavior, of ideas and ideas applied in interaction, in study-
ing cultural systems. Archer (1988) argued that for analytic purposes, a
distinction must be made between the cultural system of a culture and its
sociocultural interaction. According to her definitions, the cultural sys-
tem is the culture’s propositional register, its ideas of what is and is not,
what is right and wrong, true and false, good and bad. All these, as ideas
alone, form the cultural system. Sociocultural interaction, according to
Archer, is all that happens when people use these ideas in daily life, argu-
ing for or against something, using and adapting technologies, working
within or against social structures, and utilizing resources. Through time,
perturbations in the cultural system affect the sociocultural interaction of
the society. In turn, perturbations occurring at the sociocultural level
affect the cultural system level.

It should be noted that Archer is not suggesting that there exists in real-
ity a dualism between the cultural system and the sociocultural interac-
tion. In any given culture these are intimately interwoven in the daily life
of the culture’s participants. Archer’s separation of these two levels is
strictly for pragmatic analytic purposes.

Archer’s central argument is that cultures are not fully integrated units;
there are contradictions both within and between the cultural system and
sociocultural levels of every culture. Cultures hold within their idea sys-
tems contradictory ideas. Individuals in a culture act contrary to certain
cultural beliefs when it is in their interest to do so. Bailey (1969) dealt
with this as the difference between normative and pragmatic rules for be-
havior. These contradictions, according to Archer, provide the impetus
for cultural change, while the two levels of culture, ideational and
interactional, provide the mechanism.

The sociocultural process of defining literacy

Archer’s dualistic analysis of culture provides a tool for understanding
how literacy achieves definition in a particular culture. People form ideas
of what literacy is and what it is for. These ideas can be very powerful and
may even prevent the formation of what Western educators might con-
sider “normal” literacy. For instance, Wendell (1982) reports that some
indigenous peoples of South America learn literacy skills only in the na-
tional language, Spanish. Unable to speak or understand Spanish, these
people have concluded that reading is simply calling out the sounds
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represented by the symbols on the page. Reading for meaning is a foreign
concept.

To many of this group, the objective of fluent reading is to race
through a given passage as rapidly and as loudly as possible, ignor-
ing all pause indicators. When asked to explain what has just been
read, the reader may respond indignantly, “You asked me to read
that, and I did. Now don’t ask for something completely irrele-
vant.”…[To these readers] reading has nothing at all to do with
communication; it is sound-calling and nothing more. (Wendell
1982:10)

Here the cultural definition of literacy, the idea of what literacy is, is
completely divorced from the expected definition. While it is based on
that group’s history and on their interactions with the dominant power
structures of their environment, this idea itself is powerful and can inhibit
the development of the idea that literacy is for communication.

Obviously, literacy is not just an idea, it is a technology to be used. The
definition of literacy within a given society is dependent upon the uses
that society makes of literacy technology in their interaction with each
other. As members of a society interact, pursuing their own goals within
the cultural system of that group, they determine by their use of various
technologies the meaning of those technologies for their culture. This is
true of any technology.

For instance, to the Anglo-Saxon residents of Corvallis, Oregon, a boat
and outboard motor are defined as recreational equipment, based on the
use of these technological items within their culture for such recreational,
nonproductive activities as skiing, swimming, and sport fishing. To the
Athabaskans of Hay River in Canada’s Northwest Territories, a boat and
outboard motor are defined as basic productive equipment used to secure
a livelihood, based on their use of these material forms within their cul-
ture for local transportation, for the setting and retrieving of fish nets
(fish being a major food resource), for hunting and trapping, and for
transportation of people and supplies to remote bush camps.

Literacy is defined within a cultural group in the same manner. As
members of the culture use reading and writing in different ways, a gener-
alized consensus is achieved on what literacy technology is for, how and
in what situations it is to be used, and what it is not to be used for. Thus,
among the Severn Ojibwe of Kingfisher Lake, literacy is an adult activity,
used for reading and singing religious texts in the community church
(Valentine 1990). To the Nukulaelae islanders in the South Pacific, liter-
acy is used for emotional letters to distant kin, and for authoritative mes-
sages to the local community (Besnier 1991). Among the Athabaskans of
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Fort Chipewyan, vernacular literacy is not used for interpersonal commu-
nication (Scollon and Scollon 1981). Within the business community of
any American city, there is practiced a specialized literacy known as con-
tract law, which is used for the defining and recording of economic trans-
actions and agreements. Gang graffiti is another specialized literacy form
common to large American cities and is used by its practitioners to mark
territory and gain status.

Literacy technology can be used in a variety of ways for a variety of pur-
poses. It can be used for poetry and for inventory; it can be used for storytell-
ing and for parts assembly instructions. Literacy can be used to empower and
to disenfranchise. Love letters and divorce papers are both uses of literacy.
As literacy is used, people in a culture forge a common understanding as to
the “proper” use and purposes of literacy. Should the first line of a letter
name the author or the intended recipient? Either will do: the correct answer
depends upon cultural context. Cultural ideas and interactional use are
intertwined.

Archer’s interplay of ideas and interaction can also cast light on how
history, another perspective from which literacy use can be examined, is
created. Use of literacy technology within the field of interpersonal inter-
action introduces, strengthens, or challenges ideas of its purpose or po-
tential. The strengthened, challenged, or new ideas influence the use of
the technology, which again will affect the idea. With the passage of time
and the continued interaction of these two levels, a history of the culture’s
use of literacy technology develops. As use of literacy in certain forms and
for certain purposes continues, the history of literacy is formed and grows
in the culture. This history, which begins from the initial introduction of
literacy to the culture (idea and use), influences future ideas and uses.

For instance, Besnier (1991) records that certain Samoan missionaries
introduced literacy to Nukulaelae. The use these missionaries made of lit-
eracy (primarily related to the writing and delivering of sermons) is still
seen in present day Nukulaelae. A sermon is still given in the “proper”
way: read from a notebook with extemporaneous additions and delivered
with aggressive authority. Thus, the early history of literacy in
Nukulaelae culture continues to influence the definition of literacy today.
But that definition has not remained unchanged. Nukulaelae islanders
quickly saw the potential for other uses of literacy and developed these in
ways unique to their culture.

As important as the ideas and history of literacy in a culture are, in this
study I am limiting my examination of literacy to the interactional level,
to the use of literacy by members of a culture in their interaction with
each other and their surrounding environment. If my interpretation of
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Archer’s concept of the cultural system and sociocultural interaction’s en-
meshment is correct, an analysis from one perspective will shed at least
some light on the other two perspectives (though I leave this for future ef-
forts). Therefore, I confine myself to the interactional level because it
seemed the easiest level at which to gather and analyze data from a wide
range of cultural settings.

Defining literacy: Literacy use and literacy incorporation

An ongoing problem in literacy studies, whether anthropological, psycho-
logical, historical, or educational, is defining exactly what one means by
literacy. Each discipline investigates literacy from a different perspective,
measuring or describing various aspects of the phenomena. The fact that
literacy is ideological only increases the confusion.

Because literacy is a cultural phenomenon—adequately defined and
understood only within each culture in which it exists—it is not sur-
prising that definitions of literacy may never be permanently fixed.
Whether literacy includes computer skills, mental arithmetic, or
civic responsibility will depend on how the public and political
leaders of each society define this most basic of basic skills. Re-
searchers can help in this effort by trying to be clear about which
definition or definitions they choose to employ in their work.
(Wagner 1991:17)

Taken in its most basic form, and divorced from its expression within
cultures, literacy is a communications technology which uses graphic
symbols to represent language. In the real world, however, literacy is al-
ways expressed within a cultural context, and thus ideological. Each cul-
ture defines literacy by the particular combination of its history with
literacy, its ideas of literacy, and its uses of literacy.

In this study, I am exploring the relationship between literacy and cul-
ture at the interactional level. Specifically, I am looking at “how” and
“how much” a culture uses literacy. These two aspects of culturally ex-
pressed literacy constitute a major portion of a culture’s interactional
definition of literacy.

I designate “how” literacy is used by the term LITERACY USE. The term
“literacy use(s)” in this study means the specific collection of literacy ac-
tivities which the members of a cultural group exhibit in their daily inter-
actions. Each of these collections of literacy activities is observed in the
interactions of members of the group with each other.

I designate “how much” literacy is used in a cultural group by the term
LITERACY INCORPORATION. By “literacy incorporation” I mean the cumu-
lative or overall use of literacy technology by the members of the group. I
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use this as an indicator of the degree to which literacy has been integrated
into the local culture. The traditional definition of literacy in a commu-
nity measures the ability of individuals to use literacy technology, to read
and write some predetermined texts. However, the cumulative sum of in-
dividuals’ literacy abilities indicates only the potential for literacy use. It
does not directly indicate the degree to which the group has incorporated
literacy into their culture (neither does it indicate the ways in which liter-
acy is being used by the group). Measuring the cumulative observed use
of literacy by a group changes the focus from potential literacy use to ac-
tual use of literacy technology within the group in question. Again, this is
a measurement of an aspect of culturally contextualized literacy at the
interactional level.

While I am treating literacy use and literacy incorporation separately in
this study, they are obviously closely connected with each other. Decreas-
ing the number of literacy uses would seemingly decrease the amount of
use (incorporation). Increasing the amount of use would probably require
increasing the number of different literacy activities.

Just as obviously, literacy use and incorporation are interactional phe-
nomena, not ideational. Nevertheless, as interactional phenomena, they
give us important clues to the culture’s ideational concept of literacy. Be-
cause of this, a reasonable definition of literacy in a particular culture can
be achieved by describing literacy use and incorporation. This is not
something I attempt to do in this work.

A Typology for Social Structure

Structures of power

When Street defined ideological literacy as literacy related to the power
structures of the culture, he identified these power structures in his work
as the more formalized structures such as religious institutions and politi-
cal systems. In his detailed work on literacy in rural Iran (Street 1984), he
contrasts two literacies found there: the modern state-controlled literacy
and the traditional maktab or Qur’anic school literacy. Each literacy is
shaped by the formalized power structure (political or religious) which
imparts it and is further adapted by the inhabitants of the rural village to
their own uses (often economic in nature). Elsewhere, he describes the lit-
eracy imparted by conquering Normans to medieval England and mis-
sionary literacy in Malagasy (Street 1987). Both of these literacies were
used by the introducers of literacy to support their own power structures,
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religious or political, and were adapted by the dominated groups for their
own purposes, whether religious, political, or economic. In each case,
Street identifies a certain literacy with a particular social power structure:
Iranian State education system, Qur’anic schools, Norman elite, medieval
monasteries, English legal system, Christian missionaries, and Merina
(Malagasy) elders. Street labels the literacies associated with these social
groups “ideological” literacies “because [the term] signals quite explicitly
that literacy practices are located not only within cultural wholes but also
within power structures” (Street 1987:49).

Social power is controlled in the internal structuring of relationships
within the cultures, societies, and groups in which we spend our lives.
Different cultures and groups may arrange the flow of power in different
patterns, but in each there exists social structuring for the consolidation
and distribution of power. The more obvious, formalized structures are
only part of the power structures of a culture. The channeling of power is
structured at the interactional level of a culture and defended at the
ideational level. These nonformalized, interactional structures are as in-
fluential to the practice of literacy as are the more formalized structures
studied by Street. The literacies developed in relation to them are like-
wise ideological, in that they are defended, challenged, changed, and
defended again at the ideational level.

In this study, I am therefore expanding Street’s definition of ideological
literacy to mean literacy as it is associated with the social structuring of
power at the interactional level, and not just in relation to formalized
power structures. Here I turn to the cultural theory of Douglas and her fol-
lowers as a tool for distinguishing different types of interactional
structuring.

Cultural theory: The grid-group model

Douglas (1982, 1989) and her followers (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982;
Wildavsky 1984, 1989; Thompson, Ellis, and Wildavsky 1990; and
Lingenfelter 1992, 1995) have developed a theory which describes
prototypical interactional structures and associates these with basic
ideational patterns. This theory which connects social relations and cul-
tural bias to ways of life is called CULTURAL THEORY by its adherents. For
simplicity of reference, I will do the same. Cultural theory is a dualistic
theory, with categories similar to Archer’s.

First is the ideational level: the culture’s collection of ideas and sym-
bols. In Thompson, Ellis, and Wildavsky’s terms, “[c]ultural bias refers to
shared values and beliefs” (1990:1). Cultural bias is the equivalent of
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Archer’s cultural system. Douglas also refers to this level as cosmology
(1982:190). Based upon the mental structures of this level, participants in
the culture have certain expectations about life and what their chosen
way of life will bring them.

Equivalent to Archer’s sociocultural level are Thompson, Ellis, and
Wildavsky’s “[s]ocial relations…defined as patterns of interpersonal rela-
tions” (1990:1). Douglas (1982) calls this the social context the arena of
social action. This is the interactional level, where participants engage in
relationships with one another. Here they use the ideas of the cultural sys-
tem to justify their activities and critique the activities of others.

When referring to “a viable combination of social relations and cultural
bias [we] speak of a way of life” (Thompson et al. 1990:1). Wildavsky
(1984), writing from a political viewpoint, names this alliance a regime.
Douglas (1982, 1989) and Lingenfelter (1992) call a viable junction of
ideas and relationships a social environment.

Cultural theory is functionalist in nature. It claims that way-of-life
social relations are supported by cultural bias and cultural bias by social
relations. Functional explanations of social behavior have fallen into dis-
favor for a number of reasons, most notably for an inability to account for
social change and individual autonomy. It is not my intention to provide a
defense of cultural theory’s functionalism. After all, I chose to use cultural
theory as a model for a most functional reason: it works! It provides a
workable means of describing basic interactional patterns in a wide range
of social settings.

However, it should be noted that cultural theory assumes dynamic
change and describes the movement of individuals from one way of life to
another. In so doing, cultural theory provides a theoretical mechanism for
the changes which occur in any social setting when expectations of a way
of life are not met, or when there is conflict between or within the
ideational and interactional levels. Archer (1988) assures us that such
conflict always exists; Douglas and her students present us with a model
for how these conflicts provide the dynamism for social change. Those in-
terested in a detailed description of the theory’s account of social change
from a structural-functionalist viewpoint are referred to Thompson et al.
(1990). Thompson et al. dedicate a significant proportion of their argu-
ment to describing the relationship of stability and dynamism.

When I refer to a “way of life” or “social environment” in this book, I
am primarily speaking of the interactional patterns associated with that
social environment or way of life. In my attempt to explore the relation-
ship of literacy and culture, I am focusing on the correlation between
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literacy and patterns of social organization and interaction as defined by
cultural theory.

Cultural theory posits that there are five, and only five, viable
prototypical ways of life. Cultural theory defines these ways of life using a
two-by-two matrix called the grid-group model (see figure 1). The axes of
the matrix represent two aspects of how a culture constrains or permits
the actions of individuals: role restrictions (grid) and social incorporation
(group). The analysis is done at the level of social interaction where the
individual must explain and defend his actions. The descriptions below
are compiled from Douglas (1982, 1989), Douglas and Wildavsky (1982),
Wildavsky (1984, 1989), Thompson et al. (1990), and Lingenfelter (1992,
1995).

Figure 1. The grid-group matrix. (adapted from Thompson, Ellis, and
Wildavsky 1990:8)

Role restrictions or grid looks at the restrictions placed upon the indi-
vidual by the demands of status and role. Any social status places con-
straints on an individual’s freedom to act, confining the person to behave
and relate to others within the limits of the roles accompanying that par-
ticular status. For instance, an adult Slavey (Dene) man would never
scrape and tan moosehide; that is part of a woman’s role. A janitor at an
IBM plant would not issue payroll checks; that is the comptroller’s role.
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The social environments of the IBM plant and the Slavey are not the
same. At the IBM plant there is a highly developed hierarchy of statuses.
Each person at the plant has a specific title and detailed job description. A
person occupying one status position may not fulfill the roles of another
status position. An assistant vice president may not do the job of the
comptroller; she may not even perform the role of her secretary without
offending him. This is an example of a high grid social environment.
There is an elaborated hierarchy of statuses. Relationships between indi-
viduals are constrained by their respective status positions.

The high grid environment contrasts sharply with the low grid environ-
ment, where social hierarchy is undeveloped, autonomy is dominant, and
competition is unlimited. Here social statuses are few and broad, at the
extreme being little more than male and female, young and old. Any
Slavey man is free to participate in any of the roles associated with adult
males. While he may be known as a better fisherman than hunter or trap-
per, he still fills all these roles. He is not a specialist. The same can be said
for Slavey women: one woman may be known for her abilities with a
moosehide, but she also cooks, raises children, does beadwork, gathers
and preserves nearly twenty different varieties of berries, and participates
in community decision making. The statuses here are generalist ones, im-
posing comparatively few restraints on the individual’s action. Each indi-
vidual here is free to negotiate with any other individual; constraints due
to status or role are few.

Social incorporation is labeled group and refers to the strength of the
group in which the individual exists, the degree to which “the individual’s
life is absorbed in and sustained by group membership” (Douglas
1982:202). Strong groups have defined boundaries, with a clear
insider-outsider distinction. The survival of the group is more important
than the survival of the individual. One’s identity is in the group. Using
Milroy’s (1980) terms, strong groups have dense multiplex relationships,
while weak groups have sparse uniplex relationships.

The Old Order Amish of the midwestern United States provide an exam-
ple of a strong group environment. There is a clear distinction between
Amish and “English,” a difference readily apparent in appearance and be-
havior. Amish individuals are constrained to wear certain types of
clothes, use only certain types of equipment, and participate in certain
kinds of activities. One may not own a motor vehicle or wear decorated
clothes. One’s relationships are overwhelmingly with other members of
the Amish community. Within this community, each individual is ex-
pected to give support to the other members when they are faced with
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tasks beyond their capacity. Individuals are willing to limit their individ-
ual freedoms for the sake of group membership and support.

Weak group is seen among the members of an American university
class. The class is open to anyone who can meet the requirements (e.g.,
high school graduation) and pay the tuition. The class members feel no
particular loyalty to each other (unless they have a relationship in an-
other social setting) or to the professor. They dress according to their own
tastes, complete or ignore classwork according to their own desires. Their
motivation for belonging to the class is strictly instrumental. When they
leave the class, they expect little or no continuing relationship with their
colleagues. The relationships of the classroom setting are uniplex, exist-
ing solely for the time and purposes of the class.

By measuring the relative strength or weakness of a social environ-
ment’s grid and group, that environment can be placed in one of four
quadrants of the grid-group matrix. While the placement of a social envi-
ronment on the matrix is determined in this study by social interaction,
grid-group theory maintains that each quadrant has certain cosmological
characteristics as well. This cultural bias is supportive of the social inter-
action pattern, and the social interaction supports the cultural bias.

The individualist quadrant represents social environments with low
grid and weak group. This social environment is characterized by strong
competition and individual autonomy. Social boundaries are weak or
nonexistent. Relationships are negotiable; any existing ascribed statuses
are merely the starting place for negotiation of relationship. To the indi-
vidualist, the world is full of opportunities to grasp, and nature is a cornu-
copia to be exploited. The fiercely competitive entrepreneurial free
market is the prototype of the individualist quadrant: unlimited transac-
tion and caveat emptor! People press for rules only when they find them-
selves at a disadvantage; otherwise, rules and governance are a hindrance
and a burden. Leadership in this quadrant is based upon the accumulation
and use of power, often economic or military.

Social environments in the egalitarian quadrant exhibit low grid and
strong group. There is a strong boundary here between insiders and out-
siders. While individual behavior is regulated in the name of the group,
internal divisions, segregating, specializing, or the development of social
hierarchy is absent. Relationships between persons are negotiated, rather
than defined by each other’s status. Leadership is weak. It tends to be ei-
ther charismatic in nature or of the type wherein the leader is leader only
as long as he continues to express the desires and values of the group. Be-
cause leadership is weak and relationships between individuals are am-
biguous, conflict within the group is particularly dangerous to group
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cohesion. Since the only effective sanctions against deviants are expul-
sion or fission, conflict and factions are driven underground. Egalitarian
groups tend to be small, due to the inherent weaknesses of their organiza-
tional constraints. For the egalitarian group, the world is a dangerous and
fragile place. Nature’s resources are limited and may be irreversibly
damaged by misuse. Care must be taken to avoid such a catastrophe.

Thompson et al. (1990) point out that in larger societies, egalitarian
groups are often found in opposition to the dominant social structure.
They reject the hierarchical structures of the dominant society and form
their own identity outside that of the larger society. They maintain a criti-
cal, even revolutionary posture toward the dominant society.

The hierarchist quadrant contains groups whose social environment
shows high grid and strong group. These groups show a developed social
hierarchy and a distinct insider-outsider boundary. Individual behavior is
regulated both by group sanctions and by the specialized roles of the indi-
vidual’s status. Internal conflict is less threatening than in the egalitarian
quadrant, due to stronger leadership and the possibility of manipulating
the conflicting individuals’ status. Due to the strength and flexibility of its
structure, a corporate group can persist for a longer period of time than an
egalitarian group. To the corporate group, nature is generally forgiving,
but may be damaged by over-exploitation. Management of resources by
experts exists to avoid the dangerously unpredictable and to maximize
long-term yield.

Social environments displaying high grid and weak group occupy the
authoritarian (or “fatalist” per Thompson et al. 1990) quadrant. Here in-
dividual transactions are constrained by the individual’s allotted station
in society with its definitive role. Unable to make personal transactions,
the individual is likewise excluded from the benefits of any group mem-
bership. Thus constrained and removed from any power other than one’s
limited role, the individual is at the mercy of the social system. Unable to
effect changes in his situation, the individual attributes both good and
evil to fate. The world is an unpredictable place. One never knows what
may come, only that it cannot be predicted or controlled. The extreme of
this quadrant is slavery; more common in American society are lower and
middle ranks of government bureaucracies. It is worth noting that while
those living in this quadrant are, by definition, without any
decision-making power, they may constitute the bulk of a given society.

Cultural theory identifies a fifth social environment in grid-group anal-
ysis which will not be much used in this study. This is the social environ-
ment of the hermit, autonomy. By shunning relationship with other
people, the hermit creates a social environment outside the realm of
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social hierarchy and interpersonal interaction. While this dimension of
cultural theory provides for a more complete analysis of societal dynam-
ics, I am not exploring the use of literacy by hermits in this study. Hermits
do make use of literacy (e.g., Thoreau’s Walden Pond), but my focus is on
the use of literacy by cultural groups.

Thompson et al. (1990) and Lingenfelter (1995) clarify a common mis-
application of this theory: societies are not one dimensional. While one
way of life may predominate in a culture, all four social environments ex-
ist in each sociocultural setting. For instance, the dominant way of life
among the Hay River Slavey is egalitarian. Community membership is de-
fined and limited, and there is a clear distinction between Slavey and
non-Slavey. While no individual can tell another what to do, criticism by
the group (gossip) is a powerful social control. Yet the other three social
environments all exist in the Hay River Slavey’s world: The band office is
a distinctly hierarchical setting. Hunting, trapping, and fishing are indi-
vidualist in nature. In their relations with the government, Hay River
Slavey find themselves enmeshed in an authoritarian environment. Even
autonomy is not unknown; some individuals occasionally isolate them-
selves in the bush for extended periods of time. The dominant egalitarian
ethos of the community influences the other settings to a degree, yet all
five social environments clearly exist within the culture as a whole.

Douglas and her followers use grid-group theory to explore the rela-
tionship of the individual to society, to explore the nature of cultural
change and social movement, and to develop a functional rationale for
the relationship of cultural bias and social structure. The theory’s useful-
ness to this study is not so much in its functional explanation of social
structure and cosmology, but in its demarcation of the differing social en-
vironments based on criteria from the sociocultural interaction level. In
this model we have a tool with which we can explore ideological literacy:
that the way in which literacy is defined and used in a culture is closely at-
tached to the power structures of that culture. Douglas’ grid-group analy-
sis distinguishes basic structures of social power in a social environment
and can explain how literacy is used in those contexts.

Societal Factors Affecting Literacy Incorporation

Social environment does not define the entirety of the social setting.
Many other factors combine to make up the social setting or culture of a
community. The natural environment provides the elemental context. Lo-
cal, regional, and national political structures exert their influence.
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Economy, education, and religion play a large part, especially in relation
to the incorporation of literacy in a culture.

Economy and literacy

Literacy is a technology of communication. Technology implies material
and production, as well as skill. Literacy, as a technology, requires the use
of certain material forms, whether birchbark and charcoal or laser print-
ers and laptop computers. The production and use of these material forms
in literate behavior indicates a close connection between literacy and eco-
nomic activity. Although my primary focus is on social environment, I
would not want to discuss literacy in any cultural entity without reference
to the economic context.

In this study, I use Wolf’s three modes of production as indicators of
economic strata. Wolf (1982:75–100) describes three generalized modes
of production: capitalist, tributary, and kin-ordered. Wolf’s definition of
these production modes focuses on the social organization of labor for
productive or economic purposes.

In the capitalistic mode of production, a limited number of individuals,
the capitalists, use their wealth to secure control of the means of produc-
tion. The bulk of the population, being denied independent access to the
means of production, must sell their labor power to the capitalists in or-
der to support themselves. The laborers are required to produce in excess
of the costs of production and wages; they produce a surplus. The surplus
production is reinvested by the capitalist in the means of production, en-
hancing the technology of production, in order to create a higher margin
of surplus or profit. Success in the competition of the capitalistic mode of
production depends upon continual improvement in the technology of
production, minimizing the cost of raw materials, and expanding access
to potential markets.

The technology of literacy has played a major role in the development
of the capitalist mode of production. Capitalists use literacy in nearly ev-
ery phase of production and distribution. Letters, telegrams, and faxes are
used to locate and acquire new resources to be used in production, ac-
quire and record product orders, track and bill for deliveries. Literacy is
also used in the discovery and creation of new markets through advertis-
ing. Certain newspapers, such as The Wall Street Journal, are entirely de-
voted to the capitalist economic process. Certain specialized literacy
forms, including contract law, investment banking, and personal time
management systems (Day-Timer, Day Runner, etc.), support the
capitalistic endeavor.
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In the tributary mode of production, the primary producer maintains
direct access to the means of production, and surplus production is re-
moved from his/her control as tribute by political or military means. So-
cial labor is organized and controlled by a ruling elite through the
political exercise of power and domination. The locus of this political con-
trol may be centralized under a strong primary ruler or dispersed among
local overlords. The surplus is typically redistributed through mercantile
activity. While individuals may garner great wealth in this mode of pro-
duction, the wealth is not reinvested into improving the means of produc-
tion (which is a field mark of the capitalistic mode of production).

While tributary systems exist apart from literacy, the early develop-
ment of literacy in the Middle East, China, and Middle America are all as-
sociated with tributary economic systems. Archaeological findings
suggest that early uses of literacy in tributary economic systems included
records of property and taxation, records of rulers’ conquests, and reli-
gious and mythological texts. Literacy technology is widely used in this
mode of production, if not so thoroughly as in the capitalistic.

In the kin-ordered mode of production, labor for production is orga-
nized through familial relationships. The focus here is not on the group’s
particular definition of kinship, but rather that kinship ties (as defined by
the culture) are the primary regulators of social labor, access to resources,
and distribution of produce. Marriage and parentage are both potential
resources for increased production.

Kin-ordered systems are widely reported as “illiterate” systems. These
economies tend to rely on oral rather than literate communication due to
the face-to-face nature of their interaction. There is less reason here than
in the tributary economies to keep financial records for taxation or other
purposes, since an individual or family usually has fewer financial re-
sources to manage or report. The specialized capitalistic literacies are
completely out of place.

I have not attempted to further define Wolf’s modes of production in
terms of gross annual product per person. I am rather using his modes to
identify the general economic strata of the communities studied. In gen-
eral, I would assume that a community functioning at the capitalist pro-
duction mode would see its members having higher average incomes than
a community at the tributary level, who would, in turn, have higher aver-
age incomes than those of a community at the kin-ordered mode. To
speak in terms of energy (Adams 1975) instead of income, each succeed-
ing mode of production harnesses higher and higher levels of energy.

It is important to note that all the social environments occur at each
economic strata (see figure 2). Each mode of production accommodates
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any social environment; all social environments exist in each mode of
production. Ways of life and modes of production will be discussed in
more detail in chapter 10. At this point, I will merely state that this study
did produce concrete evidence of these phenomena.

Figure 2. Economic levels and social environments.

Education and literacy

Education, particularly formal education, has a strong connection with
economy. A formal educational program is expensive to put in place and
maintain. Classroom supplies (books, paper, writing instruments, black-
boards, desks, etc.) must be produced or purchased. School buildings
must be constructed. Teachers and administrators must be trained and
salaried. This can only be accomplished when a society is producing
enough surplus to pay for these expenses, initially and long term.

Education also has an obvious connection to literacy. Technology im-
plies skill as well as material forms. Literacy technology requires skill to
use; skill can only be obtained through education of one form or another.

This study focuses on literacy and social environment. Therefore, I am
limiting my investigation of education’s role to only one aspect: the grade
of education available in the community.
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There are three basic educational modes: formal, nonformal, and infor-
mal. Formal education is learning which occurs in a structured system. In-
dividuals are educated in an institutional program. Classes are
chronologically graded, as is the learning task. The educational institu-
tion is a hierarchical structure; administrators supervise teachers who su-
pervise students. When one thinks of schools and classrooms, one is
thinking of formal education. This is the mode of education which I
measure in this study.

Not all education occurs in the formal mode, of course. Informal educa-
tion is learning which occurs during normal life. Here there is no formal
or systematic structure to the learning process. Even in the most techno-
logically advanced societies, much of what we need to know to function
as human beings we learn informally. Each of us learned our mother
tongue informally; by this educational mode we learned how to relate to
others and live in our society. Informal learning is often purposeful, as op-
posed to accidental. My father specifically taught me how to use carpen-
try tools; he did not do so according to a formal or systematized program.

While not often recognized, literacy skills can also be learned infor-
mally. An individual can learn to read by listening to someone else (often
a parent) read while following the text themselves. Basic literacy skills
(that there is a sound-symbol correlation, which end of the paper is “up,”
which direction the lines go, etc.) are learned informally by many stu-
dents before they ever attend a formal class. Scribner and Cole’s
(1981:65–68) description of Vai adults becoming literate in Vai script il-
lustrates informal literacy education. Adult learners are taught at their
own request by adult literates. Lessons are given irregularly, several times
a week, for a period of time ranging from less than a month to a year (two
to three months being the average). There are no curricula or grades, no
professional teachers, no classrooms. Lessons are done when the learner
can read Vai script acceptably well, that being left to the judgment of the
learner and teacher.

Nonformal education lies between the other two modes. Nonformal ed-
ucation is organized, systematic learning which occurs outside of a struc-
tured institution. In some places, nonformal education is identified
variously with nontraditional methods within an institutional setting or
with Frierean literacy methods. Srinivasan (1977), for instance, identifies
four different models of nonformal education: informational, problem-
solving, projective, and self-actualizing. One example of nonformal liter-
acy education would be a group of young mothers in a village working
through a series of graded primers together. Another example would be a
Beaver Indian in northern British Columbia learning to read Beaver
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(Dene) by herself from Beaver literacy videos (Marshall Holdstock,
personal communication, 1989).

In this study, I measure education by the highest grade of formal educa-
tion available within the community. Grade availability is indicative of
the potential education available to an individual within the cultural
group. Obviously, there is no guarantee that all or even a majority of the
community will have achieved that degree of formal education. Grade
availability is a measure of potential only.

Even that is not as simple as it may seem. In the ethnolinguistic commu-
nities I study in this research some members are bilingual or multilingual.
In their homes, people speak their vernacular language, which in these
communities is different from the national language. The national lan-
guage is usually associated with national political processes, economic
advancement, higher social status, and education. The vernacular lan-
guage is the language of family and kinship, of friends and community.
Other languages may also be used in the community. Trade languages
may be used in local exchange processes. The church may use either the
national or vernacular language, or may use another language entirely.
This “church language” is often a regional language from the surrounding
area which was the first local language learned by early missionaries. The
missionaries assumed that the language they had learned would be under-
stood by all the groups in that vicinity. By the time the missionaries
learned otherwise, the language had become institutionalized within the
local church.

Because of the fact that bilingualism (some at least) is a fact of life for
these communities, in the questionnaire I took note of grade availability
in both national and vernacular languages.

Religion and literacy: Sacred texts and teachers

The connection between literacy and religion is of long standing. For
many centuries in European history, the Church, with its sacred text, was
the keeper of literate traditions and skills. Watkins (1978) traces a strong
historical connection between the spread of literacy and the growth of the
Church. Street (1984) describes the ways in which Arabic literacy, im-
parted by Islamic religious schools, is adapted by villagers in Iran. Besnier
(1991) shows how Nukulaelae Islanders have both preserved and
changed the forms of literacy introduced to them by Tongan missionaries.
Goody (1987:119) comments on the central position of the Brahmins in
Hindu religion, Brahmins being the only ones permitted to read the
Vedas.
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Since SIL field workers frequently associate with the community
church, the local church often becomes the locus of literacy activity in
these communities. Accordingly, when I looked at religious structures in
these communities, I looked primarily at the church in the community, if
one existed.

In exploring the relationship between literacy incorporation and reli-
gion in this study, I have centered my examination of religious structures
on their social environments. I will show that there is a significant corre-
lation between religious social environment and literacy incorporation.

The expression of literacy in culture is a complex phenomenon. In this
chapter, I have attempted to make clear the elements which compose this
exploration of literacy use and literacy incorporation at the interactional
level of culture. In the next chapter, I report on the methods I used to
actualize the study.
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Project Design and Implementation

As described in chapter two, Douglas’s grid-group model is a powerful
model for distinguishing social environments when examining the ex-
pression of literacy in culture. In the fall of 1992, I approached SIL about
the possibility of conducting a study of the relationship between literacy
use and culture among the language projects in which they are involved.
In this study I planned to look at both the specific literacy activities used
in each of the social environments described by the grid-group model and
to examine the patterns of literacy incorporation into a culture. SIL ad-
ministrators approved the project and helped secure partial funding for it.

SIL International

I chose to work with SIL for two reasons. First, as a member of SIL, I am al-
ready accepted within the organization. Second, SIL has access through
its members to a wide range of different ethnic groups. As of September
1991, SIL was involved in 848 active language projects in Africa, Asia, the
Americas, and the Pacific (SIL 1992). SIL could thus provide access to a
wide range of ethnolinguistic groups, as well as access to trained person-
nel living among and working with the people of these cultures.

SIL is a faith-based organization that serves the peoples of the world
through research, translation, and literacy.

SIL’s field work is carried out by semi-autonomous entities and working
groups around the world. This functional independence allows field
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workers in different areas to adapt their activities and procedures to the
local situation.

The training given SIL workers prepares them to be observers of cul-
tural phenomena. SIL workers receive basic training in anthropology, lin-
guistics, translation, and literacy, and participate in language learning,
orthography development, translation of literature, literacy and
multi-lingual education.

SIL’s primary emphasis in literacy is vernacular language literacy, the
transfer of literacy skills to the national language—or vice versa—is often
included. At the time of this study, one of the predominant methods of
teaching literacy used by SIL workers was some variety of the
Gudschinsky method, developed by Gudschinsky (1973), Barnwell
(1979), and Lee (1982). This is an eclectic method, allowing for variation
to meet situational needs. It is based on a linguistic analysis of the lan-
guage to be taught. It emphasizes word attack skills, sight reading of
functors, and reading for meaning.

Project Design

I designed the project to elicit information on the social environments
found in each of the participating SIL project locations, the specific uses
of literacy found there, and the overall use of literacy. I also gathered ba-
sic educational and economic data. The data collection consisted of two
parts: a questionnaire survey to gather quantitative data from a wide
range of cultural groups and a limited number of interviews to gather
qualitative data about literacy and culture.

The social unit I am analyzing in this study is the single community.
Each community represents a different ethnolinguistic minority language
group. The individual community is not synonymous with the entire
ethnolinguistic group, only a particular segment of that group.

My source of information for this project was SIL language workers, pri-
marily translators and literacy specialists. Using SIL workers as my source
of information carries certain inherent limitations: I did not have first-
hand access to the cultures being studied, and my sources are not native
to the groups about whom they are reporting.

At the time of this research (early 1990s), SIL normally assigned a field
worker to a particular indigenous language group. The worker then re-
mained with that group, often in one particular community, for most of
his or her career. SIL field workers often spend years doing thorough lan-
guage learning, linguistic analysis, translation, and literacy work. This
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brings them in intimate contact with most aspects of the community’s life
for an extended number of years. In fact, among the SIL workers who par-
ticipated in this project, the mean length of time for SIL language workers
to be assigned to a community was 19.4 years. Even if only half that time
was spent actually in the community itself,1 the reporting SIL field work-
ers can be expected to reflect intimate understanding of the
ethnolinguistic communities in which they work.

Interviews

The first part of the data collection process was semistructured interviews
of SIL language workers. While I expected the questionnaire (see below)
to produce a large quantity of data from a wide range of cultural groups,
there was the danger that the very size of the data might obscure the cru-
cial elements needed for analysis. Since the relationship between literacy
and culture is extremely complex, and since qualitative research is better
able to handle a large number of variables than quantitative, I designed
the project in this way so that the results of the qualitative research could
guide the analysis of the quantitative research. As it turned out, I found
that the interviews gave the most immediate insights into the variety of
literacy uses found in different social environments.

I had hoped to interview a total of thirty SIL language workers at SIL
centers in Latin America, Asia, the Pacific, and Africa. Due to the limita-
tions of funding, I visited only Latin America and Pacific sites. In January
1993, I interviewed SIL workers in Guatemala and Peru. In Peru, I inter-
viewed SIL personnel working with language groups in the Amazon jun-
gle and in the Andes, two very different ecological and cultural areas. In
August 1993, I interviewed SIL workers in Papua New Guinea, a nation
with between 600 and 800 different language groups. All the interviews
occurred at SIL centers in the respective countries. I conducted a total of
thirty-six interviews: seven in Guatemala, nine in Amazonian Peru, six in
Andean Peru, and fourteen in Papua New Guinea. (There were two addi-
tional interviews conducted where the interviewees did not feel
competent to report on social interaction where they worked.)
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Interviews were semistructured, designed to obtain basic information
on the predominant social environments, and on the predominant uses of
literacy in the language group. If a completed questionnaire was not
available, I obtained details on the social setting of the group. I conducted
the interviews on a volunteer basis. Upon arrival at an SIL center, I made
known my interest in interviewing people about literacy activities at their
project location. At each center, a sign-up sheet was provided, and SIL
workers willing to be interviewed indicated when they could be avail-
able. Interviews averaged about an hour in length, with some reaching up
to two hours.

At the time I conducted the interviews, I assumed that the community
would be the crucial social environment for determining literacy use. As a
result, I focused my interviews on the community social environment and
the use of literacy in the community setting. Note that the focus of the in-
terviews was not so much on the degree of literacy use (as is the focus of the
analysis of the questionnaires) but on how literacy is used.

I began each interview by asking the interviewee for permission to
quote them. I then asked for information on the social setting of the com-
munity: how people obtained their living, the physical arrangement of
the community, schooling available in the community, the basic political
organization of the community, and whether these social arrangements
were traditional or recent innovations. Once I felt I had a basic under-
standing of the community’s social setting, I asked about the ways in
which the people of this community used literacy. I approached this from
several angles in the interview. First I asked, “If I were to walk around this
community, what literacy activities would I be likely to see? What would
I see people reading or writing?” Next I asked, “What uses of reading and
writing have you seen here that struck you as different from your expecta-
tions or unique to these people?” Later in the interview, I asked, “What
would you say are the typical uses of literacy in this community?” Finally,
I asked, “Are there any uses of literacy that seem unique to these people?”
Normally, each of these questions produced immediate and detailed re-
sponses. I intended for the first and third questions to elicit information
on the normal range of literacy uses, and the second and fourth to pull for
“unusual” uses (i.e., not in the “normal” essayist tradition). I asked the in-
terviewee to give me examples of when they had seen each of the literacy
uses they reported. I did this to place the literacy activity within its
particular context. A copy of the interview format is found in appendix A.

I did not record the interviews on tape. I took notes during each inter-
view and transcribed the notes by the end of each day.
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I found the interviews to be most helpful in exploring how literacy tech-
nology is actually used in different social environments. I report the re-
sults of the interviews in part II. There, in each chapter, I discuss the way
in which literacy is used in one of the four quadrants of the grid-group
model.

Questionnaires

The second part of the data collection process was a questionnaire survey
sent to all active language projects in SIL, or at least to all SIL entities. I
designed the questionnaire to identify the social environments in four set-
tings of a cultural group: the family, the workplace, the community, and
the religious setting and to list the literacy activities seen in those envi-
ronments. In addition, I included questions designed to determine basic
levels of education (both used and available), the length of time SIL had
been working among the language group, the basic educational informa-
tion, and the general economic level of the community.

This questionnaire was field tested in Brazil during the summer of 1992
with the assistance of Sherwood Lingenfelter. Returns showed certain
weaknesses in the questionnaire, chief of which was that literacy activi-
ties were not identified with the social context in which they occurred. I
redesigned the questionnaire to correct this weakness, as well as other
minor ones.

I sent the survey questionnaire to each field entity in SIL, to the person
responsible for field language projects or literacy work in that entity, re-
questing them to distribute the questionnaire to field workers. I sent suffi-
cient copies of the questionnaire to provide one for each active language
project. A number of factors contributed to the low rate of return of the
questionnaires.

1. Questionnaires were not mailed to individuals, but were distrib-
uted through entity personnel responsible for literacy work or field
projects. This allowed each entity the right of refusal to participate,
should they so desire. A number of entities did not return any ques-
tionnaires, presumably choosing not to participate.

2. Language workers typically find themselves overwhelmed by the
demands of their work and have little time or inclination to partici-
pate in extra projects.

3. A follow-up mailing was not feasible.
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Given these factors, I did not expect a high rate of return. I hoped for a
30 percent return rate, but felt that the survey would still be useful at a 10
percent rate of return. Thankfully, participating SIL entities returned 143
usable questionnaires from twenty-five countries. The rate of return from
all active projects in SIL was 16.9 percent. Twenty-one SIL entities partici-
pated from North America, Central America, South America, Africa, Asia,
and the Pacific. The returns give a representative sample of SIL projects,
but are not random. Respondents volunteered after the individual entities
gave approval to the questionnaire by distributing it to their field
members.

The questionnaires had three sections (see appendix B). The first sec-
tion dealt with general and educational information. The second section
focused on four social settings: the family, the workplace, the community,
and the religious domain. For each setting ten questions elicited data for
the identification of the social environment, using Douglas’s (1982)
grid-group model. The questions themselves were adapted from
Lingenfelter’s diagnostic criteria (Lingenfelter 1995). The questionnaire
also asked respondents to list all the ways they had seen literacy (reading
or writing) actually used in each setting, to indicate if the activity had
been in the national or vernacular language, and to indicate how com-
monly it occurred. The last section contained ten questions which al-
lowed for the identification of that location’s general economic level,
using Wolf’s (1982) modes of production. Scoring the questionnaires, I
gave a literacy activity marked “frequent” a score of four points, “com-
mon” three points, “occasional” two points, “rare” one point, and zero for
an activity not listed.

The returned questionnaires yielded an amazing amount of data on lit-
eracy use. A total of 212 different literacy activities, performed in the na-
tional language (or LWC), the vernacular language, or both, were
reported in the returned questionnaires. Considerable analysis of the data
collected from the questionnaire remains to be done.

I report on the findings from my analysis in part III, where I discuss lit-
eracy incorporation, or “how much” literacy is used. I found the signifi-
cant factors for literacy incorporation to be the level of education
available in the community, the general economic level of the commu-
nity, the social environment of the community, and the social
environment of the religious setting.
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Part II

Literacy Use in the Social
Environments

The “How” of Literacy



Introduction to Part II

In part II, I discuss literacy use, the “how” of literacy. I present data from
my interviews with SIL field workers regarding literacy use in different
community social environments. I argue that community social environ-
ment is a strong factor in determining literacy use.

The primary source for my descriptions of literacy use in the four ways
of life are my interviews with SIL field workers, which are described in
chapter 3. During the interviews, it became apparent that the social envi-
ronment of the local community relative to the wider national setting was
also critical to literacy use and must certainly be included in future
research efforts.

In this exploration of literacy and social environment, the question of
how to interpret socially a literacy act is of considerable importance. At
first glance, many literacy acts can be interpreted in more than one way.
Consider, for example, letter writing in a Papua New Guinean situation,
such as Kulick (1992:137) describes. In Kulick’s study, the primary reason
for the letter was a request for goods. Many of the SIL field personnel I in-
terviewed in Papua New Guinea and elsewhere mentioned letters of
similar purpose as a common use of literacy.

How should these Papua New Guinean letters be understood? Coming
from a strong individualistic setting, my own initial inclination was to in-
terpret these letters as an individual attempt to better one’s own situation,
to gain for oneself access to a larger resource of material goods than one
personally has. Kulick, with a more intimate knowledge of the culture,
has interpreted the letter differently. He noted that the writer and recipi-
ent had to be in close relationship to properly interpret the request and
that the writer offered the recipient an opportunity to display his save
‘generosity and fellow feeling’. He also noted that the writer allowed the
recipient an opportunity to turn down the request without losing face or
feeling pushed to respond and, therefore, interprets the letter from an
egalitarian perspective.

How does one, in general, interpret a literacy act (such as Kulick’s let-
ter)? Awareness of its context and an appreciation of the importance of
the context in establishing interpretation are critical. As a person firmly
entrenched in a strong individualist social environment, I am inclined to
interpret any literacy act which might in any way appear to be a personal
pursuit of gain as being individualistic. In so doing, I ignore critical clues
in the literacy act itself, as well as the broader context of the literacy act.
The distinction in Kulick’s example was that the letter writer was not, as
an entrepreneur, attempting to negotiate a higher return in a sparse,
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uniplex social relationship. Instead, the writer was attempting to access
goods and services to which he had a right, given the dense, multiplex en-
vironment and the shared group membership. Literacy act and social
context are inextricably linked.

Therefore, in attempting to interpret the uses of literacy described here
by SIL members, I have taken the social environment to be primary and
the literacy act to be secondary. That is, I have taken the social environ-
ment to be the context which defines the literacy act, not the literacy act
which defines the social environment.
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4

Literacy Use in the Individualist
Quadrant

In this chapter, I test my hypotheses regarding
literacy use in individualist social environ-
ments. The social environment I am focusing
on here is that of the community. The hypothe-
ses regarding literacy use in individualist so-
cial environments which I test are:

Hypothesis 4.1. Literacy use in an individu-
alist social context is based on an instru-
mental assumption, that there is a
perceived advantage to be gained, economically, socially, or
personally.

Hypothesis 4.1.a. Individualist literacy includes entrepreneurial
literacy use.

Hypothesis 4.2. Individualist literacy does not support group co-
hesion or boundaries.

Hypothesis 4.3. Individualist literacy does not support an elabo-
rated social hierarchy.

Hypothesis 4.3.a. Individualist literacy emphasizes person over
role.
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The Individualist Social Environment

In the individualist social environment, the individual is free from the
control of group membership and the strictures of status and role. This
quadrant is defined by low grid and weak group. All roles and boundaries
are “provisional and subject to negotiation” (Thompson et al. 1990:7). In-
dividuals are free to transact business and negotiate with all others. Roles
are relatively unimportant here; what is important is one’s life history and
character (Lingenfelter 1992:27). Interaction is between two individuals,
not between two persons filling separate roles.

While “relatively free from prescribed control by others,” success in the
individualist quadrant “is often measured by the size of the following the
person can command” (Thompson et al. 1990:7). Competition for re-
sources and power is the rule of the game. Individuals who control suffi-
cient resources can exercise influence over others, until another
enterprising individual overtakes them.

Lacking a strong group identity or the direction given by defined social
roles, work and interaction in an individualist social environment are ori-
ented toward what is perceived as most beneficial to the individual. Indi-
viduals are motivated to seek their own advantage or increase in power.
While people may decry another individual who succeeds where they fail,
none will accept impediments to their own advance.

In this competitive environment, where individuals determine their
own security, a technology is worthwhile only when it gives the individ-
ual an advantage economically, socially, politically, or spiritually. Liter-
acy use is predicated upon its potential for advantage.

Individualist Communities

Individualist social environments were found in about 16 percent of the
community domains in the returned questionnaires; about 14 percent of
the interviewees worked in individualist communities (5 out of 36 sites).
Given the limited number of cases, my conclusions regarding individual-
ist literacy must remain somewhat tentative. On the other hand, the con-
sistency of instrumental literacy use in all five cases suggests that it can
legitimately be considered a trend.

The following is a composite description of individualist communities,
drawn from the interviews held with SIL field personnel:
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Politically and socially, the community is fragmented. Houses are
not grouped together. If people don’t like what’s going on in the vil-
lage, they just move away. There is no single community meeting
place. Several people have built shelters to house meetings; folks go
to the location where a person is having a meeting. (Papua New
Guinea)

Community leadership is very weak. People won’t do anything on
a community basis. They are interested only in their own affairs,
not the group’s. This is true in the school area as well: they are not
interested in sending their children to school. People don’t help
children with their homework. (Andean and Amazonian Peru:
nearly identical statements from both areas)

People gossip about individuals who start to get ahead, and they
won’t cooperate with them. They criticize each other for not con-
tributing to the community, but they themselves look out only for
their own individual good. It’s every man for himself. (Amazonian
Peru)

People are laid back and don’t care. Some scurry around trying to
get things done on a community basis, but they don’t know how to
get things done. They are disorganized. It’s every man for himself.
Family members have some loyalty to each other, but there is little
community cooperation. (Amazonian Peru)

Each person has their own garden, growing produce for their
own needs and for selling. People are very concerned that no one
else gain from their efforts. If someone plants a fruit tree and later
moves, they will chop down the tree rather than let someone else,
even a relative, profit from it or eat the fruit. (Amazonian Peru)

Community or cooperative efforts are virtually impossible. A
co-op livestock program is failing, both because the group is falling
apart and because of inadequate pasture preparation. An individual
offered the use of his own pastures, but was refused because he
might profit from the co-op livestock, possibly by taking a calf for
his own. (Amazonian Peru)

The government-sponsored community youth group tried to do a
chicken project (as unpaid community work), but they couldn’t get
the use of any land without paying compensation to the owner.
Once they finally got some land, one father demanded that his two
kids get paid a wage. The project fell apart. Now one man has built
his own chicken house. The community youth group contracts to
cut grass on a road. The money is supposed to be used for commu-
nity projects. Occasionally one family does most of the work, then
feels they should get most of the benefit. (Papua New Guinea)

They do have work parties, where an individual will give a party
for those who help him with some project. The person who gives
the work party gets the product of the work. The usual compensa-
tion for the workers is their fill of a local type of homemade beer.
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People will only work together when they get an immediate payoff;
they won’t work together for the benefit of the community.
(Amazonian Peru)

Marriages fall apart easily and often. When this occurs, the chil-
dren go to the mother’s parents. Marriage customs are in flux.
(Amazonian Peru)

It appears that the local language is dying or at least changing.
The younger people are not learning the vernacular. Instead, there
is a strong trend towards the national language. In fact, in the
whole language area there are only two villages where the children
speak the local language. (Papua New Guinea)

There is presently a movement to rediscover or recreate the lan-
guage, based on adding or not adding different endings to verbs,
and so on. There are two major and one minor factions in the two
local villages arguing over what really constitutes “our language.”
(Amazonian Peru)

Literacy Use in the Individualist Community

In general, literacy use in the individualist social environment supports
and enhances the individual. I found no indications of literacy use sup-
porting either group boundaries or social hierarchy. The reasons for liter-
acy use in the individualist community can be summarized by the
following list:

• for its perceived payoff potential: economic, social, or spiritual

• for the management of financial resources, probably for gain

• to access new information for economic and social gain

• for internal personal benefit: spiritual or recreational

• for individual expression

• to communicate with family and friends

Each of these is discussed below.
It should be noted that in two cases the SIL worker reported little or no

literacy use in the community. In one interview the SIL member said that
literacy had not “gone here” and reported that there was no use of literacy
in the community, apart from government agents. A second SIL member
also reported very little use of literacy in the community in which he
worked. This phenomenon will be discussed in more detail in chapter 8,
“Literacy Incorporation and Community Social Environment.”
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For its perceived payoff potential: Economic, social, or spiritual

In general, literacy use in an individualist social environment seems to be
driven by the perceived potential for advantage. Literacy is a tool, an in-
strument used to achieve a payoff. If literacy has no identified payoff, lit-
eracy does not seem to become widely used. The payoff is likely to be
utilitarian or personal, but may be for social prestige. An obvious payoff
for literacy is the ability to manage financial and material resources. An-
other is the ability (in national language literacy) to access resources of
information and assistance from outside the community. An internal per-
sonal payoff to literacy can be either recreational or spiritual in nature.

For the management of financial resources, probably for gain

Economic uses of literacy were reported in three of the five interviews.
Depending on the local economy, this may include receipts for cash pay-
ments, for work performed, or for crops sold. These forms of literacy use
require basic numeric skills (i.e., recognition of written numbers and ele-
mentary numeric skills). With this type of literacy use, the economic
payoff is obvious.

I should point out that of the five sites reported, all but one commu-
nity’s economy was dominated by the kin-ordered mode of production.
The remaining community was functioning in the tributary production
mode. The two communities where the SIL worker did not report eco-
nomic uses of literacy were categorized as using a kin-ordered mode of
production. Neither the kin-ordered nor the tributary modes of produc-
tion have the intrinsic degree of need to manage financial resources and
communicate with sources for raw materials and markets that the
capitalistic mode of production has.

To access information for economic and social gain

This was reported in detail in one interview and mentioned in three oth-
ers (4 out of 5 cases). This entrepreneurial use of literacy was only re-
ported one other time, and that in an authoritarian social environment.
Individualist and authoritarian cases together account for 31 percent of
the interviews (11 of 36 interviews). It was never reported in any of the
egalitarian or hierarchical community interviews, even though there
were two times as many as the weak group sites. It would appear that en-
trepreneurial use of literacy is a weak group phenomenon, at least at the
kin-ordered and tributary modes of production.
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In the one case, a man who was literate in the national language discov-
ered some agricultural pamphlets produced by the government. He incor-
porated some of the ideas described therein and increased his crops. He
then mailed away for more pamphlets and began to use the postal service
to communicate with governmental agricultural agents and others whom
he thought might be able to help him. Soon he had introduced a number
of agricultural and husbandry innovations into his work and was becom-
ing a wealthy man. He brought his brothers into his enterprise, and to-
gether they began to develop fish ponds, new crops, and new contacts for
marketing. He received some criticism from the local people for breaking
with tradition and being greedy, but soon his innovations were being cop-
ied by others. This man used literacy for accessing information which was
potentially advantageous to him, for managing his increasing financial
resources and for communication with people outside the community
who could aid him in some way, as either sources or markets. Literacy use
was directly tied to the payoff, to the access of potentially advantageous
information or contacts.

The other three cases are not quite as entrepreneurial or extensive in
nature. In one instance, the SIL member reported men reading fertilizer
bags to make sure the needed nutrients were included. Using the proper
fertilizer insured a bigger, more disease-resistant crop, which produced a
higher income at harvest. In the other two cases, the SIL member reported
literacy use tied to attempts at community development programs. Both
programs connected literacy with agricultural improvements: one in-
volved cattle, the other chickens. Neither was successful from a commu-
nity development standpoint as the government agents were unable to
engender sufficient community cooperation to maintain the programs.
From the SIL workers’ descriptions, the agents did not take into consider-
ation the individualistic nature of the communities’ social environments.
In both cases after the program had dissolved, a single individual picked
up on the idea and developed a successful chicken or cattle operation on
his own.

All three of these cases show people using literacy, or ideas introduced
in connection with literacy, to improve productive efforts. In the one
case, the local people had learned that fertilizers with certain proportions
of nutrients produced best. They read the fertilizer bags to make sure they
were buying the fertilizer that would maximize their productive efforts,
thereby increasing their profit. In the other two cases, programs that
linked literacy and agricultural innovations were introduced by govern-
ment agents. While neither program succeeded to the agent’s (or the SIL
member’s) satisfaction, certain individuals recognized the potential for
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the ideas and carried through on them for their own benefit. In all cases,
there is the obvious economic payoff motive.

For internal personal benefit: Spiritual or recreational

A less obvious payoff is that of internal personal benefit. This is literacy
used to provide an internal sense of well-being, a sense of spiritual direc-
tion or purpose, or to satisfy curiosity. This use of literacy is demonstrated
by private reading.

Private reading is fairly common in this quadrant (mentioned in 3 of 5
interviews). In a stronger group setting, private reading may be seen as
antisocial. In the individualist social environment, private reading has no
social stigma. Private recreational reading is evident, given sufficient lei-
sure time. For instance, in one group with strong menstruation taboos,
the SIL field worker reported that some women look forward to their men-
strual periods because it gives them an opportunity to just sit and read.
Every month when she goes to the menstrual house, a woman may take
books along to read to herself. The reading here is private, and the payoff
is simply the pleasure of reading.

A second recreational literacy use reported (1 out of 5 cases) is using al-
phabet books to play memory games. One person opens an alphabet book
to a page, and the other person has to name the letter on the next page.
This seems to be done for both enjoyment and learning.

The private use of reading extends into the religious realm as well.
Some SIL field personnel in individualist communities reported that the
most common use of literacy is for people to read Scripture in the privacy
of their homes (2 out of 5 cases). Slightly more common is the private use
of songbooks in a devotional setting (3 out of 5 cases). In both cases, the
payoff is personal spiritual growth or renewal. Only one SIL member re-
ported Scriptures being read in the church, and that by an outsider.

For individual expression

This is the only social environment in which graffiti was reported (1 out
of 5 cases): people, particularly young people, writing their names on
walls, pillars, public furniture, etc. This was not done to denote owner-
ship or record a visit (as in egalitarian communities). The competition for
personal achievement in the individualist setting may fuel the use of graf-
fiti as a means of recognition.

Leap (1991) also reported literacy used for individual expression on the
Uintah-Ouray (or Northern Ute) Indian Reservation in northeastern Utah.
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Here the oral use of the Ute language rewarded an individual’s unique
manipulation of language: persons who had a unique style of speaking
were highly regarded. Their focus on individuality, “the Ute preference
for ‘being one’s own person’ within any group context” (Leap 1991:35),
has produced some interesting results. Indigenous educators have al-
lowed Ute language spelling to be idiosyncratic, as long as the writer and
other readers are able to understand what is written. While teachers try to
help writers adjust their style to maintain ease in reading, the only correct
way to spell a word is the way the individual writer chooses to do so (Leap
1991:37). In the language arts taught in most American schools, there is
only one way to correctly spell a word. Every year there is a national
spelling contest, giving recognition to those students who are the best at
spelling words correctly. In the Ute individualistic setting, however,
spelling becomes a matter of individual choice, of individual expression,
subject only to minimal constraints of communicative function.

In both the graffiti case and in Leap’s spelling situation, the payoff for
the particular use of literacy seems to be a sort of personal recognition
within the community.

To communicate with family and friends

Letters to distant persons and notes to local community members are a
common use of literacy (3 out of 5 cases). Letters may be written to either
family or friends who are living at a distance or to sources of potential aid.
Letters may contain local news or gossip or may be requests for money or
other help. In one location (1 out of 5 cases), letters or notes may also be
used to negotiate various social situations, including marriage arrange-
ments. The SIL team at this site said they knew of at least two cases where
a woman wrote to a man, proposed marriage, and was accepted. They
also knew of one case where the man declined.

Letters are the most universally reported uses of literacy in all four so-
cial environments. Letters are clearly interpersonal in nature, and often
relational. None of the letters or notes reported here in individualist so-
cial environments demonstrated clear concern for holding the recipient
within the bounds of the group. Most were instrumental in nature—seek-
ing a change of personal status, help in negotiating social situations, or re-
quests for money or other assistance. The least instrumental appeared to
be simply to maintain the relationship with a distant relative or friend.
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Conclusion

I found no indication from my interviews with SIL members working in
individualist communities of literacy uses which supported group cohe-
sion and boundaries (hypotheses 4.2), or which supported an elaborated
social hierarchy (hypotheses 4.3). In fact, the descriptions of the commu-
nities given by SIL members indicated fragmented communities and an
absence of elaborated social hierarchy. I am unable to disprove either of
these hypotheses.

Hypothesis 4.3.a, a corollary of hypothesis 4.3, states that individualist
literacy emphasizes person over role. I found no indications of literacy, in
general, or literacy uses, in particular, being associated with special roles
in these communities. The closest to this was one site where the SIL mem-
ber reported that a man who graduated from high school might be the
“governor” of the village, but this was a position that rotated annually
among all the adult male members of the village (thus having no particu-
lar association with education or literacy). Literacy was used for personal
financial management, for individual expression, for individual entrepre-
neurial efforts, and for personal internal benefit. I conclude that this
hypothesis is confirmed.

Hypothesis 4.1, stating that literacy use in an individualist social con-
text is based on an instrumental assumption, that there is a perceived ad-
vantage to be gained, economically, socially, or personally, seems to me
to be descriptive of the dominant theme of literacy use as described by the
SIL members working in individualistic communities. There is a payoff to
literacy use. While there may be literacy uses here that are difficult to
identify as instrumental (such as letter writing), most literacy uses re-
ported in this social environment have a clear payoff. I consider this
hypothesis confirmed.

Hypothesis 4.1.a, stating that individualist literacy includes entrepre-
neurial literacy use, is a development from hypothesis 4.1. There were
four cases where this was reported in individualist communities. The only
other social environment in which SIL members reported observing entre-
preneurial literacy use was the authoritarian, the other weak group social
environment. Literacy and economic development are often associated
with each other. If economic development includes entrepreneurial use of
literacy, this study suggests that for communities in the kin-ordered or
tributary production modes, entrepreneurial literacy use will occur only
in weak group social environments. I consider this hypothesis confirmed.

In summary, literacy use in an individualist social environment sup-
ports and enhances the individual. This may be done by increasing the
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individual’s economic potential or his social prestige, or by strengthening
or refreshing his sense of personal well-being. Literacy use in this setting
is not used to enhance group cohesion, to support sanctioned roles or
rules, or to promote an established hierarchy. Each individual is free to
use literacy in whatever way he perceives it might bring him benefit, or to
reject it at his own discrimination. Individualist literacy use is dominated
by an instrumental assumption, that there is a payoff involved in its use.
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5

Literacy Use in the Egalitarian
Quadrant

In this chapter I test my hypotheses regarding
literacy use in communities exhibiting egali-
tarian social environments. The hypotheses re-
garding literacy use in egalitarian social
environments which I test are:

Hypothesis 5.1. Literacy use in an egalitar-
ian social context protects the boundaries
and cohesion of the group.

Hypothesis 5.1.a. Literacy use in an egali-
tarian social context strengthens the group’s internal
relationships.

Hypothesis 5.2. Egalitarian literacy emphasizes person over role.
Hypothesis 5.3. Egalitarian literacy does not support an elabo-

rated social hierarchy.

The Egalitarian Social Environment

The egalitarian social environment is characterized by low grid and
strong group orientation. The individual’s social experience is con-
strained by the group’s boundary, marking the distinction between in-
sider and outsider. Insiders, group members, participate in the life of the
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group, negotiating the group values, goals, and process (Lingenfelter
1992:30). One’s identity is centered in the group, and group dynamics en-
courage acceptance of shared expectations.

Being low grid, social roles are few and broadly defined. Group mem-
bers are appreciated as persons, not as inhabitants of a role. Since there
are few formal role distinctions within the group, relationships between
individuals remain ambiguous and open to negotiation. The lack of struc-
ture, when combined with the strong group boundary, allows for only
limited solutions for resolving internal conflict. The deviant member can-
not be displaced into a lower-ranked role or shuttled into another social
unit. No one person can enforce moral imperatives upon another because
there is no cohesive authority structure. The primary solution for internal
conflict is expulsion from or fission of the group. These are catastrophic
solutions to conflict. Because open conflict can be so devastating, dis-
agreements are often driven underground, breeding ill-will and frustra-
tion among group members. Because of this, egalitarian groups are
fragile, prone to splitting, and seldom maintain their cohesion over time
(Douglas 1982:205–206).

Egalitarian Communities

The egalitarian social environment was the most common found among
SIL project locations, totaling just over 47 percent of the returned ques-
tionnaires. About 39 percent of the SIL members interviewed worked in
egalitarian communities (14 out of 36 cases).

The following is a composite description of an egalitarian community,
drawn from the interviews held with SIL field personnel.

The village is formed in a large circle or cluster, or homes may be
isolated with up to five-minutes’ walk between them. People will
likely live near to their kin; which kin they live near varies depend-
ing on what are the significant relationships in the culture. (Papua
New Guinea)

Leaders are respected—older men or women who can fill a lead-
ership role in a particular instance or who can gather the clan for a
special event. It is not a defined role or office. Elders are the leaders
socially, but they don’t use overt coercion. “Big men” exist, but are
without authority; wisdom and skill are what is appreciated. There
is a government representative elected for the village for a specific
term. He comes from a different clan each time. (Papua New
Guinea)
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Everything is done by consensus. People stand around in a circle,
discussing the situation (either loudly or quietly), until everyone
knows what everyone is thinking and what each person wants to
do—all arrive at the decision together. It is very bad to be deviant.
They have a word for pulling somebody back into their proper
place. It is very important to be like everybody else. They avoid
conflict. It is very rare to see conflict, unless people are drunk. Gos-
sip and group ostracism are the strongest social controls.
(Guatemala)

Parents are loved and respected, but not strong authority figures.
Identity is in lineage groups. One’s first loyalty is to one’s closest
kin, then to those less closely related. (Papua New Guinea)

People will maintain social relations at the expense of personal
economic success. For instance, they will put their store out of busi-
ness by using the stock to fulfill social or family obligations, like
paying a bride price. (Papua New Guinea)

It’s very important to greet people. If you walk past someone on
the trail and fail to greet them, it is assumed you have bad feelings
about them. (Guatemala)

People are very egalitarian [interviewee’s term]. There is no spe-
cialization. Everybody knows how to do everything, although
individuals are recognized for any special skills they have (arrow
making, butchering, negotiating contracts). The men all call each
other “brother.” (Amazonian Peru)

The whole community works to make a canoe, build a house, or
other major tasks. The person who owns the tree or land chops the
tree and calls everybody for a canoe or house building. When the
job is done (or a stage of it is completed), the organizer feeds all
those who came. (Papua New Guinea)

In some egalitarian cultures, physical privacy is negative. It is
seen as socially disruptive, used for performing sorcery. (Papua
New Guinea)

Literacy Use in an Egalitarian Social Environment

The following descriptions of egalitarian literacy use are taken from inter-
views with SIL members working in fourteen egalitarian communities.
SIL workers reported no use of literacy in three communities, and two
others reported only minimal use of literacy.

Literacy use in egalitarian social environments is dominated by an em-
phasis on maintaining relationships between group members. Second-
arily, it is used to mark individuality within the group. The following
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statements provide a summary of literacy use in egalitarian social
environments:

• Letters are used to maintain relationships with absent group
members.

• Notes are used as “intermediaries” to facilitate relationships
between members in the community.

• Religious use of literacy is primarily group-oriented rather than
private.

• Individuality is marked by labeling private property or locations
visited with one’s name.

• Literacy is used for economic purposes.

• Private reading may be proscribed.

• Where literacy is not widespread, literate persons share their
skill.

Each of these is discussed below.

Letters to absent group members

In the interviews with SIL field workers in egalitarian communities, letter
writing was commonly mentioned as the most frequent use of literacy (9
out of 14 cases). These letters are written to group members presently re-
siding outside the community. The letters may be sent by postal service,
but just as commonly will be sent by hand with someone trusted who is
going to the location of the absent member. SIL members here reported
receiving between ten to twenty letters per week when not present in the
community. They also reported that community members are deeply of-
fended if the letters are not answered. There seem to be three common
types of letters; all are sent to family or close friends who are absent from
the village. The boundaries between the types are fuzzy, the first type
shading into the second and the second into the third.

The first type of letter is the newsy letter (6 out of 14 cases), containing
news and gossip of the village. The second type is the crisis letter (4 out of
14 cases), often with a request for aid or the return of the recipient. The
third type of letter is the request letter (7 out of 14 cases). While any of
these letters may be found in any of the quadrants, the predominance of
letter writing in this quadrant seems to be related to the strong group
dynamic.

The newsy letter helps to maintain an emotional and social relationship
with a group member who is, for one reason or another, geographically
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removed from the local community. This may be a child who is away at
school, a friend from the village now working in a distant city, or a hus-
band doing migrant labor on a distant plantation. The newsy letter con-
tains information and gossip about the affairs of the community and
family. It might also contain spiritual or moral admonitions from an elder
to a younger group member. Sometimes the main reason for the letter is a
request for the recipient to write back. As mentioned by Besnier (1991),
these letters often have a high affective content, filled by the writer’s
emotion for the recipient. This type of letter helps to keep the absent
member in relationship with the group, despite his absence.

Andrea Fishman (1991), in describing writing among the egalitarian
Amish, describes two varieties of newsy letters. The first is the circle
letter.

Circle letters are written by self-selected groups of friends, relatives,
former schoolmates, members of the same occupation, or any other
group with shared background or interests. When a circle letter ar-
rives, a participant adds her or his new pages and removes the
pages she or he wrote for the previous circuit before mailing it to
the next person. (Fishman 1991:18)

Note the egalitarian form of the circle letter: a group of people, all at the
same level, no leaders or hierarchy, all joined together in the circle. She
notes that if someone frequently fails to pass the letter on in proper time,
that individual is removed from the circle—conform or be excluded!

Fishman reports about the second variety of newsy letter among the
Amish, which is written to Die Botschaft, a weekly newspaper serving the
extended Old Order Amish community in fifteen states and in Canada.
The bulk of the newspaper is composed of letters from “scribes,” self- or
district-selected people who write in the weekly news of their local com-
munity. Every week these scribes write of interesting events and of farm-
ing conditions in their local community, of visits, sicknesses, births, and
deaths. The people involved in all these are mentioned by name, although
it is difficult to imagine that any one reader will actually know many of
the individuals mentioned. Scribes also include such maxims, proverbs,
and poetry as seem encouraging or uplifting to their readers. The chatty,
personal style of the scribes’ letters, relating news of the local communi-
ties, seems to help bind the scattered Old Order communities into one
larger community and reinforces the values shared by the community:
separateness from the “English” world and identification with each other
(Fishman 1991:14–15, 19–21).

The next type of letter is the crisis letter. The main point of this type of
letter is that a crisis of some kind is occurring, and the writer wants the
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recipient to give some sort of immediate aid, usually to return. These let-
ters are most frequently written by a family member who has remained in
the village to care for children and home while another family member
left to find work in a distant city or agricultural endeavor. The family at
home experiences some sort of crisis—a death, a serious illness, an urgent
need for money—whereupon a family member at home writes a crisis let-
ter to the absent member, pleading for the member to return to deal with
the crisis. It was frequently reported that this type of letter is hand-deliv-
ered and may not even be written, in spite of the urgency of the crisis, un-
less the writer knows of a trusted person traveling to the place where the
absent member is working.

The third and most frequently reported type of letter for this quadrant
is the request letter. While the occasion of the request letter is not a crisis,
some sort of social demand or event may lend a certain urgency to the re-
quest. In the letter the writer typically asks the recipient to send him some
resource which the writer lacks but, presumably, the recipient has. It is
frequently interpreted by Americans as being acquisitive and demanding
on the part of the writer. This type of letter is much more frequently re-
ported in communities with an egalitarian social environment than in
communities with an individualist social environment. One might expect
that the opposite would be the case, that the individualist, intent on in-
creasing his own estate, would be much more likely to request favors from
others than the egalitarian, who would seemingly be less interested in his
own welfare than in the welfare of the group. I believe the crucial issue in
this is the different views of property.

Kulick (1992:136–139) reports that the most frequent use of literacy by
the Gapun of Papua New Guinea is that of writing letters. Kulick repro-
duces a request-type letter he received from a Gapuner, asking him to buy
the villager a little rice. After making the request, the Gapuner spends the
majority of the letter telling Kulick that he will understand if Kulick isn’t
able to fulfill his request. Kulick points out that, given affairs in Gapun at
the time of the request, this is actually a request for Kulick to purchase
some twenty-five kilograms of rice, enough for a feast the Gapuner is giv-
ing. Only an insider would recognize this. The care the Gapuner takes to
ensure that Kulick can refuse the request does two things: (1) it ensures
that Kulick will not be able to say that he was forced to comply with the
request, and (2) it allows Kulick, unforced, to demonstrate his generosity
by displaying social solidarity with the Gapuner.

If the Gapun lived in an individualistic social environment, the letter
writer would have gone for all he could get. He would have brought as
much force to bear upon the recipient of the request as he possibly could
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and tried to anticipate and negate any reasons for refusal. Power and
property would take precedence over person. But in an egalitarian social
environment, person is more important than property (Lingenfelter
1992:48). While individuals may own property (rather than the group),
relationships within the group or subgroup are seen as more important
than the accumulation of personal property. Those in relationship with an
individual have a claim of sorts to the property of that individual, and
vice versa. Thus, if one member has a need, other members might be ex-
pected to use their resources to meet that need, just as that member might
do in return.

In an individualist social environment, the idea of private property is
well-developed. What I own is mine and is not available to others. In the
egalitarian social environment, with its strong group dynamic and weak
grid differentiation, the idea of private property is less well-developed.
Instead, all property is to some extent the property of the group. What’s
mine is mine, but I’m obliged to share it with you if you have need. Given
this view of property, request letters are a reasonable and normal use of
literacy in an egalitarian setting. (Note the use of labeling below to mark
private property.)

Besnier (1991) also reports letter writing to be a primary use of literacy
among the egalitarian Nukulaelae islanders. This use was firmly estab-
lished by the latter part of the nineteenth century, twenty years after the
introduction of literacy by Samoan missionaries in 1865 (1991:571–572).
Personal letters are known as tusi alofa ‘letters of empathy’. Letters are al-
ways sent to family members or friends who are presently at a distance to
the writer. Letter content may be centered on (1) the requesting, giving,
or reasons for being unable to give money or other material assistance to
family members, (2) family and personal news, or (3) moral admonish-
ment. Letters seem to have a very high affective content, which Besnier
highlights (pp. 573–575). Individuals feel free to request monetary assis-
tance from other members of the group and feel obligated to explain if
they are unable to meet the request. The bond is more important than the
property. Property owned by one member of the inner group (the family,
in this case) is, to some extent, available to all. News from others in the
group is important; it serves to maintain the bonding, even when some of
the members are widely separated. Moral admonishment, coming from
the older group members in particular, reinforces the ideology and values
of the group when the separated member may be in danger of being cor-
rupted by outside influences. Finally, the high affective content of the
letters helps to strengthen the emotional bonds by which the separated
individual is held within the group.
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Notes as “intermediaries”

As well as letters sent to members presently outside the community, notes
sent to people within the community are another frequently reported use
of literacy in egalitarian communities (5 out of 14 cases). Sometimes
notes are requests for the loan of a certain item, commonly sent by the
hand of a child, who is expected to return with the requested item. This
parallels the request letter.

Notes often seem to be used where one would normally expect the in-
tervention of a third party in a delicate social negotiation. Conflict is al-
ways a threat to the cohesion of an egalitarian social environment, and in
many such settings people have found the use of third-party negotiators
an aid in avoiding conflict in the settling of potentially troublesome or
delicate social situations. Third-party negotiators also allow for the sav-
ing of face, again a conflict-avoiding technique. Some SIL workers from
egalitarian communities reported the use of notes where traditionally
third party negotiators were used. The written note seems to depersonal-
ize the communication, to make it less immediately threatening to both
the writer and recipient.

One person reported that a note is sent from an aggrieved person to the
individual with whom he is upset. After the note is received, the recipient
responds when the two are in a group of other people, usually without ref-
erence to the note. The presence of others assures that tempers will not
get out of hand and spreads responsibility for solving the problem. Here
the note is used only to initiate the negotiation, and negotiations held be-
fore others can be kept depersonalized and at low intensity.

A variant use of this literacy form is notes used to express romantic in-
terest between a young man and young woman (3 out of 14 cases). If the
exchange of notes produces a mutually positive response, the young peo-
ple then go to their parents who set about arranging the marriage. There
were no reports of actual proposals by note or letter, as there were in the
individualist communities. Again, the written communication substitutes
for the third party, initiating the interchange while minimizing the
potential for loss of face and conflict.

Religious use primarily group-oriented

Scripture reading was often reported in the egalitarian communities. The
most frequently reported was public reading of Scripture (9 out of 14
cases), often in the local church. Private Scripture reading was less fre-
quently reported (5 out of 14 cases), but not uncommon. I am inclined to
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think that the difference may be linked to the strong group dynamic: reli-
gious activity (literate or otherwise) is more focused on the group than
the individual in the egalitarian setting. The communal emphasis in wor-
ship activity reinforces the bonds between group members.

The use of hymnbooks and chorus books is popular (5 out of 14 cases).
Several SIL workers in egalitarian communities noted that they had seen
people apparently learn to read by using songbooks. As the group sang
songs in the church, the individual would follow along in the songbook,
eventually mastering the coding system. This should be of special interest
to literacy teachers working in an egalitarian environment. In an egalitar-
ian social environment, an individual does not like to be singled out from
the group, either as being inferior or superior in skill; either is uncomfort-
able, even dangerous. Western methods of teaching reading tend to do
this with great frequency. In a group reading (singing) activity, the indi-
vidual who wants to learn to read can, by repeated exposures to a known
text, eventually learn to read on their own without ever facing the social
danger of standing out from the group.

Two other religious uses of literacy were reported. One was the weekly
recording of members attending church (3 out of 14 cases). This seems to
be done to enforce the group’s expectation of church attendance. The sec-
ond is keeping notebooks of sermons (2 out of 14 cases). In one case, the
sermons were authored by the owner of the notebook. In the other case,
church attendees were in the habit of writing down the sermon outlines
(and other points of interest) which the preacher wrote on the church
blackboard. Church attendees then used these outlines to discuss sermon
content later on in the week. (See Besnier (1991:576) for another example
of sermon notebooks in an egalitarian setting.)

Labeling private property or locations visited

The egalitarian social environment is characterized not only by strong
group, but also by low grid. The low grid dynamic emphasizes the impor-
tance of the individual as a person rather than as the filler of a role. Indi-
viduality is highlighted in egalitarian communities by labeling private
property with one’s name (5 out of 14 cases) and by writing one’s name at
locations where one has visited (2 out of 14 cases).

It is not uncommon for people to put their names on items of personal
property that they value. This is frequently done with some sort of decora-
tive script and placed on the item so as to be readily visible. Of the five SIL
members reporting this use of literacy, three mentioned writing one’s
name on the edge of one’s Bible. Three times it was mentioned that people
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may sign their name on fruit or nut trees to indicate ownership. Other
items that may be labeled with one’s name include tools of various sorts,
canoes, and books (the last noted as a prestige item).

While personally owned property is to be shared in an egalitarian social
environment, the individual is valued as a person, and marks important
property as his own. He may still share the property, but he retains con-
trol of it. Additionally, in some cases one’s name is the only identification
of one’s property where all items of a type are virtually identical (see, for
instance, Fishman 1991:17 on the Amish labeling of clothing and cooking
utensils).

In a variation of this use of literacy, individuals write their names on
the men’s house walls and on prominent trees in areas they are visiting.
This is to record their visit, so that others will know they have been there.

Literacy for economic purposes

Of the fourteen egalitarian communities, all but two were reported to
function in the kin-ordered mode of production. The remaining two were
in the tributary production mode. None were reported to be at the capital-
istic level.

SIL workers mentioned a variety of literacy uses related to economy.
Literacy used to secure land titles was mentioned three times, two of
those being documentation of land history for court cases. Receipts for
sales of goods were mentioned twice. One interviewee said that when
someone in the community fails to pay their bill at the community store,
their name is written on a “No More IOUs” sign.

In two cases, lists are kept of community members’ contributions to a
feast or other community project. The purpose seemed to be to make sure
that everyone contributed fairly and that the public reading of the list
would both honor those who contributed and shame those who did not.

No entrepreneurial uses of literacy were reported. It may be that this
use of literacy may be too contrary to the egalitarian ideal of general eco-
nomic equivalence among group members.

Private reading discouraged

In one egalitarian community, the SIL workers report that private reading
is viewed with extreme antipathy (1 out of 14 cases). In these places, the
group dynamic is so strong that virtually all daily activities are done in
the company of others. To do something by oneself is interpreted as hos-
tile to the group, and probably witchcraft. To read silently or to oneself is
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antisocial. At best, it is withholding information from others. At worst, it
is viewed as witchcraft, particularly if one is reading a spiritually
powerful document, such as the Bible.

Sharing of literacy skills

Two SIL members working in egalitarian communities reported what ap-
peared to be “literacy specialists.” These were people in the community
who acted as scribes for other community members. At first glance it ap-
peared that these might be indicators of an emergent social hierarchy, in
that they were functioning as specialists. As Wildavsky (1984) has shown,
societies do change in their orientation from one social environment to
another. Was this what was happening in these two communities?

Upon closer examination in the interviews, I realized that literacy abil-
ity was not widespread in these two communities and that the “special-
ists” did not receive any special recognition or recompense for their skill.
They were simply sharing part of their “property” with other community
members as it was needed. If they are specialists, they are specialist in the
egalitarian sense: recognized as being better at a particular skill than
other people, but no higher or lower in status because of it.

Conclusion

In hypothesis 5.1, I stated that literacy use in an egalitarian social context
protects the boundaries and cohesion of the group. I did not find data in
the interviews to support the idea that egalitarian literacy use protects
group boundaries, unless this is interpreted to mean simply “inclusion
within the group” (see hypothesis 5.1.a). I must consider this part of hy-
pothesis 5.1 unsubstantiated. (Boundary issues are discussed again in
chapter 8, “Literacy Incorporation and the Community Social
Environment.”)

I found ample evidence, however, of egalitarian literacy use supporting
the cohesion of the group. I stated this concept more specifically in hy-
pothesis 5.1.a, that literacy use in an egalitarian social context strength-
ens the group’s internal relationships. This is shown in the widespread use
of letters to maintain social relationships and facilitate the distribution of
property and by the use of notes to restore relationships in conflict situa-
tions. It is shown in the emphasis of public use of religious literacy over
private. Hypothesis 5.1.a I consider supported.
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Egalitarian literacy emphasizes person over role (hypothesis 5.2). This
is seen in the labeling of personal property and recording of visits. It is
also seen, to some extent, in the use of letters to maintain emotional and
social connection with distant group members. I consider this hypothesis
supported by the data.

I did not find evidence that egalitarian literacy use supports an elabo-
rated social hierarchy (hypothesis 5.3). Specialized literacies were not re-
ported. Literacy specialists, reported in two locations, did not fill a role so
much as share a personal skill. I consider this hypothesis confirmed.

In summary, egalitarian literacy use strengthens the group’s inner rela-
tionships and emphasizes person over role, but does not support a well-
developed social hierarchy.

Internal relationships are strengthened by literacy through the use of
letters and notes. Letters are sent to members presently outside the
group’s locale. A letter may be newsy, maintaining the emotional and so-
cial ties to the group. A crisis letter requests the immediate return of the
absent member, and a request letter asks him to participate in the
economic life of the group.

Notes are sent between members in the group’s locale and often take
the place of a third-party negotiator. These notes help to keep the poten-
tial for devastating conflict low, maintaining harmonious relationships
within the fragile egalitarian social environment.

Religious uses of literacy encourage group participation. Private use of
religious literature is common, but on occasion may be censured as
antisocial.

Literacy use does not promote distinction between roles or statuses, al-
though it does allow for expression of person. Individuals’ names on their
personal property (even if the item is loaned to or shared with another
group member) demonstrates the importance of the individual as a
person.

I did not get reports of individuals engaging in the entrepreneurial use
of literacy reported in the individualist and authoritarian communities.
This kind of literacy use may be too threatening to the egalitarian group
bond to be tolerated. People working in development or literacy promo-
tion in egalitarian communities need to be aware that promoting this type
of motivation for literacy use may be counterproductive.

Literacy use in an egalitarian social environment strengthens and pro-
tects internal group relationships. The most frequent uses of literacy act
to support internal relationships (both social, religious, and economic)
and to reduce potential conflict.
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6

Literacy Use in the Hierarchist
Quadrant

In this chapter, I test my hypotheses regarding
literacy use in hierarchist social environments.
The social environment I am focusing on here
is that of the community. The hypotheses re-
garding literacy use in hierarchist social envi-
ronments which I test in this chapter are:

Hypothesis 6.1. Literacy use in a hier-
archist social context protects the bound-
aries and cohesion of the group.

Hypothesis 6.2. Hierarchist literacy supports relationships de-
fined by a developed hierarchy of status and role.

Hypothesis 6.2.a. Hierarchist literacy allows for specialization of
role.

The Hierarchist Social Environment

The hierarchist social environment is characterized by high grid and
strong group. The individual is constrained by controls exercised in the
name of the group. The individual also participates in the processes of the
group, helping to define group goals and values (Lingenfelter 1992:30).
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Strong group boundaries and a strong insider-outsider distinction center
the individual’s identity within the group.

There is a developed internal hierarchy or organization of status and
roles, allowing for specialization of roles and differential distribution of
resources. At the extreme of high grid, “every person…is at a specific
level within the status system….Everyone…knows who [is] above him
and who [is] below him in status” (Mayers 1980:42). In a hierarchical so-
cial environment, role is more important than person. Relationships be-
tween people are defined by the roles the individuals occupy. Because of
the elaborated hierarchy, internal conflict has a variety of solutions:
members may be downgraded or upgraded, shifted sideways, redefined,
or resegregated. Conflict is thus less damaging than for the egalitarian
group. This flexibility allows the group to maintain itself over an ex-
tended period of time, making it tenable for individuals to invest in it for
their posterity (Douglas 1982:206–207).

Hierarchist Communities

The community setting registered in the hierarchist social environment in
just over 30 percent of the returned questionnaires; about 31 percent of
the interviewees worked in hierarchist communities (11 out of 36 cases).
The following is a composite description of a hierarchist community,
drawn from the interviews.

There is a magistrate over several villages, with a mayor in each.
These officials arbitrate fights and marital disagreements, bring
laws back from the regional or national government, and supervise
voting and tax collection. The magistrate is the man who has vision
for regional development. The mayor carries out the directions of
the magistrate; he organizes people to do community projects.
(Papua New Guinea)

There is a chief (rather than a mayor) over the village. The chief
of the village has good control of his village. In some villages, he is
also the pastor there. People do what he tells them to do. He has
the power in the village. (Amazonian Peru)

Besides the chief or mayor, larger villages may have multiple
counselors, each representing a certain area or clan. They are re-
sponsible for conditions in their area, for taxes, for proclamation of
new laws. These local governmental systems are an extension of the
national or regional system. (Papua New Guinea)

In the families of this village, the father is the boss. There is re-
spect for elders, and the father is the center of respect. Historically,
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this is tied into the inheritance system. There are very tight eco-
nomic and social constraints in the traditional system. (Guatemala)

Teachers are very respected in the village. When there was a
problem with one of the outside teachers, the chief wrote a letter of
complaint to the teacher’s supervisors, who brought some relief.
(Amazonian Peru)

There are specialists here: certain people are recognized as the
best mechanics, as shopkeepers or tradesmen, as belonging to one
class or another. In spite of this, people carry a strong sense of iden-
tity as being a part of the village. (Guatemala)

People are very competitive in soccer and in school contests. Re-
warding and recognition of winners go over big. (Amazonian Peru)

Knowledge of the national language and of mathematics is so-
cially advancing, because it protects people from being taken
advantage of. In villages without widespread literacy, knowledge of
literacy in the national language allows for specialization as a type
of scribe, writing letters and official documents for people.
(Guatemala)

Of the eleven hierarchist communities represented in these interviews,
eight were at the kin-ordered mode of production and three were at the
tributary production mode.

Literacy Use in a Hierarchist Social Environment

All of the eleven SIL teams working in hierarchist communities reported
that there was at least a moderate level of literacy use. Some reported ex-
tensive use of literacy.

Of the eleven interviewees, three focused their description of literacy
entirely upon the political and educational history of the community. The
first time this happened, I thought that perhaps I had not made clear my
interest in the use of literacy, not the process of obtaining education for
the community. The second time it happened, I wondered if the inter-
viewee was ignorant of how people in their communities used literacy.
Upon reflection, I realized that their focus on the political process and ed-
ucational structures was probably reflective of the cultural bias of a hier-
archical social environment. In a hierarchical setting, the group’s process
in accepting literacy as part of their identity and their arrangements to en-
sure that their children participate in this identity are close to the core of
literacy use and incorporation. While I will deal with this more fully in
chapter 8, “Literacy Incorporation and Community Social Environment,”
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I mention it here because it dominated three of the eleven interviews with
those working in hierarchist communities.

In general, literacy use in a hierarchist social environment supports
group cohesion and the differentiation of social roles. The following state-
ments describe hierarchist literacy use:

• Letters are used to maintain relationships with absent group
members.

• Leaders are literate.

• Literacy is used for role specialization.

• Literacy is used for maintenance of social order.

• Religious use of literacy is primarily group-oriented rather than
private.

Each of these is discussed below.

Letters to absent group members

As in the egalitarian communities, letters are used in hierarchical commu-
nities to maintain relationships with group members who are physically
absent from the community. Letters were frequently reported as one of
the most common uses of literacy (6 out of 11 cases). Newsy letters were
the more common type reported, being mentioned each time the frequent
use of letters was reported. Request letters, when mentioned (2 out of 11
cases), seemed to be sent primarily to family members. Crisis letters were
mentioned only once. In a hierarchist community, the dominance of
newsy type letters indicates the importance of literacy in maintaining
group relationships with absent members.

Notes were also used as substitutes for third-party negotiators between
individuals in the group, although less frequently than in the egalitarian
setting (2 out of 11 cases). Conflict between members of a hierarchist
community is not as devastating as in an egalitarian setting. Mechanisms
to avoid and defuse conflict exist in a hierarchist environment which do
not exist in the egalitarian. Interpersonal relationships are framed as in-
teractions between roles, not between unconfined individuals. When con-
flict does break out, it is often possible to manipulate the social structure
to lessen or defuse the conflict. Finally, the social structure allows for a
high-ranking individual to speak in the name of the group, censuring one
or both parties, and forcing a reduction of hostilities. Therefore, while
intragroup relationships still need care, they are not as fragile as the
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relationships in an egalitarian setting, and the use of notes as third-party
negotiators is lessened, but not obliterated.

Leaders are literate

Another theme for the use of literacy in hierarchist social environments is
literacy as a distinction of status or role. Skillful use of literacy was re-
peatedly associated with local leadership (6 out of 11 cases). This was
evenly divided between community leaders (4 out of 11 cases) and reli-
gious leaders (4 out of 11 cases). In one case where community leaders
were not adept at literacy, they had designated an individual as a sort of
secretary or official reader and writer. There were several reports of lower
ranking leaders who were working on improving their literacy skills to
match those of higher ranking leaders. Not only are leaders expected to be
literate, the highest leaders should be more literate than anyone else.
Nonliterate leaders use the hierarchical structure to designate a personal
literacy specialist or secretary.

Summers and Plaister (1992) describe a similar phenomenon in the
Kauai Police Department, a hierarchist setting. Here the primary writing
activity is the Event/Crime Report, a multipaged printed form, used to de-
tail information on the crimes investigated by the department. Each re-
port is reviewed by superior officers to insure that it will stand up in
court. Reports of serious crimes are given increased scrutiny; higher
ranked officers exercise increased control over the writing of subordi-
nates. Skill (as determined by superiors in the Kauai Police Department)
in the writing of Event/Crime Reports and other written forms is crucial
to advancement up the hierarchy. Increased skill is commensurate with
higher ranking. The Kauai Police Department (and other police depart-
ments?) have developed a type of literacy which is unique to that social
setting and which marks increased status within that setting by a
group-defined proficiency in its use.

Literacy for role specialization

The development of a hierarchical social structure allows for the special-
ized use of literacy in high grid environments. The most common example
of this found in hierarchist communities was the leader as the skilled liter-
ate. Besides leaders, specialized literacy roles were mentioned seven
other times, although no one role was mentioned more than twice.
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The “community scribe” was mentioned in communities without wide-
spread literacy (2 out of 11 cases). The following quote illustrates the way
such a role functions.

There is one man in the group who is called upon to write letters
for others. He does this on the typewriter, usually in the national
language. He has learned both vernacular and Spanish literacy well.
Some of the letters he writes for people are communication with
church officials. More frequently, the letters are about legal mat-
ters, such as writing an initial letter for someone to get an
investigation into land titles. Only rarely is the letter a note to a
family member in the city. He is often involved in making lists of
goods to be purchased in the city by an intermediary. (Guatemala)

The community scribe in one case earned a large portion of his living from
his scribal work. In the other case, the individual’s community scribal
work was an outgrowth of his work with an SIL team and seemed to be as-
sociated with that role.

A second type of specialized role is the community leader’s secretary
mentioned in the section on leadership and literacy use. In this case the
scribe, while in one sense was working for the community, was particu-
larly designated as the literacy specialist for a nonliterate community
leader. This allowed an older and very respected leader to maintain his
position despite the literacy demands of his office.

There were three other types of specialized literacy roles mentioned in
the interviews. One role is that of the designated Scripture reader in the
church (2 out of 11 cases). In another community, there was a designated
person who read official documents in town meetings (1 out of 11 cases).
He was not a leader’s secretary, but a community functionary.

The third role was a community health worker (1 out of 11 cases),
whose job was described as comparing a patient’s symptoms with written
descriptions, prescribing medicines, writing and reading to the patient
the instructions for taking the medicines, and keeping records of treat-
ments. Here an individual used specialized medical literacy skills to fill a
role in the community and serve the group.

The final association of literacy with role specialization found in the hi-
erarchical interviews was a case (1 out of 11 cases) where the SIL worker
reported that the people in the community were not satisfied with the
generalized education provided by the government system. When I asked
her to explain, she said,

People want and strive for specialization in education. They don’t
want general education; they want science training, or carpentry, or
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motors, or pedagogy, or some other specialty. And they want to
learn the specialty thoroughly. (Amazonian Peru)

Thus, in a hierarchical setting there are not only specific roles within the
community, but the people demand that the education they receive pre-
pare them for specific specialist roles.

Bledsoe and Robey (1985) describe specialized literacy roles among the
Mende. Mende morimen ‘folk magicians’ and karamokos ‘scholars’ compe-
tent in Arabic literacy employ their literacy skills in a manner similar to
the way traditional Mende elite used their secret knowledge to gain ad-
herents and to control their labor and production. Access to Arabic liter-
acy and control of its powers is limited in this society to a comparative
few, who use its power to exert influence and authority over those who
lack its full control. Gaining control of this literacy is not easy, but those
who master it are able to significantly increase their status. In this hierar-
chical society, literacy is a tool for upward mobility and is limited to those
who will make the sacrifices necessary to master it.

Literacy to maintain social order

Maintenance of social order is important in high grid environments. Not
only does everyone have a place, it is important to society that roles and
rules function smoothly for the benefit of all concerned.

Of the uses of literacy to maintain social order, the most frequently
mentioned was the use of identity cards (3 out of 11 cases). Identity cards
(note that one person may be required to carry multiple cards, depending
upon his or her status) ensure that everyone is properly accounted for and
has fulfilled certain social obligations (such as military service). Health
cards, a type of identity card, ensure that everyone has had basic health
care and immunizations. (Note that hierarchist communities did not seem
to use these types of documents as heavily as authoritarian communities,
nor was there reported the kind of abuse associated with them reported in
the authoritarian communities.)

I include the keeping of church records in this group (2 out of 11 cases).
Keeping lists of members, of attendance records, or of giving by members
gives church leaders a measure of control over the parishioners. Member-
ship lists and attendance records mark group boundaries. Records of gifts
to the church provides an indication of the church member’s
commitment.

Schedules were mentioned by one SIL member in two contexts. One
was the church, where a preaching schedule was maintained. Preaching
tasks (other than the Sunday sermon) were rotated among certain elders
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according to the posted schedule. The other schedule was a work sched-
ule, listing who was responsible for certain tasks and when the jobs were
to be done.

These uses of literacy all work towards the same end, the maintenance
of a certain social order. Social order is a positive value in a hierarchical
social environment, and a hierarchical society is willing to expend re-
sources to ensure that systems are maintained.

Religious use of literacy is primarily group-oriented

Scripture reading was most frequently reported (8 out of 11 cases) as the
most common use of literacy by SIL teams working in hierarchical com-
munities. All of these reported public reading of Scripture to be the nor-
mal or most frequently seen variety of Scripture reading. Normally, this
occurred in the church setting. As in the egalitarian communities, it may
be that SIL workers reported public Scripture reading at over twice the
frequency as private reading because it was more easily observable.
Again, note the contrast with individualistic communities, where SIL
members failed to report public reading of Scriptures. I argue that the dif-
ference is due to the strong group element in the hierarchical social envi-
ronment: religious activity (literate or otherwise) is more focused on the
group than the individual in a hierarchical setting. The communal
emphasis in any activity reinforces the bonds between group members.

Conclusion

As in the egalitarian setting, evidence of literacy use supporting group
boundaries (as stated in the first part of hypothesis 6.1) was hard to find.
To some extent, the uses of literacy to maintain social order provided this
dynamic, particularly items like church membership lists and attendance
records. On the whole, however, the evidence on literacy use supporting
group boundaries in a hierarchical setting is weak. (Literacy support of
group boundaries will be discussed again in chapter 8, “Literacy Incorpo-
ration and the Community Social Environment.”)

Group cohesion is strengthened by literacy use in a hierarchical setting
(as stated in the second part of hypothesis 6.1). This is demonstrated by
the use of letters to maintain emotional ties and relationship with absent
group members. It is seen in the dominance of group-oriented religious
literacy use over private religious literacy use. I consider this segment of
hypothesis 6.1 confirmed.
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Hypothesis 6.2 states that hierarchist literacy supports relationships
defined by a developed hierarchy of status and role. This has been sup-
ported by the data. Skillful literacy use is associated with leadership.
Higher ranking leaders are expected to demonstrate increased literacy
skills. Leaders who lack literacy skills designate a literate individual as
their personal specialist. Identity cards prove one’s position in society.

A variety of special literacy roles exist in a hierarchist community: com-
munity scribes, designated readers, secretaries to community leaders, and
health workers. Note that there is a greater variety of roles found in more
communities than was seen in the egalitarian communities. In the hierar-
chical communities, sharing the same economic distribution as the egali-
tarian communities, specialized literacy roles are much more developed
and diverse. This confirms hypothesis 6.2.a, that hierarchist literacy
allows for specialization of role.

In summary, literacy use in a hierarchist social environment supports
relationships within the group, social hierarchy, and specialization of
role. Relationships between group members are maintained by the use of
letters and notes. Here it is the newsy letter which predominates, rather
than the request or crisis letter, as in the egalitarian communities. The use
of literacy to support an elaborated social hierarchy and specialization is
well-developed in hierarchist communities. Even at the kin-ordered level
of production, hierarchist communities have a variety of specialized liter-
acy roles. In settings where literacy is not universal, individuals with lit-
eracy skills use those skills to maintain their roles or advance their status.
Where literacy is more widespread, individuals may use specific literacy
skills to fill roles in the community or may develop specialized literacy
skills in order to attain higher status roles.
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7

Literacy Use in the Authoritarian
Quadrant

In this chapter, I test my hypotheses regarding
literacy use in authoritarian social environ-
ments. The social environment I am focusing
on here is that of the community. The hypothe-
ses regarding literacy use in authoritarian so-
cial environments that I test in this chapter are:

Hypothesis 7.1. Literacy use in an authori-
tarian social context supports an elabo-
rated social hierarchy.

Hypothesis 7.1.a. Authoritarian literacy allows for specialization
of role.

Hypothesis 7.2. Authoritarian literacy may be used by those in
power to restrict access to power.

Hypothesis 7.3. Authoritarian literacy may include entrepre-
neurial literacy use.

The Authoritarian Social Environment

In an authoritarian social environment, the strictures of status and roles
constrain the individual. The person is less important than the role he or
she fills. Interpersonal relationships are defined by the participants’ roles
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in the system. There is an organized hierarchy of roles and a differential
distribution of resources similar to the hierarchical social environment.
Confined to his or her role, there are no rewards to which the individual
can aspire, other than fulfilling his or her role.

In contrast to the hierarchical social environment, the participants of
this social environment are not members of the group holding social
power. The power maintaining these designations is remote and imper-
sonal, and the individuals under the authority of the system do not partic-
ipate in its decision-making process. Typically, this social environment is
found at the lower levels of a hierarchical society or among those who
have succumbed to the competitive energies of entrepreneurial individu-
alists. The extreme of authoritarianism is slavery. While being outside the
realm of decision-making power, the people in this group may be the
largest population segment in some larger societies (Douglas 1982:207).

Authoritarian Communities

The community setting registered in the authoritarian social environment
is 6.5 percent of the returned questionnaires; about 17 percent of those in-
terviewed worked in authoritarian communities (6 out of 36 cases). Three
of the communities’ economies were in the kin-ordered mode of produc-
tion, and three were in the tributary production mode. The following is a
composite description of authoritarian communities, drawn from the
interviews.

Villages are a “collection of hamlets,” about ½ by ¾ mile, with
twenty to thirty widely-spaced, fenced compounds. Each compound
houses a nuclear family, or several brothers’ families, or those de-
scended from the same grandfather. People used to live on ridge
tops in nuclear families in a fenced compound. They would kill peo-
ple in or out of their language group, if they felt threatened. (Papua
New Guinea)

Economic and agricultural reforms imposed by the government
were disastrous. People work day and night to survive. There is nei-
ther time nor energy for reading or for classes. There is no energy
for anything. (Andean Peru)

In contrast to the [national language-speaking] villages, there is
no electricity in any of the [remote] villages. (Guatemala)

Anger is a serious problem. There seems to be no temper control;
there is frequent fighting, often with machetes. Drinking is often a
prelude to violence; disagreements aren’t voiced when one is sober.
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Disagreements occur when someone opposes another person’s ideas
or projects. (Guatemala)

People have long memories: They won’t speak their own lan-
guage in town because twenty years ago some nationals living in
the town called them “ignorant fools” when they did. Some nation-
als still don’t like to hear indigenous minorities speaking their own
language. (Guatemala)

Spouses have separate incomes. They tithe separately, and they
don’t pay each other’s bills. (Guatemala)

The government assigns annual literacy promoters to do Spanish
literacy. The promoter signs people up on one visit and never re-
turns. The literacy promoter gets paid for twelve months, only
visiting the community two or three times per year. Literacy here
means being able to sign your name. (Andean Peru)

The oldest child of a family (boy or girl) will go to the govern-
ment school. This is held in the national language, with a
Spanish-speaking teacher, who comes about 9:30 a.m., and leaves
about 11:30 a.m. People like him because he doesn’t beat the chil-
dren, but they don’t like it that he’s there such a short time. He
says, “I’ll stay longer when you pay me.” He doesn’t come at all in
bad weather. (Guatemala)

Literacy Use in the Authoritarian Social
Environment

In general, literacy use in an authoritarian social environment supports
social hierarchy, often by denying people in the lower social strata access
to empowerment. The following statements describe authoritarian
literacy:

• People in lower social strata are denied access to literacy.

• Literacy forms are used to control and restrict people.

• Entrepreneurial use of literacy is possible.

• Some individuals become literacy specialists.

• Letters are infrequently used.

Each of these is discussed below.
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People in lower social strata denied access to literacy

Indigenous communities exhibiting an authoritarian social environment
are locked into a stratified social hierarchy, usually in the lower rungs of
that hierarchy, but are excluded from membership in the power group.
Literacy, for most people in this quadrant, appears to be a barrier between
themselves and empowerment or improvement. This can take several
forms, the first of which is denial to literacy itself.

Of the six people interviewed who worked in authoritarian communi-
ties, over half (4 out of 6 cases) reported that little or no literacy activity
took place where they worked. This is a higher percentage reporting little
or no literacy use than in any other social environment (67 percent versus
40 percent in individualistic, the next highest).

Of several reasons given for this lack of literacy use, all of them focused
on why people did not learn to read and write. One person said that peo-
ple were so tired from working in their fields all day, they simply did not
have the energy to learn literacy skills. Another explained that environ-
mental conditions in the area caused many people to have eye problems,
which made literacy more difficult. A third mentioned problems with the
orthography: the national government wanted one alphabet, a pan-native
coalition wanted another, and the local community wanted a third
variation.

In one community, a government-assigned literacy promoter comes an-
nually to do national language literacy. The promoter signs people up on
that one visit, then seldom or never returns to run the expected classes.
Nevertheless, the literacy promoter gets paid for twelve months’ work.
Another interviewee commented that the national education system
seemed designed not to teach literacy in the national language. In this
country, 65 percent of the educational force works in the capital city, 30
percent in the head office. Once an educational employee has worked for
sixty days, he cannot be fired for the rest of his life. The government must
even pay the education employees’ salaries when they are on strike.

Whether the apparent cause is overwork, untreated health problems,
bureaucratic wrangles, employee failures, or bureaucratic inefficiency,
the effect is to deny the people of these communities access to literacy.
For ethnolinguistic minorities, literacy in the language of wider commu-
nication offers a potential for significant economic and political empow-
erment. After years of failure, people come to believe that achieving
literacy is an impossible goal. They believe that they are personally inca-
pable of learning to read and write. Literacy is something to which they
cannot attain. An interesting variation of this (1 out of 6 cases) is where
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literacy in the national language has become defined as oralizing or call-
ing out syllables, with no connection to meaning. To read a text is to ver-
bally call out the sound of the letters (in syllables). Reading for meaning is
not contained in this definition of reading (see also Wendell 1982:9–10).
Again, literacy serves to reinforce the social ranking, by hindering full
access to the medium and thus to empowerment.

Klassen (1991) reflects this attitude when he describes certain immi-
grants to Toronto, who lack basic literacy skills. These people, coming
from an authoritarian background, find themselves again trapped in the
lower ranks of their new society, excluded from power. Their lack of liter-
acy skills gives them a sense of personal inadequacy, experiences of exclu-
sion or lack of access, and strong feelings of stigma. They were
embarrassed and humiliated by the contrast between them and “those
who know,” those who are better educated. While they had dreams of get-
ting ahead, those dreams were not attainable because they did not have
access to the tools of advancement (education and literacy skills) because
of their background or the necessities of survival in their daily lives.
Again, they are trapped and powerless.

Freire’s (1970, 1985) literacy work grew out of this very situation.
Freire’s conscientização method of literacy begins with people in the au-
thoritarian quadrant: people oppressed, without power, at the bottom of
the social hierarchy. His process of conscientização takes a collection of
these people, brings them together into an egalitarian group, gives them
an identity as thinking humans, and reveals their situation as a group in
opposition to the prevailing social structure. Together, the group forges a
new literate identity and unites in their attempt to become fully human.

In his method, Freire draws individuals from a fatalistic authoritarian
social environment to a revolutionary egalitarian social environment. Ac-
cording to Thompson et al. (1990:95) the existence of fatalists (i.e., dwell-
ers in the authoritarian quadrant) offers the revolutionary egalitarians
ammunition to discredit the ruling hierarchist, and provides for the egali-
tarians a purpose in empowering the exploited fatalists. Freire’s work of-
fers an example of just such action occurring in the domain of teaching
literacy skills.

Literacy forms used to control and restrict people

In authoritarian literacy use, certain literacy forms are used to control
people and restrict their access to economic power. The specific forms
mentioned in authoritarian communities included various sorts of
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identity cards, official regulatory documents (such as licenses and
permits), and lists.

A majority of SIL workers in authoritarian communities (5 out of 6
cases) reported identity cards were required by the government for vari-
ous purposes. In particular, one described how the government required
each individual to carry multiple identification cards, the specific set de-
pending on age and sex. One of the women present at this interview car-
ried five different identity cards. Some of the cards gave the individual
access to certain privileges. In another location, each individual was re-
quired to have a health card with a record of immunizations. Failure to
present certain cards upon demand by the authorities could result in
punishment.

Another form of literacy used to control is the regulatory document,
such as a license or permit. This was mentioned in only one interview (1
out of 6 cases), but was discussed at length by the SIL field worker. The
cost of these documents is a major factor for life in that area. Official doc-
uments are required for any legal economic venture, as well as for basic
activities such as driving and voting. These documents are costly and
time-consuming to obtain. Getting a driver’s license in this location, for
instance, requires over a half-dozen steps. Each step requires writing a
specifically worded formal letter to a government office, getting the ap-
propriate signatures from that office, and then moving on to the next
office.

Obtaining licenses or permits for nearly any activity, from driving to re-
modeling a house to starting a small business to obtaining higher educa-
tion, requires multiple documents from various government offices. Each
document has to be typed in a special form and signed by the correct offi-
cer or functionary before it can be passed on to the next for approval. Typ-
ically, the person typing or completing a form demands some sort of
unofficial fee; failure to pay the fee means interminable delays for pro-
cessing the document. Failure to procure the proper documents to start,
for example, a small business leaves the individual open to extortion at-
tempts from police and other officials in order to avoid the legally re-
quired fines and jail sentences. Those with sufficient funds to “grease the
wheels” obtain the necessary documents without problem. The well-to-do
succeed, and the poor are kept from opportunity.

The cost of obtaining the proper documents, in either money or time, is
so exorbitant, that an entrepreneur without considerable resources of
time or funds finds it nearly impossible to open or operate a business
within the law.
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A final literacy form used to control and regulate behavior is the list.
This was mentioned in only one interview (1 out of 6 cases) in a commu-
nity which did use literacy. In this community, lists of people are used for
at least six different purposes. Two lists were kept of people who had re-
ceived food distributions: one list for food distributed by government
agencies, and another list for food distributed by nongovernmental agen-
cies. Two lists were kept of people who were involved in work projects:
one list was of men who had worked on community projects, another was
of people involved in other work parties. There was a list in the store of
persons receiving store credit and of those ineligible for credit. There was
a daily list of men who were assigned to vigilante duty to prevent rustling
of animals, and there was a list of animals rustled. These lists assist in the
control and regulation of individual’s work power, resources, and
finances.

Entrepreneurial use of literacy

Not everyone in authoritarian social environments allows literacy to be a
barrier. Here, as in the other weak group quadrant, the individualist
quadrant, some people use the potential of literacy as a means of increas-
ing their own power, in this case, by moving up the ranks. In a near repeat
from the individualist interviews, one SIL field worker (1 out of 6 cases)
reported an individual who had found government agricultural pam-
phlets to be the start of advancing his own career. Becoming a broker for
agricultural innovation in his community, he was able to attain a degree
of wealth and influence in his region. This type of entrepreneurial behav-
ior was not predicted by grid-group theory for the authoritarian environ-
ment. It would appear that a weak group dynamic allows the motivated
individual to actualize literacy’s potential to his own advantage, although
this potential may be limited by a high grid dynamic. Howard (1991) re-
ports a similar phenomenon in early nineteenth-century England, where
lower class workers gained literacy skills and used those skills to advance
their social position. One man started as a pauper in the workhouse of a
pottery town and ended up as a journalist and author. Another, a woman,
whose father was a postmaster, became a teacher, member of a school
board, and an accomplished lecturer and author.

Some literacy specialists

In one of the two authoritarian communities that used literacy (1 out of 6
cases), the interviewee mentioned two types of literacy specialists. One
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specialist wrote letters for hire. He used a typewriter and wrote either of-
ficial letters to government agencies for individuals or wrote letters for a
family to an absent member. The other specialist was a local teacher, who
spent most of his time acting as the community secretary. He wrote letters
and kept records on behalf of the town officials, who were illiterate.

Infrequent use of letters

Letters were mentioned in only two interviews (2 out of 6 cases). In one
case letters “to family members” were mentioned, but gave no further de-
tails as to the kind of letter. In the other case, the SIL member mentioned
request letters, newsy letters (both to absent family members), and letters
answering advertisements in magazines. Communication with absent
members of the community or family does not appear to be a priority in
the authoritarian context.

Conclusion

Hypothesis 7.1 stated that literacy use in an authoritarian social context
supports an elaborated social hierarchy. The data gathered in the inter-
views suggest that this is done largely by restricting access to literacy and
using official documentation to regulate access to opportunity, economic
and otherwise. More data from authoritarian communities which use lit-
eracy would have been helpful, but for now I consider the available data
support this hypothesis.

There is less data to support hypothesis 7.1.a, that authoritarian liter-
acy allows for specialization of role. This was mentioned in only one in-
terview. There was neither the breadth nor the variety of literacy
specialists mentioned in the hierarchical communities. Again, more data
from literate authoritarian communities would have shed more light on
this facet of authoritarian literacy. At this point, I must hold this
hypothesis unconfirmed.

Authoritarian literacy is clearly used by those in power to restrict ac-
cess to power (hypothesis 7.2). This is done by limiting access to learning
literacy. After being denied adequate literacy education for years, people
may come to the conclusion that, for some reason, they are incapable of
becoming literate. Access to power may also be denied by requiring ex-
pensive documentation for economic ventures. Only those rich in time
and money are able to succeed in this scenario. This hypothesis is
well-supported from the interviews and I consider it confirmed.
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Hypothesis 7.3 stated that authoritarian literacy may include entrepre-
neurial literacy use. This was mentioned only once in the interviews from
authoritarian communities. I consider this only tentatively confirmed.
The only other social environment where entrepreneurial literacy use was
mentioned was in the individualistic communities. It may be that this is a
weak group phenomenon and more common where weak group individu-
ation is unconstrained by high grid role restrictions.

In summary, authoritarian literacy use supports social stratification by
placing restraints on lower status individuals. This may be seen in limited
access to competent literacy training or in the requirement of excessive
and expensive documentation for normal life behaviors. Authoritarian lit-
eracy use may also include literacy specialists and the entrepreneurial use
of literacy. The religious use of literacy in this social environment favors
neither the public nor private domain. Letters to absent family and com-
munity members are seldom used, giving further evidence of the weak
group bonds found in authoritarian communities.

Summary of Literacy Use in the Social
Environments

Literacy use in individualist communities focuses on activities which give
the individual an advantage in achieving his own interests. Literacy forms
may be used that increase the individual’s economic potential or his so-
cial prestige, or that strengthen or refresh his sense of personal well-be-
ing. Individuals use literacy to access sources of information which give
them a competitive advantage. Individualist literacy does not enhance
group cohesion, support sanctioned roles or rules, or promote a social hi-
erarchy. Each individual is free to use literacy in whatever way he per-
ceives might bring him benefit or to reject it at his own discrimination.
Individualist literacy use is dominated by an instrumental assumption,
that there is a payoff involved in its use.

Literacy use in an egalitarian social environment strengthens and pro-
tects internal group relationships. The most frequent uses of literacy act
to support internal relationships (social, religious, and economic) and to
reduce potential conflict. Letters allow distant group members to remain
connected to the group, emotionally and economically. Notes within the
group help smooth out potentially dangerous interpersonal conflict. Liter-
acy use here does not promote distinction between roles or statuses, al-
though it does allow for expression of person. Writing one’s name on
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personal items shows the importance of the individual within the group.
Private reading may be considered as antisocial.

Hierarchist literacy use supports relationships within the group, social
hierarchy, and specialization of role. The use of literacy to support an
elaborated social hierarchy and specialization is well-developed in
hierarchist communities. Literacy specialists are common, and leaders ei-
ther have superior literacy skills or have their own designated literacy
specialist. Group relationships are supported by the use of letters and
notes and by the focus of religious literacy use on the public domain.

Literacy in authoritarian communities supports social stratification by
reinforcing the disempowerment of those at the bottom of the social hier-
archy. Multiple identity documents limit mobility and opportunity. Multi-
ple official documents are required for normal business or educational
activities, with procurement of these documents hindered by corruption
and inefficiency. Even the potential to learn literacy skills in the domi-
nant language may be blocked by the existing educational system. Au-
thoritarian literacy use may also include literacy specialists and the
entrepreneurial use of literacy.

Note that all the communities represented in the interviews are in the
kin-ordered or tributary economic levels. Further research should also ex-
plore the relationship of literacy use and social environment in capitalis-
tic economies.

Brian Street stated that in any culture, literacy must be defined in rela-
tion to the power structures of that culture. Mary Douglas and her col-
leagues provided a model which defines the social structuring of power.
Margaret Archer gave a rationale for analyzing the interactions of people
within a culture separately from the culture’s idea system. In these four
chapters, I have demonstrated that use of literacy is indeed related to the
social environment of a community, to the ways of life or social arrange-
ments followed by the people of that community. Community social
environment is a strong determinant of literacy use.
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Part III

Literacy Incorporation and the
Social Setting

The “How Much” of Literacy



Introduction to Part III

In part II, I described literacy use as it appears in ethnolinguistic minority
communities once those communities have accepted literacy and incor-
porated it into their lives. I now change my focus to social factors which
affect the acceptance and incorporation of literacy into a community’s
pattern of life. In the terms frequently heard when talking with field
workers, I am looking for answers to the question, “Why did literacy ‘go’
in this community but not in that one?” The social environment of the
community remains a significant factor. The social environment within
the local church is another significant factor. Even more powerful than
these are the social factors of the economic mode of the community and
the education available in the community.

In part III, I discuss literacy incorporation—the “how much” of literacy.
I present data collected in a survey questionnaire sent to SIL branches. In
examining literacy incorporation, I relate it to a broader selection of so-
cial factors than I did in part II. I look at not just the social environment of
the community (chapter 8), but also the social environment of the church
in the community (chapter 9), the economic level of the community
(chapter 10), and the level of available education in the community
(chapter 11). I argue that these social elements are strong factors in
determining literacy incorporation.

Literacy Incorporation

“Literacy incorporation” is the term I use for how much the people of a
cultural group use literacy technology. Literacy incorporation occurs
when a group of people shape literacy technology to their own purposes
and uses in their daily lives. The level of literacy incorporation is raised
when literacy is used in a greater variety of ways and with increased fre-
quency. While I am treating literacy use and literacy incorporation sepa-
rately in this study, they are obviously closely connected with each other.
Decreasing the number of literacy uses would decrease the amount of use
(incorporation). Increasing the amount of use would normally require
increasing the number of different literacy activities.

The traditional means of determining a community’s literacy level has
been to sample the reading and writing ability of its members. A selection
of individuals is given predetermined texts to read and write. Their abili-
ties are graded, based on criteria such as speed and ease of reading or
writing, number and type of mistakes made, and comprehension. From
these an average is taken which reflects the community’s literacy level,
or, more specifically, the average ability to read and write.
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This is an important criteria, especially for determining the effective-
ness of educational programs or the potential for certain types of eco-
nomic development. What it does not directly indicate, however, is the
degree to which literacy technology is actually used in the community,
the degree to which literacy has been incorporated into the local culture.
As an indicator for the incorporation of literacy, I use the SIL field mem-
bers’ reported observations of literacy activities. While the reported ob-
servations are subject to the vagaries of memory recall by the worker, the
sum of these observations describe literacy technology as it is actually
used in a community. For my purposes here, the average ability of a
community member to read and write does not serve.

In this study, I base the measurement of literacy incorporation on the
number of different ways in which the field members observed literacy
being used and the frequency with which they observed it. This data was
collected through the use of a survey questionnaire (see appendix B). In
the questionnaire, I asked respondents to list all the ways they had seen
literacy (reading or writing) actually used in each of four social settings of
the community: the family, the workplace, the community itself, and the
religious community. I asked the respondent to indicate if the literacy ac-
tivity had been in the national or vernacular language and to indicate
how commonly it occurred. Scoring the questionnaires, I gave a literacy
activity marked “frequent” a score of four points, “common” three points,
“occasional” two points, “rare” one point, and zero points for an activity
not listed.

Because these communities are bilingual to some degree, I measured
literacy incorporation in both the vernacular and the national languages.
I obtained the national language literacy incorporation score for each
community by totalling the national language literacy activity frequency
scores (see the above paragraph) from all four social settings. I totalled
the vernacular language literacy frequency activity scores to obtain the
vernacular language literacy incorporation score. To obtain a total liter-
acy incorporation score, I added together the national language literacy
incorporation score and the vernacular language literacy incorporation
score of each community.

Social Factors Affecting Literacy Incorporation

Social environment does not define the entirety of the social setting.
Many other elements combine to make up the social setting or culture of a
community. In examining literacy incorporation, I relate it to a broader
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selection of social factors than I did literacy use in part II. I look at not just
the social environment of the community, but also the social environment
of the church in the community, the economic level of the community,
and the level of available education in the community. While these ele-
ments do not define the entirety of a social setting, they do allow me to
present a broader picture of the interaction of literacy with culture.

In chapter 8, I examine community social environments and incorporation
of literacy. I discuss the relationship between literacy incorporation and the
church social environment in chapter 9. In chapter 10, I report on the rela-
tionship between education and the incorporation of literacy. I look at econ-
omy and its relationship to literacy incorporation in chapter 11.

In this section, I rely heavily upon statistical analysis to discover the re-
lationships between the various social factors and literacy incorporation.2

On the average, national language literacy incorporation scores were
double that of vernacular language literacy incorporation scores. This
means that, despite their bias in favor of vernacular literacy, SIL field
workers consistently observed twice the amount of usage of national lan-
guage literacy activities as they did vernacular language literacy activi-
ties. There was considerable variability in the literacy incorporation
scores in the different communities. An analysis of literacy incorporation
against the social factors listed above accounts for much of this variation.
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8

Literacy Incorporation and
Community Social Environment

In this chapter, I test my hypotheses regarding the effect of a community’s
social environment upon literacy incorporation in that community. I pro-
pose that community social environment is a significant, but not exclu-
sive, factor in literacy incorporation. The specific hypotheses regarding
community social environment and literacy incorporation which I test in
this chapter are:

Hypothesis 8.1. There is a significant relationship between na-
tional language literacy incorporation and the social environ-
ment of the community.

Hypothesis 8.2. There is a significant relationship between ver-
nacular language literacy incorporation and the social envi-
ronment of the community.

Hypothesis 8.3. There is a significant relationship between total
literacy incorporation and the social environment of the
community.

Distribution of Community Social Environments

According to the data from the questionnaires returned, the most com-
mon social environment among communities where SIL works is the egal-
itarian social environment (see figure 3). Just over 47 percent of the
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communities are egalitarian in their way of life. (About 39 percent of the
SIL members interviewed worked in egalitarian communities.) The next
most common community social environment, according to the returned
questionnaires is the hierarchical at just over 30 percent.

The community social environment least commonly found in the re-
turned questionnaires was the authoritarian way of life. These communi-
ties totalled under 7 percent of the returned questionnaires. Individualist
communities came to just under 16 percent of the total among the
questionnaires.

Strong group social environments, i.e., egalitarian and hierarchical, are
found in about 77 percent of the communities reported in the question-
naire data. The egalitarian and hierarchist social environments are the
ways of life exhibiting strong group. Weak group social environments, the
individualist and authoritarian ways of life, are found in about 23 percent
of the communities.

Low grid social environments, the individualist and egalitarian ways of
life, account for 63 percent of the communities from the questionnaires.
High grid communities, exhibiting hierarchical and authoritarian social
environments, total 37 percent from the returned questionnaires.
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reporting SIL projects.



Community Social Environment and Literacy
Incorporation

Analysis of the data from the returned questionnaires showed some signif-
icant relationships between community social environment and the incor-
poration of both national language literacy and total literacy within the
community. The relationships between community social environment
and literacy incorporation are summarized in the following statements:

• National language literacy incorporation scores vary significantly
in the different community social environments.

3

• Total literacy incorporation scores vary significantly in the
different community social environments.

• National language literacy incorporation scores are much higher
in strong group social environments as compared to weak group
social environments.

• Total literacy incorporation scores are much higher in strong
group social environments as compared to weak group social
environments.

• There is little difference in total or national language literacy
incorporation scores between high and low grid social
environments.

• Vernacular language literacy incorporation scores do not vary
significantly with community social environments.

I discuss each of these statements below.

National language literacy incorporation in the different
community social environments

In the previous chapters, I have shown that how literacy is used varies
among the four social environments. Social environment is a strong factor
in literacy incorporation in a culture: national language literacy incorpo-
ration is approximately ten percent higher in strong group environments
than in weak group ones.
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Total literacy incorporation in the different community
social environments

I also have measured the interaction between community social environ-
ments and total literacy incorporation in the reporting SIL projects. I ar-
gue that this statistic indicates that social environment is a strong factor
in determining literacy incorporation.

National language literacy incorporation in strong versus
low group social environments

The two strong group social environments had higher national language
literacy incorporation scores than did the two weak group social
environments.

Total literacy incorporation scores in strong versus weak
group social environments

The two strong group social environments had higher total literacy incor-
poration scores than did the two weak group social environments.

Both this and the previous relationship are explained, I believe, from
the natures of literacy and strong group communities. Literacy is a tech-
nology of communication. Communication is both a cause and by-product
of relationship (Betsy Barber, personal communication, 1995). Strong
group communities place a high value on relationships; strong group rela-
tionships are typically dense and multiplex (Milroy 1980). A communica-
tions technology holds the potential of being supportive of strong group
relationships.

Chapters 5 and 6 dealt with literacy use in the strong group ways of life,
egalitarian and hierarchist. In each of these, letters were one of the most
frequently reported uses of literacy. Notes were used in each to communi-
cate with local group members. In each, the religious use of literacy was
dominated by the public arena. All these are uses of literacy which sup-
port relationships—so important in a strong group social environment.
Since personal relationships are less important in the weak group ways of
life, individualistic and authoritarian, a technology of communication is
less important there as well.

There is another aspect of literacy incorporation in strong group social
environments which came out in the interviews. In strong group commu-
nities, literacy incorporation is a process of the community redefining it-
self as literate in some way. In other words, literacy incorporation is part
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of a strong group community’s identity, an identity that is constantly
being renegotiated.

When I interviewed SIL members working in hierarchist communities
about literacy use, three of the eleven told me about the political process
of the community establishing schools for community members, children
and adults.

As I interviewed those working in the egalitarian and hierarchist com-
munities, I was powerfully impressed that literacy in a strong group envi-
ronment seems to be defined as a part of the group’s identity. By this I
mean that there emerges a shared recognition by the community mem-
bers that they, as a group, are or are not in some manner literate. This
may be expressed as the opinion that “everyone” or “all the adults” can
read and write. It may be expressed in the commitment to providing for-
mal education for all the children. In one situation, every adult “reads”
the scriptures in the church that all attend. Conversely, it may be ex-
pressed as “none of us” read or have any need to. Literacy may be viewed
as belonging to those outside the culture, not something “we” do in “our”
language. According to grid-group theory, the internal-external boundary
of the group is a primary constraint of strong group social life. In such
cases, the introduction of literacy and its incorporation into the local
culture may be resisted.

According to SIL members working in egalitarian and hierarchical com-
munities, it may take a number of years for literacy to “go” or become ac-
cepted in these communities. One member working in an egalitarian
community said, “For literacy to take hold, someone has to have the polit-
ical will to go for year after year—for ten years—until it becomes part of
who they are.” Another member working in a hierarchist community re-
counted how he “just kept pushing, just kept pushing” until literacy edu-
cation was an accepted part of the community’s life. This “pushing” or
sustained political will is a mark of the process of redefining a strong
group community identity so as to incorporate literacy. While an outsider
may support the movement towards literacy incorporation, the commu-
nity’s members are the only ones capable of full participation in the
process.

There were instances given in the interviews, however, where literacy
has been rapidly established in a strong group setting. They consisted pri-
marily of two types. The first was where a charismatic member of an egal-
itarian group recognizes the potential of literacy and convinces the group
of its value. This is in keeping with the “charismatic” leadership typical of
the egalitarian setting (Wildavsky 1984:197–198). The second was where
there has been a cataclysmic disruption of normal life, and the
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introduction of literacy was part of the reestablishment of normality. In
these two types of situations, literacy can be quickly established as part of
the group ethos in strong group settings.

The linking of literacy incorporation to identity in a strong group com-
munity can cause literacy incorporation to be completely negative if liter-
acy is defined by the community as totally foreign. Brandt describes the
traditional Pueblo communities of the American Southwest as
hierarchist, with an elaborated status hierarchy and a very strong group
boundary. The Pueblos define literacy as completely foreign to their life:
literacy incorporation is completely negative. This prohibition against lit-
eracy extends even to Pueblo college students, who are “often forbidden
from reading ethnographies or linguistic studies of their own
communities” (Brandt 1981:190).

Once literacy has been incorporated into a strong group community’s
identity, the pressure of the community’s dense, multiplex relationship
net supports the continued use of literacy according to the patterns de-
fined by the group process. These defined patterns limit both literacy in-
corporation and use. A certain degree of literacy use is accepted, setting
both a lower and an upper limit to literacy incorporation. Andrea
Fishman describes very accurately the connection between literacy incor-
poration and community identity in her description of the egalitarian
Amish’s view of writing, “[T]his is what we do and this is how we do it
because this is who we are” (Fishman 1991:37).

Weak group communities are unable to give the same kind of support
for literacy incorporation, or, perhaps, to even come to a consensus on an
appropriate definition of literacy. An individual, or the inhabitants of a
certain status (in an authoritarian community environment) may find lit-
eracy technology valuable for maintaining or advancing one’s position,
but may also work, however subtly, to keep others at lower positions or
with lesser power from achieving the same skills. The entrepreneurial
person in the individualist community environment may use literacy
skills to expand her power or influence, but may feel no need to ensure
that other unrelated individuals attain similar empowerment. The
uniplex nature of the weak group relationships does not encourage such
group oriented activity.

Total or national language literacy incorporation compared
between high and low grid social environments

A community’s position on the grid model showed little difference with
either national language literacy incorporation or total literacy
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incorporation. High grid communities did not have significantly different
literacy incorporation scores (national language or total) from low grid
communities. The placement of a community on the grid axis (high or
low) is not a factor in literacy incorporation.

Part II showed that there is a difference between the way high grid and
low grid communities’ use literacy technology. That difference in use
does not translate into a difference in incorporation. High grid communi-
ties do not use literacy more than low grid communities, or vice versa.

Vernacular language literacy incorporation in different
community social environments

I have measured the interaction between community social environments
and vernacular language literacy incorporation in the reporting SIL pro-
jects. According to the data, the community social environment is not a
significant factor in vernacular literacy incorporation.

Conclusion

My analysis of the questionnaire data showed that there is a relationship
between national language literacy incorporation and the social environ-
ment of the community (hypothesis 8.1). It also showed that there is a re-
lationship between total literacy incorporation and the social
environment of the community (hypothesis 8.3). I have confirmed these
two hypotheses.

It appears that the greater part of this factor has to do with a commu-
nity’s placement on the group axis. Strong group communities show
higher national language literacy incorporation scores and total literacy
incorporation scores than do weak group communities. I contend that the
dense, multiplex nature of relationships in a strong group community
supports literacy incorporation when literacy is linked with group
identity.

My analysis of questionnaire data showed no significant relationship
between vernacular language literacy incorporation and community so-
cial environment (hypothesis 8.2). At this time, I must reject this
hypothesis.

Not only is community social environment a strong factor in literacy
use (see part II), community social environment is also a strong factor in
literacy incorporation, particularly in national language literacy
incorporation.
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I see a connection between a community’s use and incorporation of lit-
eracy. Literacy use in the strong group communities (hierarchist and egal-
itarian) tends to be group-oriented and strengthening of internal
relationships; literacy incorporation scores in strong group communities
are high. In strong group communities the high value placed on relation-
ships supports and encourages the use of group-oriented literacy activi-
ties (such as letter and note writing, and group-focused religious literacy
use). Further, the members of these communities actively participate
with each other in the process of defining literacy in their community. As
a result, literacy incorporation scores rise. Literacy use in weak group
communities tends to be either prohibitory (authoritarian) or individu-
ally directed (individualist); literacy incorporation scores in weak group
communities are low. The relational elements seen in strong group com-
munities are lacking in weak group communities. Individuals are either
on their own and free to pursue their own profit, or on their own and
bound by rules. Unsupported by group processes and relationships,
literacy incorporation scores fall while literacy use is oriented toward
individual payoff, or toward restriction and prohibition.
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Literacy Incorporation and the
Religious Social Environment

In this chapter I test my hypotheses regarding the effect of a religious so-
cial environment upon literacy incorporation in the community in which
it exists. I propose that the social environment of the church or other reli-
gious entity within the community is a second significant factor in liter-
acy incorporation. Note that in speaking of literacy incorporation here I
am referring to literacy incorporation within the community as a whole
and not just within the religious domain. The specific hypotheses regard-
ing religious social environment and literacy incorporation which I test in
this chapter are:

Hypothesis 9.1. There is a significant relationship between na-
tional language literacy incorporation and the social environ-
ment of the religious community.

Hypothesis 9.2. There is a significant relationship between ver-
nacular language literacy incorporation and the social envi-
ronment of the religious community.

Hypothesis 9.3. There is a significant relationship between total
literacy incorporation and the social environment of the reli-
gious community.

Of the religious structures represented in this study, less than 5 percent
are other than Christian churches. Those include Muslim and animist reli-
gious structures. Of the Christian churches, a bit less than 10 percent were
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Catholic. The remainder were some variety of Protestant. I included all
these in my analysis and did not differentiate between religious structures
on the basis of theology. For the sake of simplicity, in this study I will re-
fer to these various religious structures as “churches.”

Community and Church Social Environments

The church is a social environment found within the larger social environ-
ment of the community. Sometimes it may include all the members of the
community; often it will not.

I found no statistical correlation between the social environment of the
church and the social environment of the community in which it exists.
From comments written on the questionnaire by some of the respondents
and from comments given by some of the interviewees (interviews did not
concentrate on the church social environment), I suspect that the social
environment of the church has more to do with that of the founding
agency than that of the local culture. Other observers reflect this idea. “It
is difficult to find in the two-thirds world a truly indigenous church. Most
churches reflect more the culture of the missionaries who planted them
than they do the culture of the new believers” (Lingenfelter 1992:14).

Literacy and Religion

The connection between religion and literacy is well-documented. Both
Western (e.g., Watkins 1978) and non-Western (e.g., Adjekum 1989)
scholars have described the association between Christianity and literacy.
Others have discussed the relationship between literacy and Islam (such
as Street 1984) or Hinduism (such as Goody 1986).

In the case of the SIL projects, the connection between literacy and the
church may be especially pronounced. The SIL field worker is often the in-
troducer of literacy (especially of vernacular literacy) in these communi-
ties. The SIL worker frequently works with a local church to introduce
literacy, especially vernacular literacy, and to establish literacy training if
there is no local school. The church becomes the focal point and reservoir
of literacy activity. The communities in which SIL works are often iso-
lated, either geographically or socially, from the dominant society. The
influence of the local church and its social environment may be especially
strong here, in comparison to a more heterogeneous urban situation.
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Recalling our initial definition of literacy as a communications technol-
ogy embedded in a social context, the religious domain in many cases pro-
vides a context wider than the local community. This may be especially
true of hierarchical churches, which have well-developed structural ties
to a wider religious community. Churches started by missionaries usually
maintain their organizational ties to the original mission or its sending
church (in the case of this study, usually Christian, sometimes Islamic).
These connections provide the wider community, the broader context
which influences the definition of literacy for the local users.

An important factor in maintaining literacy skills is having a place
where the content of textual material may be discussed (Davis 2004:8).
Aside from the educational system, in a kin-ordered or tributary eco-
nomic system the church often provides the most frequent and consistent
context for discussion of written material. (In a capitalistic economic con-
text, this may not be true, given the more ubiquitous use of literacy in a
capitalistic setting.)

With literacy introduced and maintained through the local church
structure, the definition and level of incorporation of literacy accepted by
the community is strongly influenced by the church. People adapt the
uses of literacy technology learned from the church to secular uses, but
the imprint of the church remains. Street (1984) provides a detailed anal-
ysis of this type of situation in his discussion of religious and secular
literacies in rural Iran.

Distribution of Church Social Environments

The distribution of church social environments is fairly uniform (see fig-
ure 4). The most common religious social environment found among the
returned questionnaires is the authoritarian at about 33 percent. The
other three social environments are evenly distributed: individualist at
about 22 percent, egalitarian at just under 23 percent, and hierarchist at
about 22 percent.
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Figure 4. Distribution of religious domain social environments in SIL
projects.

Church Social Environment and Literacy Incorporation

Analysis of the data from the returned questionnaires showed some signif-
icant relationships between church social environment and the incorpo-
ration of national language literacy, vernacular language literacy, and
total literacy within the community. The relationships between church
social environment and literacy incorporation are summarized in the
following statements:

• National language literacy incorporation scores vary significantly
in the different church social environments.

• Vernacular language literacy incorporation scores vary
significantly in the different church social environments.

• Total literacy incorporation scores vary significantly in the
different church social environments.

• National language literacy incorporation scores, vernacular
language literacy incorporation scores, and total literacy
incorporation scores are each significantly higher in high grid
church social environments as compared to low grid church
social environments.

• There is no significant difference in total, national language, or
vernacular language literacy incorporation scores between strong
and weak group church social environments.
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I expand each of these statements below.

National language literacy incorporation

I have measured the interaction between church social environments and
national language literacy incorporation in the reporting SIL projects and
find that literacy incorporation is higher in the high grid environments,
i.e., hierarchist and authoritarian.

Vernacular language literacy incorporation

I have measured the interaction between church social environments and
vernacular language literacy incorporation in the reporting SIL projects
and find that vernacular language literacy incorporation is higher in egal-
itarian and authoritarian environments.

Total literacy incorporation scores

I also have measured the interaction between church social environments
and total literacy incorporation in the reporting SIL projects. (Remember
that total literacy incorporation scores are the combined scores of na-
tional and vernacular language scores.) The combined grid and group
(quadrant) scores show a significant interaction with total literacy incor-
poration. Again, I argue that this indicates that church social environ-
ment is a strong factor in determining literacy incorporation. The
following relationships give a partial explanation for the above stated
relationships.

All language incorporation compared in high grid and
low grid church social environments

The two high grid church social environments had significantly higher lit-
eracy incorporation scores than did the two low grid church social envi-
ronments. High grid religious social environments are associated with
increased scores for national language, vernacular language, and total lit-
eracy incorporation. I suspect that this is related to the fact brought out in
the interviews, that in high grid social environments, literacy use sup-
ports the social hierarchy. Here it is apparent that more developed reli-
gious social structures support increased literacy incorporation. In a high
grid religious setting, higher statuses are identified with higher and more
developed literacy skills. In some churches this may include being literate
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in ancient languages (Greek, Hebrew, or Latin in Christian churches,
Arabic in Islamic).

As an example of literacy in a religious structure with a developed so-
cial hierarchy, consider a Catholic church in an ethnolinguistic minority
community in an isolated section of a third-world country. There is a clear
social/religious ranking of status within the church: parishioners, lay
readers, a few sisters, and the priest, along with others such as altar boys
and deacons. The community members who participate in the church
know the local church is not independent, but is part of a diocese, which
in turn is part of the world-wide Church.

In those religious communities where Christian beliefs are upheld, the
desire to know God and to be able to read the Bible with understanding
can be a powerful drive. In a high grid Christian religious environment,
there is a three-way association between increased literacy skills, in-
creased knowledge of God, and higher status. Not only does literacy sup-
port the social structure, in this high grid religious social environment the
social structure supports literacy.

Low grid religious social environments are associated with lower liter-
acy incorporation scores. Low grid religious social environments do not
associate literacy skills so closely with increased status and the knowl-
edge of God. Lingenfelter suggests that in low grid religious settings the
focus is upon an experience of spiritual power or a vision rather than on
status (1995:143). Each person seeks for some personal touch of the di-
vine: a vision, a dream, a sign, or an ecstatic experience. Textual revela-
tion or Scriptures are less valued due to their static nature and the
perceived general scope of their address.

In a low grid religious social environment, increasing one’s status is not
valued; there is only a limited range of status possibilities. Instead, one
seeks to increase one’s power. Power is demonstrated by ecstatic experi-
ences, visions, and healings. While a Christian individualist church will
usually acknowledge the Bible as the authoritative source for faith and
practice, it is not the focus of the church’s life. Instead, the focus of Chris-
tian individualist life is the attainment and experience of divine encoun-
ters. These tend to be oriented towards the emotional and experiential,
not the textual. Literacy is, therefore, much less important to the low grid
religious social environment than the high grid.
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Difference in all language literacy incorporation between
strong and weak group church social environments

Strong group churches did not have significantly different literacy incor-
poration scores (national language, vernacular language, or total) from
weak group churches. The placement of a church on the group axis
(strong or weak) is not a factor in literacy incorporation.

I am not clear why group is a strong factor for literacy incorporation in
the community social environment, but not for the church. It may be that
since the samples of church social environments here are overwhelmingly
from a Protestant point of view, literacy is not a contrastive feature in de-
fining the presence or absence of group boundary.

Conclusion

My analysis of the questionnaire data showed that there is a significant re-
lationship between national language literacy incorporation and the so-
cial environment of the church (hypothesis 9.1). I also showed that there
is a relationship between vernacular language literacy incorporation and
the church social environment (hypothesis 9.2). I finally showed that
there is a relationship between total literacy incorporation and the social
environment of the church (hypothesis 9.3).

It appears that the greater part of this factor has to do with a church’s
placement on the grid axis. High grid churches show significantly higher
national language, vernacular language, and total literacy incorporation
scores than do low grid churches. I suggest that the relationship between
knowledge of God, literacy skills, and status in a high grid church social
environment provides support for literacy incorporation which the low
grid church social environment, with its emphasis on personal
experience, does not.
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Literacy Incorporation and Economy

Factors of community and church social environment, while significant,
fail to completely explain literacy incorporation. Economy is a universal
and powerful social factor which in certain forms produces greater liter-
acy incorporation. Literacy is often related to the structuring of economic
life. In kin-ordered economies, the face-to-face nature of economic rela-
tionships makes few intrinsic demands for literacy. While tributary sys-
tems can certainly function without literacy, they have historically been
associated with the development of literacy systems. Capitalistic econo-
mies have literacy forms deeply enmeshed in their productive processes
and place heavy demands for literacy skills on their participants.

In this chapter, I test my hypotheses regarding the effect of a commu-
nity’s economic level upon literacy incorporation in that community. I
propose that the social factor of economy is such a strong force in literacy
incorporation, that it overrides other social factors. The specific hypothe-
ses regarding economy and literacy incorporation which I test in this
chapter are:

Hypothesis 10.1. Economic level is a strong factor for national
language literacy incorporation, overriding the social environ-
ment of the community and church.

Hypothesis 10.2. Economic level is a strong factor for vernacular
language literacy incorporation.

Hypothesis 10.3. Economic level is a strong factor for total liter-
acy incorporation, overriding the social environment of the
community and church.
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Distribution of Economic Levels

I use Wolf’s three modes of production (Wolf 1982) to distinguish the eco-
nomic levels of the communities in which SIL works. I found these to be
particularly appropriate for this study because Wolf focuses upon how
people organize themselves for productive purposes. The three modes of
production which Wolf describes are the kin-ordered, the tributary, and
the capitalistic modes of production.

In the kin-ordered mode of production, people organize themselves for
productive labor through familial relationships. According to Wolf’s defi-
nition, it is unimportant how the familial relationships are defined by the
group. What is important is that social labor, access to resources, and dis-
tribution of produce are regulated by the kinship ties as locally defined. In
part because of the organizational limitations of this mode of production,
it harnesses the least amount of energy of the three modes.

About 70 percent of the communities represented in the returned ques-
tionnaires fell into the kin-ordered mode of production (see figure 5). It
would seem that the majority of people groups with whom SIL works are
among the least developed economically. Historically, SIL has tended to
work with isolated minority ethnolinguistic groups who have been
largely ignored by economic and educational initiatives. Many of these
groups still support themselves by low technology agriculture and are
only beginning to explore other economic options.

In the tributary mode of production, an elite ruling class control social
labor through political power and domination. While the primary pro-
ducer (such as a peasant farmer) maintains direct control of the means of
production (the land), any surplus is removed from the primary
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producer’s control as tribute or tax. This surplus is then redistributed
through mercantile activity. This mode of production is able to utilize
more resources than the kin-ordered mode, but less than the capitalistic.
While individuals may amass considerable wealth here, they do not rein-
vest in the means of production as in the capitalistic mode of production.
Only about 18 percent of the communities where SIL members work
functioned in the tributary mode of production.

In the capitalistic mode of production, a relatively few individuals con-
trol the means of production. The majority of the population is forced to
sell their labor power in order to support themselves. These laborers pro-
duce a surplus in excess of the costs of production and wages. Those con-
trolling the means of production use this surplus to reinvest in improving
the means of production, thus creating an even higher margin of profit.
Only 11 percent of the communities in which SIL works were in the
capitalistic mode of production.

Economic Levels and Social Environments

While it is not my intention here to provide “proof” for the validity of cul-
tural theory, I did find it interesting that each of the four social environ-
ments occurred in communities at each economic level. Several cultural
theorists state that each of the different social environments are found at all
economic levels. Thompson, Ellis, and Wildavsky insist, “all four ways of
life…are compatible with any level of technological development”
(1990:148). Lingenfelter suggests that the addition of an economic analysis
gives three-dimensionality to cultural theory’s otherwise two-dimensional
view of social life. He references Wolf’s three economic levels, and says, “in
spite of these significant economic differences, the five prototype social
games [including autonomy]…are present in each of these economic sys-
tems…” (Lingenfelter 1995:19). The integration of Wolf’s three modes of
production into cultural theory’s ways of life was illustrated in figure 2.

In the process of analyzing the returned questionnaires, I discovered
that at each economic level, I had indeed turned up cases of each way of
life (see table 1) among the communities in which SIL works. Note that
this occurred despite the relative scarcity of projects at the tributary and,
especially, capitalistic economic levels.
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Table 1. Distribution of community social environments
and economic levels among SIL projects

Individualist Egalitarian Hierarchist Authoritarian*

Capitalistic 1 8 3 1

Tributary 4 9 9 1

Kin-ordered 13 42 22 1

*Some cases are missing due to missing answers on the questionnaires.

In the kin-ordered mode of production, the egalitarian way of life domi-
nates the community social environments, followed by the hierarchist.
The individualist social environment accounts for fewer; the authoritar-
ian comes with only one.

Among the communities functioning in the tributary production mode,
the two strong group ways of life, the egalitarian and hierarchist, shared
top honors. The individualist and authoritarian social environments show
similar distributions, relative to the egalitarian, to those at the
kin-ordered level.

In the capitalistic mode of production, the egalitarian way of life again
dominates among the communities in which SIL works. Hierarchy comes
in at less than half the occurrences of egalitarianism. Individualist and au-
thoritarian communities have only one representative each.

I did not find any statistically significant relationships in the interplay
of economy and community social environments with literacy incorpora-
tion. I suspect this may be in part due to the uneven distribution of both
social environments and economic levels in my sample. It may be possible
that a more complete sample would reveal relationships presently
obscured.

Economic Level and Literacy Incorporation

Analysis of the data from the returned questionnaires showed some signif-
icant relationships between economic level and the incorporation of na-
tional language literacy, and total literacy within the community. The
statistical relationships between available economy and literacy incorpo-
ration are summarized in the following statements:

• Higher economic levels are positively associated with higher
national language literacy incorporation scores.
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• Higher economic levels are good predictors of higher national
language literacy incorporation scores.

• Higher economic levels are not associated with higher
vernacular language literacy incorporation scores.

• Higher economic levels are positively associated with higher
total literacy incorporation scores.

• Higher economic levels are good predictors of higher total
literacy incorporation scores.

I discuss each of these statements below.

Economic levels associated with higher national language
literacy incorporation

Communities with higher economic levels have, on the average, higher
national language literacy incorporation scores than those with lower
economic levels (see figure 8).

I measured the interaction between economic level and national lan-
guage literacy incorporation in the reporting SIL projects. In this test I
used national language literacy incorporation as the dependent variable,
and economic level as the independent nominal variable. This test
showed that there is a significant relationship between national language
literacy incorporation scores and economic level.

This means that communities with higher economic levels tend to have
higher national language literacy incorporation scores. Communities
with lower economic levels tend to have lower national language literacy
incorporation scores. On the average, communities in the capitalistic
mode of production use national language literacy about twice as much as
communities in the kin-ordered mode of production, and half again as
much as those in the tributary mode of production.

Predictors of higher national language literacy incorporation

I used a forward stepwise regression test in order to test if economic level
(and several other factors) was a good predictor of national language in-
corporation scores.

In the test I ran, national language literacy incorporation scores were
the dependent variable. The independent variables were the highest
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grade level education4 available in both the national and vernacular lan-
guages, the economic level, the number of years SIL had been working in
the community, and the social environment of the community, family,
workplace, and church in the community.

According to this test, the highest grade level education available in the
national language accounted for about 68 percent of the variation in na-
tional language literacy incorporation scores. When economic level was
combined with national language education, the two factors accounted
for just over 70 percent of the variation in national language literacy
incorporation scores.

I ran the same regression test with the same factors, except without na-
tional language education. In this case, economic level accounted for
about 63 percent of the variation in national language literacy incorpora-
tion scores.

The test indicated that communities with higher economic levels tend
to have higher national language literacy incorporation scores than com-
munities with lower economic levels. This regression test indicates that
the economic level is a good predictor of how much national language lit-
eracy is used in the community, of how thoroughly national language lit-
eracy is incorporated into the life of the community. It is not as good a
predictor as the highest grade level of national language education avail-
able in the community, but it is a strong factor in national language
literacy incorporation.

Economic levels not associated with higher vernacular
language literacy incorporation

Communities with higher economic levels do not have, on the average,
higher vernacular language literacy incorporation scores than those with
lower economic levels.

I have measured the interaction between economic level and vernacu-
lar language literacy incorporation in the reporting SIL projects. In this
test I used vernacular language literacy incorporation as the dependent
variable, and economy as the independent variable. This test showed that
there is no significant relationship between vernacular language literacy
incorporation scores and the economic level.

Vernacular literacy incorporation scores rise somewhat between the
kin-ordered mode and the tributary mode, then fall slightly between the
tributary mode and the capitalistic mode of production. While not statisti-
cally significant, this stands in contrast to national language literacy
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incorporation scores. Vernacular literacies are typically not the languages
used in larger economic systems, particularly at the capitalistic mode. In
the need to access new sources of raw material and wider markets, a lan-
guage of wider communication, such as a national language, is needed.
The literacy forms used within a capitalistic (or even tributary) economic
system will be dominated by the national language. This acts as a limiting
factor in the incorporation of vernacular literacies in communities
functioning in the two higher modes of production.

Economic levels associated with higher total literacy
incorporation

Communities with higher economic levels have, on the average, higher
total literacy incorporation scores than those with lower economic levels.
I have measured the interaction between economic level and total literacy
incorporation in the reporting SIL projects. In this statistical test I used to-
tal literacy incorporation as the dependent variable, and economic level
as the independent nominal variable. This test showed that there is a sig-
nificant relationship between total literacy incorporation scores and
economic level.

This means that communities with higher economic levels tended to
have higher national language literacy incorporation scores. Communi-
ties with lower economic levels tended to have lower national language
literacy incorporation scores. Communities operating at the kin-ordered
mode of production used literacy the least, and communities in the capi-
talistic production mode used literacy the most.

Predictors of higher total literacy incorporation

The test just mentioned does not indicate if one of the factors is a good
predictor of the other. I used a forward stepwise regression test in order to
test if economic level (and several other factors) was a good predictor of
total incorporation scores. A regression test determines to what degree
each of several factors is able to predict the variation in a dependent
variable.

In the regression test I ran, total literacy incorporation scores were the
dependent variable. The independent variables were the highest grade
level education available in both the national and vernacular languages,
the economic level, the number of years SIL had been working in the com-
munity, and the quadrant (social environment) of the community, family,
workplace, and church in the community.
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According to this regression test, the highest grade level education
available in the national language accounted for about 60 percent of the
variation in total literacy incorporation scores. When economic level was
combined with national language education, the two factors accounted
for just over 63 percent of the variation in total literacy incorporation
scores.

I ran the same test with the same factors, except without national lan-
guage education. In this case, economic level accounted for a little less
than 59 percent of the variation in total literacy incorporation scores. The
test indicated that communities with higher economic levels tend to have
higher total literacy incorporation scores than communities with lower
economic levels. This test indicates that the economic level is a good pre-
dictor of how much literacy is used in the community, of how thoroughly
literacy is incorporated into the life of the community. It is not as good a
predictor as the highest grade level of national language education avail-
able in the community, but it is a strong factor in total literacy
incorporation.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have shown that the economic level of a community has
a positive correlation with its national language literacy incorporation
score. Communities at higher economic levels have higher national lan-
guage literacy incorporation scores than do communities at lower eco-
nomic levels. I have shown that, taken separately or together, variations
in economic level and national language education can account for be-
tween 63 to 70 percent of the variation in national language literacy in-
corporation scores. This confirms hypothesis 10.1, that economic level is
a strong factor for national language literacy incorporation, overriding
the social environment of the community and church.

I have not been able to show that there is a significant correlation be-
tween the economic level of a community and its vernacular language lit-
eracy incorporation score. I must consider hypothesis 10.2, that economic
level is a strong factor for vernacular language literacy incorporation, to
be unproven.

Finally, I have shown that the economic level of a community has a pos-
itive correlation with its total literacy incorporation score. Communities
at higher economic levels have higher total literacy incorporation scores
than do communities at lower economic levels. I have shown that varia-
tions in economic level and national language education, taken
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separately or together, can account for between 59 to 63 percent of the
variation in total literacy incorporation scores. This confirms hypothesis
10.3, that economic level is a strong factor for total literacy incorpora-
tion, overriding the social environment of the community and church.

I have also shown that economic level and national language education
are closely linked factors for national language and total literacy incorpo-
ration. Both factors have high predictive ability in regard to national lan-
guage and total literacy incorporation scores. As such, they override
social environment factors for literacy incorporation. In the following
chapter, I discuss available education as a factor in literacy incorporation.
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Literacy Incorporation and Available
Education

The connection between literacy and education is very strong, again over-
riding factors of social environment. Literacy, as a technology of commu-
nication, requires both material forms and the skills to use those forms.
Education is the process of learning skills.

In this chapter, I test my hypotheses regarding the effect of education
available within a community upon literacy incorporation in that com-
munity. I propose that available education is such a strong force in liter-
acy incorporation, that it overrides social environment factors. The
specific hypotheses regarding available education and literacy
incorporation which I test in this chapter are:

Hypothesis 11.1. National language education availability is the
dominant factor for national language literacy incorporation,
overriding the social environment of the community.

Hypothesis 11.2. Vernacular language education availability is
the dominant factor for vernacular language literacy incorpo-
ration, overriding the social environment of the community.

Hypothesis 11.3. National language education availability is the
dominant factor for total literacy incorporation, overriding the
social environment of the community.
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Education and Literacy

So strong is the connection between literacy and education that the ma-
jority of studies dealing with literacy do so from an educational view-
point. The focus of these studies is on educational modes, methods, and
materials which help or hinder the process of learning literacy skills.
Some of these studies have been useful in clarifying aspects of the literacy
and culture debate. Scribner and Cole’s classic work (1981), for instance,
was instrumental in clarifying the difference between the effects on cog-
nition (and therefore on culture, per Goody) of literacy per se versus the
effects of educational modes. Another helpful result has been the applica-
tion of learning styles theory to education in minority cultures (see, for
example, Davis 1991).

The focus of this study, however, is not so much on the process of
achieving literacy skills as it is on what people of different cultures do
with literacy once they have achieved it. Therefore, I have not explored in
detail the educational process whereby people in these communities have
learned their literacy skills.

What I have done is to look at the grade level of available education, in
both the vernacular and national languages, in the community. I would
be naive to assume that the content of education is identical for a certain
grade level in each of the 143 communities represented in the returned
questionnaires. This does not occur within all the schools in the greater
metropolitan Los Angeles area, let alone the schools from the twenty-five
different countries represented here. Instead, I use grade level as a gen-
eral marker of educational level, knowing that the “grade six” in a hamlet
in the Andes of Peru, in a village in Ghana, and on an island of Papua New
Guinea are unlikely to be identical in every aspect. Still, I expect that
someone who has completed a primary education at grade six will have
basic literacy and numeracy skills, and someone who has completed sec-
ondary school at grade twelve will have more advanced literacy skills.

I also note that the availability of a certain grade level of education in a
community does not mean that everyone (or even most of the people) in a
community have completed that level of education. Completion of avail-
able education is dependent upon many factors, including national edu-
cation policies, local economic need for child labor, gender-differentiated
expectations, and religious support (or lack thereof) for education. In gen-
eral, then, I am assuming that the grade level of available education in a
community is reflective of the commitment to education of the govern-
ment at both the local and national level, and that it represents the
education an individual may achieve given a modicum of motivation.
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I have looked at education in two languages because these communities
are all at least somewhat bilingual, using both national and vernacular
languages for the various domains of their life. In some locations, the lin-
guistic situation is even more complicated. Besides the national and ver-
nacular languages, one or more trade languages may be used for
commercial purposes. The trade language may be an international lan-
guage, or a local pidgin or creole. The local religious entity may use an-
other language again. In some instances, this is a widely used “holy”
language, such as Arabic for Islamic congregations or Latin before Vati-
can II for Catholic. In other settings, it may be a regional indigenous lan-
guage which early missionaries learned upon their arrival to the area. The
missionaries assumed that the language they had learned was intelligible
to all the surrounding groups. By the time they discovered their error, the
language had become institutionalized as the “church language.” I look at
available education in the national and vernacular languages only (in-
stead of including trade and religious languages) because these two are
extant to some degree in every community in which SIL works. Trade and
religious languages are not always found separate from the national and
vernacular languages.

Distribution of Available Education

Some degree of education in the national language was available in over
90 percent of the communities (see figure 6). Just over 25 percent of the
communities had national language education up through the sixth grade
level. Another 25 percent had national language education available
through the twelfth grade. Just over 10 percent had post-secondary na-
tional language education available (seen in figure 6 and following as
“grade 13”). The mean grade level of national language education avail-
able in the communities represented here is grade eight (the actual mean
is 8.561 with a standard deviation of 3.794). Note the large percentage of
communities whose available education ends at either the sixth or twelfth
grade. This seems to indicate a widespread acceptance of the Western
model for formal education, with its grade cutoffs for primary and
secondary schooling.
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Figure 6. Highest grade level education available in the national
language in SIL project locations.

Figure 7. Highest grade level education available in the vernacular
language in SIL project locations.

Over 70 percent of the communities had no grade level education avail-
able in the vernacular language (see figure 7). First grade, second grade,
third grade, and sixth grade level vernacular language education each
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was available in about 5 percent of the communities. It should be noted at
this point that in the questionnaire I did not request information on avail-
able adult or other nongraded education. Some field workers noted the
presence of adult education programs on the questionnaire, but data for
this could not be tabulated, since the information was not requested on
the survey instrument.5 This is an area for future research, particularly
since SIL has done considerable work in adult education.

The general lack of vernacular language education is disturbing. In a
predominantly monolingual setting, such as may be found in a traditional
middle-class American environment, this lack may seem insignificant.
When one realizes that all too often the ethnolinguistic minority children
these figures represent are attending schools that are taught in a language
they do not speak, at least upon entry into school, the significance looms
large. Handicapped at the beginning of their schooling, the likelihood of
these students appreciating and utilizing the full potential of the educa-
tional opportunities supposedly available to them is low.

Higher Education and Literacy Incorporation

Analysis of the data from the returned questionnaires showed some signif-
icant relationships between available education and the incorporation of
national language literacy, vernacular language literacy, and total liter-
acy within the community. The statistical relationships between available
education and literacy incorporation are summarized in the seven
following statements:

• Higher grade levels of national language education are positively
associated with higher national language literacy incorporation
scores.

• Higher grade levels of national language education are good
predictors of higher national language literacy incorporation
scores.

• Higher grade levels of vernacular language education are
positively associated with higher vernacular language literacy
incorporation scores.
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• Higher grade levels of vernacular language education are not
good predictors of higher vernacular language literacy
incorporation scores.

• Higher grade levels of national language education are positively
associated with higher total literacy incorporation scores.

• Higher grade levels of national language education are good
predictors of higher total literacy incorporation scores.

• Higher grade levels of vernacular language education are not
associated with higher total literacy incorporation scores.

I discuss each of these statements below.

Higher grade levels associated with higher national language
literacy incorporation

Communities with higher grade levels of national language education
available in local schools have, on the average, higher national language
literacy incorporation scores than those with lower available grades (see
figure 8).

Figure 8. Scattergram of national language literacy incorporation
against the highest grade available in the national language.
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I have measured the interaction between available national language
education and national language literacy incorporation in the reporting
SIL projects using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). In this test, I used
national language literacy incorporation as the dependent variable, econ-
omy as an independent nominal variable, and the highest grade available
in the national language as an independent continuous variable. This test
showed that there is a significant relationship between national language
literacy incorporation scores and the highest grade available in the
national language.

This means that communities with higher grade levels of national lan-
guage education available tended to have higher national language liter-
acy incorporation scores. Communities with only lower grade levels of
national language education available in local schools tended to have
lower national language literacy incorporation scores.

Higher grade levels of national language education as predictor of
higher national language literacy incorporation

The ANCOVA test only indicates whether or not there is a significant rela-
tionship between the factors tested. It does not indicate if one of the fac-
tors is a good predictor of the other. I used a forward stepwise regression
test in order to test if national language education (and several other fac-
tors) was a good predictor of national language incorporation scores. A
regression test determines to what degree each of several factors is able to
predict the variation in a dependent variable. One of the limitations of a
regression test is that it only tests for a straight line relationship between
the dependent and independent variables.

In the regression test I ran, the national language incorporation score
was the dependent variable. The independent variables were the highest
grade level education available in both the national and vernacular lan-
guages, the economic level, the number of years SIL had been working in
the community, and the quadrant (social environment) of the commu-
nity, family, workplace, and church in the community. In this test, the
“R2” score indicates the percentage of variation a factor or factors
predict.

According to this regression test, the highest grade level education
available in the national language accounted for about 68 percent of the
variation in national language literacy incorporation scores (R2 = .676, p
= < .0001). This means that the grade level of education available in the
national language of a community is a very good predictor of the national
language literacy incorporation score.
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The ANCOVA test indicated that communities with higher grade levels
of national language education available in local schools tend to have
higher national language literacy incorporation scores than communities
with lower grade levels. This regression test indicates that the grade level
of national language education is a good predictor of how much national
language literacy is used in the community—of how thoroughly national
language literacy is incorporated into the life of the community.

Higher grade levels of vernacular language education associated
with higher vernacular language literacy incorporation

Communities with higher grade levels of vernacular language education
available in local schools have, on the average, higher vernacular lan-
guage literacy incorporation scores than those with lower available
grades (see figure 9).

Figure 9. Scattergram of vernacular language literacy incorporation
against the highest grade available in the vernacular language.

I have measured the interaction between available vernacular language
education and vernacular language literacy incorporation in the report-
ing SIL projects using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). In this statisti-
cal test I used vernacular language literacy incorporation as the
dependent variable, economy as an independent nominal variable, and
the highest grade available in the vernacular language as an independent
continuous variable. This test showed that there is a statistically signifi-
cant relationship between vernacular language literacy incorporation
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scores and the highest grade available in the vernacular language (p =
.0013).

This means that communities with higher grade levels of vernacular
language education available tended to have higher vernacular language
literacy incorporation scores. Communities with only lower grade levels
of vernacular language education available in local schools tended to
have lower vernacular language literacy incorporation scores.

Higher grade levels of vernacular language education as predictor
of higher vernacular language literacy incorporation

I used a forward stepwise regression test (similar to the one mentioned
above) in order to test if vernacular language education was a good pre-
dictor of vernacular language literacy incorporation scores. In this regres-
sion test, the dependent variable was vernacular language literacy
incorporation scores. I used the same independent variables. This regres-
sion test indicated that the available grade level of vernacular language
education was not a good predictor of vernacular language literacy
incorporation scores.

The validity of this test result may be questioned in that I did not ask about
the availability of nongrade-level vernacular language education. SIL fre-
quently does vernacular language education through pre-school classes for
children or through adult education classes. While some of the respondents
wrote comments on the questionnaires about the availability of these
nongrade-level educational opportunities, I had not designed the question-
naire to collect that information. Since I could not assume that all cases of
nongrade-level education had been written in by the respondents, I could not
include the ones that did so in the statistical analysis. (The inability to in-
clude these nongrade-level educational programs in the statistical analysis
accounts for the large number of zero scores seen in figure 9.)

The ANCOVA test for vernacular language education showed that com-
munities with higher grade levels of vernacular language education avail-
able in local schools tend to have higher vernacular incorporation scores
than communities with lower grade levels. However, this regression test
indicates that in spite of this relationship, the presence of higher grade
levels of vernacular language education available in a community is not a
good predictor of increased vernacular language literacy incorporation
scores. Further research that includes nongraded educational opportuni-
ties may change this result, in that nongraded vernacular language
education also imparts literacy skills but was not included in this survey.
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Higher grade levels of national language education associated
with higher total literacy incorporation

Communities with higher grade levels of national language education
available in local schools have, on the average, higher total literacy incor-
poration scores than those with lower available grades (see figure 10).

I have measured the interaction between available national language
education and total literacy incorporation in the reporting SIL projects us-
ing an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). In this statistical test I used total
literacy incorporation as the dependent variable, economy as an inde-
pendent nominal variable, and the highest grade available in the national
language as an independent continuous variable. This test showed that
there is a significant relationship between total literacy incorporation
scores and the highest grade available in the national language (p =
.0334).

Figure 10. Scattergram of total literacy incorporation against the high-
est grade available in the national language.

This means that communities with higher grade levels of national lan-
guage education available tended to have higher total literacy incorpora-
tion scores. Communities with only lower grade levels of national
language education available in local schools tended to have lower total
literacy incorporation scores.
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Higher grade levels of national language education as predictor of
higher total literacy incorporation

I used a forward stepwise regression test (similar to the ones mentioned
above) in order to test if national language education was a good predic-
tor of total literacy incorporation scores. In this regression test, the de-
pendent variable was total literacy incorporation scores. I used the same
independent variables as in the regression tests above.

According to this regression test, the highest grade level education
available in the national language accounted for about 60% of the varia-
tion in total literacy incorporation scores (R2 = .599, p = < .0001). This
means that the grade level of education available in the national language
of a community is a very good predictor of the total literacy incorporation
score.

The ANCOVA test for total literacy incorporation indicated that com-
munities with higher grade levels of national language education avail-
able in local schools tend to have higher total literacy incorporation
scores than communities with lower grade levels. This regression test in-
dicates that the grade level of national language education is a good pre-
dictor of how much literacy overall is used in the community, of how
thoroughly literacy is incorporated into the life of the community.

Higher grade levels of vernacular language education associated
with higher total literacy incorporation

Communities with higher grade levels of vernacular language education
available in local schools do not have, on the average, higher total liter-
acy incorporation scores than those with lower available grades.

I have measured the interaction between available vernacular language
education and total literacy incorporation in the reporting SIL projects us-
ing an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). In this test I used total literacy
incorporation as the dependent variable, economy as an independent
nominal variable, and the highest grade available in the vernacular lan-
guage as an independent continuous variable. This test showed that there
is no significant relationship between total literacy incorporation scores
and the highest grade available in the vernacular language.
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Social Factors Related to Literacy Incorporation

National language literacy incorporation and total literacy incorporation
are related to all four social factors: community social environment,
church social environment, national language education, and economic
level. Strong group communities show higher literacy incorporation
scores than do low group communities. Communities with high grid
churches have significantly higher literacy incorporation scores than
communities with low grid religious social environments. Higher avail-
able grades of national language education are associated with literacy
incorporation scores. Communities with higher economic levels have
higher literacy incorporation scores than do communities at lower eco-
nomic levels. These last two factors are very strong, are related to each
other, and override the social environment factors for national language
literacy incorporation and total literacy incorporation.

The highest available grade of national language education and eco-
nomic level are both good predictors of both national language literacy
incorporation scores and total literacy incorporation scores. This raises
the question of the relationship between economic level and national lan-
guage education. I measured the interaction between economic level and
national language education in the reporting SIL projects using an analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA). In this statistical test I used the highest available
grade of national language education as the dependent variable, and eco-
nomic level as the independent variable. This test showed that there is a
relationship between the highest available grade of national language
education and economic level, but only at the 90 percent probability
level.

The interaction between economic level and national language educa-
tion shows that communities with higher economic levels tend to have
national language education available in higher grades than communities
with lower economic levels (see figure 11). The average grade level in a
community functioning in a kin-ordered mode of production was only
8.29. Communities with a tributary economy were only slightly higher,
with an average grade level of 8.44. Capitalistic communities had an av-
erage national language education grade level of 10.73. Obviously, the
largest change is between the tributary and capitalistic modes of
production.
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Figure 11. Interaction of economic level with the highest grade
available of national language education.

I see two interpretations of this information. One is that a capitalistic
mode of production requires of its participants a higher level of formal ed-
ucation and better literacy skills than does either the kin-ordered or tribu-
tary modes of production. To successfully compete in a capitalistic
economy, a community must have an educated population. The advanced
literacy skills demanded by the capitalistic mode of production requires
educated workers.

The second interpretation is that a community (or a nation) must pro-
duce considerable surplus over subsistence needs to afford an advanced
education system. A kin-ordered economy cannot meet this demand. A
tributary economic system does better than a kin-ordered system, but its
participants see no need to reinvest their profit in the “means of produc-
tion,” in this case the workers. Only a capitalistic economic system can
produce the surplus needed to fund an advanced education system, and
see the need to invest part of its surplus in doing so.
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Conclusion

I have shown that there is a significant relationship between national lan-
guage education and national language literacy incorporation, whereby
communities with higher grade levels of education in the national lan-
guage have higher national language literacy incorporation scores than
do communities with lower available grade levels of national language
education. I have further shown that the variation in available grade lev-
els of national language education accounts for nearly 68 percent of the
variation in national language literacy incorporation scores. This con-
firms hypothesis 11.1, which states that national language education
availability is the dominant factor for national language literacy
incorporation, overriding the social environment of the community.

I also have shown that there is a significant relationship between ver-
nacular language education and vernacular language literacy incorpora-
tion, whereby communities with higher grade levels of education in the
vernacular language have higher vernacular language literacy incorpora-
tion scores than do communities with lower available grade levels of ver-
nacular language education. However, my analysis did not show that
variation in available grade levels of vernacular language education is a
good predictor of vernacular language literacy incorporation scores. This
means that while vernacular language education is a factor in vernacular
language literacy incorporation, it cannot be said to override the factors
of the social environment of the community (hypothesis 11.2). This
hypothesis is at best only partially confirmed.

Finally, I have shown that there is a significant relationship between
national language education and total literacy incorporation, whereby
communities with higher grade levels of education in the national lan-
guage have higher total literacy incorporation scores than do communi-
ties with lower available grade levels of national language education. I
have further shown that the variation in available grade levels of national
language education accounts for about 60 percent of the variation in total
literacy incorporation scores. This confirms hypothesis 11.3, which states
that national language education availability is the dominant factor for
total literacy incorporation, overriding the social environment of the
community.

While education has not been the primary focus of this study, I have
shown that the level of available education is a very strong factor in deter-
mining literacy incorporation. While education’s effect upon literacy use
is unproved, its effect on literacy incorporation is stronger than any of the
other factors studied.
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Does a better educational system lead to an increased economy, or does
a higher economic level give rise to a more advanced educational system?
This data does not give preference to either view. They go hand in hand.
Both are embedded in a larger social context, some of which I have ex-
plored. Attempts to change an economy by modifying the educational sys-
tem (or vice versa), without considering the larger context, are unlikely to
succeed, given the complexities of the social system. In my opinion, how-
ever, economy must be regarded as the more basic factor. While a com-
munity may or may not have a formal educational structure, every
community participates in an economic mode to procure the basic neces-
sities of life for its people. To secure a formal education for its people,
there must be available to a community a sufficient surplus of produce
over basic needs in order to sustain an educational infrastructure. Such a
structure is an investment in the future, and can only be maintained by
considerable economic resources. If its own economy is unable to meet
this challenge, the community must look elsewhere to an infusion of re-
sources to start and maintain the educational structure until the
investment begins to pay for itself in terms of an increased economy.

For vernacular language literacy incorporation, there are only two sig-
nificant social factors: church social environment and vernacular lan-
guage education. Communities with high grid churches have significantly
higher vernacular language literacy incorporation scores than communi-
ties with low grid religious social environments. Higher available grades
of vernacular language education are associated with vernacular lan-
guage literacy incorporation scores. Future research may show this sec-
ond factor to be even stronger once nongraded educational venues are
taken into account.

Social factors play a significant role in literacy incorporation. The ac-
ceptance of literacy by a cultural group and its incorporation into their
routine of life are dependent upon a variety of social elements. Whether
speaking of literacy use or literacy incorporation, literacy expressed in a
cultural context is indeed an “ideological” phenomenon.
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Conclusions

In this book, I have explored how literacy is used and how much literacy
is used in different cultures. I have shown that literacy use (i.e., how liter-
acy is used) in a culture is directly related to the social environment of the
community. I have further demonstrated that literacy incorporation (i.e.,
how much literacy is used) is strongly related to the economic level and
the available education of the community, as well as to the social environ-
ments of the community itself and of the community’s religious structure.

The focus of my study has been the ethnolinguistic minority communi-
ties in which SIL works. I used Douglas’ grid-group theory to distinguish
different social environments. Using interviews with the field workers, I
identified the differences in literacy use between the different social envi-
ronments. Then by an analysis of the data in survey questionnaires re-
turned by the field workers, I explored the relationship of literacy
incorporation to several social factors in these communities.

The Propositions Considered

Literacy in culture: An ideological phenomenon

In part I, I laid the theoretical groundwork for my research and described
my data collection process.

I agreed with Street (1984) that literacy as expressed in any cultural
context is necessarily “ideological,” that is, shaped by the structures of
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the culture. Divorced from culture, literacy is a technology of communi-
cation. However, any actual implementation of that technology is done
within a cultural context and thus shaped by the culture’s social struc-
tures. Reasoning from Archer’s (1988) position of analytic dualism, I ar-
gued that a study of literacy and culture can legitimately be approached
at the level of sociocultural interaction. I then argued that Douglas’
(1982) grid-group model of social environments or “ways of life” (as ex-
panded by Thompson, Ellis, and Wildavsky 1990 and Lingenfelter 1992,
1995) is an appropriate tool for investigating the interdigitation of liter-
acy and culture at the interactional level. I defined literacy use as the
“how” of literacy, and literacy incorporation as the “how much” of liter-
acy. In addition to community social environment, I argued that several
other social factors are significant in literacy incorporation, including
religious social environment, economic level, and education.

With this theoretical foundation, I described the data collection pro-
cess. I worked with SIL International, an organization working in over
800 ethnolinguistic minority groups around the world. I collected two
types of data. First, I interviewed thirty-six field-based language workers
in SIL to elicit information on how literacy technology was actually used
in their locations where they work. I interviewed these field workers in
Guatemala, in Amazonian and Andean Peru, and in Papua New Guinea. I
used the data from these interviews to determine if literacy use varies in
different social environments. Second, I gathered survey data by ques-
tionnaire from 143 SIL language projects around the world. I used this
data to investigate the relationship between different aspects of the social
setting with literacy incorporation. In investigating literacy incorporation
from the questionnaire data, I looked at national language literacy incor-
poration, vernacular language literacy incorporation, and total literacy
incorporation (national language and vernacular language literacy
incorporation combined).

Literacy use: The “how” of literacy—community social
environment determines literacy use

In part II, I presented evidence that how literacy is used in a cultural
group is determined by the community’s social environment. I showed
that community social environment (as defined by the grid-group model)
generates the “ideological” or social structure constraints which are pow-
erful factors in the social use (and therefore, the definition) of literacy. I
drew my findings from my interviews with field workers among commu-
nities in Guatemala, Peru, and Papua New Guinea. All the communities
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represented in the interviews were at either the kin-ordered or tributary
economic levels.

I have shown that in an individualist social environment, literacy use
supports and enhances the individual. This may be done by increasing the
individual’s economic potential or social prestige or by strengthening or
refreshing the sense of personal well-being. Literacy is not used in this set-
ting to enhance group cohesion, to support sanctioned roles or rules, or to
promote an established hierarchy. Each individual is free to use literacy
in whatever way she or he perceives it might bring benefit or to reject it at
her or his own discrimination. Individualist literacy use is dominated by
an instrumental assumption, that there is a payoff involved in its use.

I demonstrated that in an egalitarian social environment, literacy use
strengthens the group’s inner relationships, and emphasizes person over
role, but does not support a well-developed social hierarchy. The most
frequent egalitarian uses of literacy act to support internal relationships
and to reduce potential conflict. Letters maintain emotional and eco-
nomic relationships with absent members, while notes help to maintain
harmonious relationships within the local group. Religious uses of liter-
acy center on the group rather than the individual. Egalitarian literacy
use does not promote distinction between roles or statuses, although it
does allow for expression of person. Entrepreneurial use of literacy was
not reported here. This kind of literacy use may be too threatening to the
egalitarian group bond to be tolerated. People working in development or
literacy promotion in egalitarian communities need to be aware that
promoting literacy based upon this type of motivation may be
counterproductive.

I have shown that literacy use in a hierarchist social environment sup-
ports relationships within the group, social hierarchy, and specialization
of role. Relationships between group members are again maintained by
the use of letters and notes. The use of literacy to support an elaborated
social hierarchy and specialization is well-developed in hierarchist com-
munities: Even at the kin-ordered level of production, hierarchist commu-
nities have a variety of specialized literacy roles. In settings where
literacy is not universal, individuals with literacy skills use those skills to
maintain their roles or advance their status. Where literacy is more wide-
spread, individuals may use specific literacy skills to fill specialized roles
in the community or may develop specialized literacy skills in order to
attain higher status roles.

Finally, I have demonstrated that in an authoritarian social environ-
ment, literacy use supports social stratification by placing restraints on
lower status individuals. This is seen either in limited access for lower
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status people to competent literacy training or in the requirement of ex-
cessive and expensive documentation for normal tasks. Authoritarian lit-
eracy use also includes literacy specialists and the entrepreneurial use of
literacy. The religious use of literacy in this social environment favors
neither the public nor private domain. Letters to absent family and com-
munity members are seldom used, giving further evidence of the weak
group bonds found in authoritarian communities.

In summary, I have confirmed that literacy use is indeed related to the
social environment of a community. The social arrangements or way of
life that people of a community adopt have a profound influence upon the
way in which they use literacy technology. Community social environ-
ment is a strong determinant of literacy use.

The “how much” of literacy

In part III, I presented evidence that how much literacy is used in a cultural
group is determined by several social factors, including the community’s
social environment, the social environment of the church, available educa-
tion, and economic level. I looked at literacy incorporation in the national
language, the vernacular language, and total literacy incorporation.

Community social environment as a factor in literacy
incorporation

My analysis of the questionnaire data showed that there is a significant re-
lationship between national language literacy incorporation and the so-
cial environment of the community and between total literacy
incorporation and the social environment of the community.

It appears from further data analysis that the greater part of this factor
has to do with a community’s placement on the group axis. Strong group
communities show significantly higher national language literacy incor-
poration scores and total literacy incorporation scores than do weak
group communities. I showed from comments by interviewees that in
strong group communities, literacy is tied into the community’s identity. I
argued that the dense, multiplex nature of relationships in a strong group
community supports literacy incorporation when literacy is linked with
group identity. Community social environment is a significant, but not ex-
clusive, factor in national language and total literacy incorporation.

My analysis of questionnaire data showed no significant relationship
between vernacular language literacy incorporation and community
social environment.
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Church social environment as a second factor in literacy
incorporation

It has long been noted that there is a connection between religious sys-
tems and literacy. I have shown that there is a significant relationship be-
tween a community’s incorporation of literacy and the social
environment of the religious entity of that community. My analysis of the
questionnaire data showed that there are significant relationships be-
tween the social environment of the church and national language liter-
acy incorporation, vernacular language literacy incorporation, and total
literacy incorporation.

My analysis of the data further suggests that the greater part of this fac-
tor has to do with a church’s placement on the grid axis. High grid
churches show significantly higher national language, vernacular lan-
guage, and total literacy incorporation scores than do low grid churches. I
contend that the relationship between religious instruction, literacy
skills, and status in a high grid church social environment provides sup-
port for literacy incorporation which a low grid church social environ-
ment, with its emphasis on power via a personal experience of the
numinous, does not have.

Available education and economy as overriding forces
in literacy incorporation

Education and economy are commonly associated with each other by
community development specialists. I have shown that economic level
and national language education are closely linked factors for national
language and total literacy incorporation. Higher economic levels and
higher available grade levels of national language education both have
significant positive relationships to higher national language and total lit-
eracy incorporation scores. Both factors have high predictive ability in re-
gard to national language and total literacy incorporation scores. As such,
they override social environment factors for literacy incorporation.

The same cannot be said for vernacular language literacy incorpora-
tion. The available grade level of vernacular language education has a
positive relationship with vernacular language literacy incorporation
scores, but is not a good predictive factor. Future research on vernacular
language education and literacy incorporation should include data on
nongraded educational opportunities, such as preschool and adult
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education classes.
6

Economic level has no significant relationship to ver-
nacular language literacy incorporation scores.

A summary

For vernacular language literacy incorporation, there are only two signifi-
cant social factors: religious social environment and vernacular language
education. Communities with high grid churches have significantly
higher vernacular language literacy incorporation scores than communi-
ties with low grid religious social environments. Higher available grades
of vernacular language education are associated with higher vernacular
language literacy incorporation scores. Future research may show this
second factor to be even stronger once nongraded educational venues are
taken into account.

National language literacy incorporation and total literacy incorpora-
tion are related to all four social factors: community social environment,
religious social environment, national language education, and economic
level. Strong group communities show higher literacy incorporation
scores than do low group communities. Communities with high grid
churches have significantly higher literacy incorporation scores than
communities with low grid religious social environments. Higher avail-
able grades of national language education are associated with higher lit-
eracy incorporation scores. Communities with higher economic levels
have higher literacy incorporation scores than do communities at lower
economic levels. These last two factors are very strong, are related to each
other, and appear to override the social environment factors for national
language literacy incorporation and total literacy incorporation.

Application of the Findings

For future research

Up to this point, studies of literacy and culture have been done on a
case-by-case basis, reflecting the ethnographic nature of anthropological re-
search. This study has broken new ground in attempting to study literacy
and culture across a broad range of cultural contexts. As such, it must be con-
sidered only an initial attempt and subject to the clarifications of future re-
search. Nevertheless, this study has been sufficient to demonstrate that,
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given the appropriate theoretical tools, definite patterns can be seen in the
cultural expressions of literacy.

Street’s connection of the expression of literacy in a culture with the so-
cial power structures of that culture set the stage for a new level of under-
standing of literacy and culture. I have used Douglas’ grid-group model to
“put feet on” Street’s concept of literacy and have applied it to a wide
range of cultural settings. I have shown that both the use and incorpora-
tion of literacy (two aspects of the expression of literacy) are related to el-
ements of social power and structure. It is my hope that the study of
literacy and social structure will continue and that additional insights
will be gained into this fascinating interplay.

I have mentioned several potential areas of research. Research also
needs to be done regarding literacy and the relationship of the local com-
munity to the national social setting. More work needs to be done on the
differences in literacy use among the various social environments at dif-
ferent economic levels. Data needs to be collected on nongraded educa-
tional venues in order to complete the picture of vernacular education’s
role in literacy incorporation.

For development and educational agencies

Regarding economy and education

Development agencies, whether governmental or nongovernmental, are
deeply concerned with enhancing both the economic and educational sys-
tems in the communities in which they work. In this study, I have shown
that there are significant relationships between a community’s economy,
the grade level of national language education available, and their incor-
poration of literacy. A statistical relationship does not imply causation:
from this study it cannot be determined if one factor causes a change in a
second or the reverse. While economic or educational level can be used to
predict literacy incorporation levels, they cannot statistically be said to
cause them. Logically, it can be argued that higher education levels have
a causative relationship with literacy incorporation. Linking either of the
two in a causative relationship with economy is more problematic. How-
ever, since the three are related, any agency attempting to enhance one
needs to take a close look at the other two.

The task may be approached from any of the three sides. The first might
be to examine the present economic situation in the target community.
What level of economy presently exists in the community? How do people
obtain their living? What degree of literacy incorporation is the economy
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likely to support? What level of education might the community support,
given infrastructure needs and national resources?

A second approach is to ask how literacy incorporation might affect the
economy and the educational system. How might literacy incorporation
change the way people make their living? What economic relationships,
both within and without the community, might change? How might they
change? Would there be an increase of felt needs regarding education?

Finally, how would a change in the educational system affect the com-
munity? How would the local economy be affected, both positively and
negatively? How do people in the community conceptualize the relation-
ship between economy and education? How might this change, and what
would be the effects? If there is a corresponding change in literacy incor-
poration, what effect might this have in the community?

Regarding the preparation of literacy materials

The way people use literacy technology differs from one social environ-
ment to another. Members of an individualist community find literacy
technology to be useful in ways different from a corporate or egalitarian
community. In preparing literacy materials and programs, literacy work-
ers need to consider the social environment of the community and design
the materials and programs to match the expected types of uses the com-
munity might find valuable. Literacy materials designed for an individu-
alist community might focus on numeracy, literacy for financial
management, and entrepreneurial uses of literacy. Literacy materials de-
signed for an egalitarian community might highlight relational uses of lit-
eracy, including letter writing, management of social relations via notes,
and group literacy activities (choral reading, for instance). Literacy mate-
rials for hierarchical communities would include not only the relational
uses seen in the egalitarian community, but also include the opportunity
to master appropriate specialized literacy skills, whether economic, reli-
gious, political or educational in nature. Materials for authoritarian com-
munities might focus on specialized literacy skills and on numeracy and
economic uses of literacy. For authoritarian communities, it may also be
appropriate to design literacy materials that focus on empowerment and
community relations issues.

Designing literacy education to match the community’s social environ-
ment may seem bothersome and unnecessary in that it would require spe-
cific knowledge and consideration of the language community. On the
other hand, for those agencies working in vernacular education, each lan-
guage group necessarily requires language-specific literacy materials.
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The time spent in gaining linguistic competency can also be time spent
gaining cultural understanding. For instance, by the time most SIL field
workers have sufficient linguistic comprehension of the language to de-
sign literacy materials, they have sufficient knowledge of the community
to make the materials socially as well as linguistically specific. The result
of this increased specificity ought to be a higher success rate for literacy
programs and materials.

Regarding literacy incorporation and the community social
environment

Strong group community social environments are associated with higher
levels of literacy incorporation. From SIL field workers’ comments in the
interviews, this appears to be the result of a process of establishing liter-
acy as a part of the group’s identity. Educational workers planning a liter-
acy strategy in strong group communities need to allow for this process,
both in terms of time and promotion. Once established as part of the
group’s identity, literacy incorporation benefits from the strong group dy-
namic pressuring adherence to the norm defined by group members.

Remember that once the group identifies themselves as a literate group
and defines just what literacy is in the community, the definition arrived
at by the group places both a lower and upper limit to literacy incorpora-
tion. Certain uses of literacy may be seen as outside the group’s definition
and therefore inappropriate. Fortunately, the process of definition is a
continuing one, and it may be possible to encourage the use of certain lit-
eracy forms or a higher level of incorporation, if the group’s initial defini-
tion of literacy and level of incorporation are incompatible with the
educational agency’s goals.

Educational workers in weak group communities will need to take a dif-
ferent tack to encourage literacy incorporation. Entrepreneurial individu-
als in both individualistic and authoritarian communities may provide a
role model for the value of literacy skills. These people may be good
spokespersons for literacy, people who can motivate others to incorporate
literacy into their lives. Authoritarian communities may need particular
help in overcoming the deleterious effects of their placement at the bot-
tom of the social hierarchy and their experience of literacy as a negative
and prohibitive force. Individualistic communities may have difficulty in
working together for a common good, as in a community education pro-
gram. In both these situations, the focus is not so much on recreating the
group identity to include literacy, but in redefining literacy as a skill that
is possible and useful to master.
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For national language literacy

In this study, SIL field workers reported on the average national language
literacy incorporation at levels about twice that of vernacular language
literacy. A number of factors account for the drive for national language
literacy. Economic forces, especially in the capitalistic mode of produc-
tion, push for the use of national language literacy. Access to markets and
raw materials from outside the local area comes through national lan-
guage literacy. Business records for tax and licensing purposes must be
maintained in the national language. Wage-earning jobs in regional
centers and cities require national language literacy.

Political forces emphasize the importance of national language liter-
acy. If a local community is to take part in the life of the nation, even if
only to protect their own interests, national language literacy skills are
critical. Knowledge and skill in using the national legal system to protect
those rights is a difficult yet crucial literacy skill.

Social forces drive national language literacy use. The national lan-
guage almost always has a higher prestige factor than the vernacular. Na-
tional and regional education systems are usually oriented to the national
language.

Even religious forces support national language literacy. The majority
of missionaries tend to work in the national language, setting the stage for
national language use and literacy in the local church.

Final Comments

In today’s shrinking world, ethnolinguistic minority peoples often find
themselves at a disadvantage economically, socially, and politically. Lit-
eracy technology is a tool which, when mastered in one of its many forms,
offers a means of securing a critical advantage for these marginalized peo-
ples. It is my hope that an improved understanding of the interaction be-
tween literacy and culture will help ethnolinguistic peoples presently
marginalized to gain the ability to utilize literacy skills in ways which will
allow them to better defend their interests.
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Appendix A

Interview Format

This appendix contains the format I used in interviewing SIL field work-
ers. The interview is designed to elicit information on community social
environment and literacy use in the community. Interviews usually lasted
about an hour. The shortest interview was about twenty minutes; the
longest lasted several hours.

0. Introduce myself. I am a member of SIL from the North America
Branch. [This is intended to help gain the trust of the interviewee.]
Describe the nature of the research project: I am studying literacy
and social environment for a doctoral dissertation.

1. “May I quote you from this interview?”
Reassure interviewee that if s/he does not want to be quoted, I will
keep any information given me confidential: it will not be identi-
fied with her/him in any way.

2. Ask for information on the social setting of the community: how
people obtained their living, the physical arrangement of the com-
munity, schooling available in the community, the basic political
organization of the community, and whether these social arrange-
ments were traditional or recent innovations. [This was intended to
elicit information which will help identify the social environment
of the community.]
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3. “If I were to walk around this community, what literacy activities
would I be likely to see? What would I see people reading or
writing?”
“Can you give me an example of that?” [This was intended to bring
out information regarding the most common or normal literacy
uses in the community. This question tended to elicit a lengthy
response.]

4. “What uses of reading and writing have you seen here that struck
you as different from your expectations or unique to these people?”
“Can you give me an example of that?” [This question was intended
to get the interviewee to recall literacy activities seen in the com-
munity which were outside of “normal” essayist expectations of
literacy.]

5. “What would you say are the typical uses of literacy in this
community?”
“Can you give me an example of that?” [This question was a check
on question 3 regarding literacy activities normal to the
community.]

6. “Are there any uses of literacy that seem unique to these people?”
“Can you give me an example of that?” [This question was a check
on question 4 regarding unexpected literacy activities seen in the
community.]

7. “Is there anything else you would like to add to this?” [I included
this to explicitly invite the interviewee to give me any ideas or com-
ments they had on literacy.]

8. Thank the interviewee for her/his time and help.
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Appendix B

Literacy and Social Environment Questionnaire
S. J. Barber © 1992

This appendix is a copy of the questionnaire sent to SIL field entities.
Analysis of data from the returned questionnaires is presented in part III
of this work.

Note that in the original format, the pages dealing with the social envi-
ronment of a social setting faced the page where literacy activities ob-
served in that setting were listed. In other words, the page, “In the Family
Setting” faced the page, “Literacy Activities in the Family Setting.”
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Partial List of Literacy Activities

This list is included to help stimulate your thinking about different types of literacy
activities. It is not a complete list, and probably does not include some of the literacy
activities you have seen in your work. Be sure to include those different activities in the
following questionnaire.

Communication
Writing letters to family.
Writing letters to friends/society members.
Writing letters to government officials.
Writing notes and letters for others.
Reading letters received.
Write invitations to feast/event.
Writing down radio messages for others.
Writing graffiti.

Economic
Writing letters to ask for economic help: loans,

purchases.
Contracts.
Mail order purchases.
Account keeping for business.
Writing receipts.
Writing checks.
Signing checks and receipts.
Keeping record of personal assets.
Keeping record of family assets.

Educational
Reading school materials (as a student).
Writing school lessons (as a student).
Writing educational materials (primers,

etc.).

Entertainment
Reading comics.
Reading novels, stories.
Reading poetry.
Writing stories.
Writing poetry.
Incorporating written messages into deco-

rative arts.

Informational
Reading to learn about a topic: health, agri-

culture, animal husbandry, etc.
Reading a newspaper.
Reading a community bulletin board.
Writing articles for a newspaper.

Writing advertisements.
Reading advertisements.
Writing down tribal mythology.
Writing down traditional productive lore:

how to hunt, trap, raise manioc, etc.
Recording genealogies.
Writing down magical knowledge.
Writing announcements.
Writing one’s name on personal items:

books, tools, vehicles, etc.

Medical
Reading medicine labels.
Reading medical texts.
Writing down traditional medical recipes.
Writing medical records.

Memory Supportive
Writing lists for shopping.
Writing “To Do” lists.
Writing a diary.
Recording “secret” knowledge, often in

coded form.

Religious
Public reading of Scripture.
Family reading of Scripture.
Private reading of Scripture.
Writing sermons.
Reading sermons.
Singing from a hymnal.
Writing hymns and songs.
Writing translated Scriptures.
Writing memory verse cards.
Reading religious books.
Reading prayers.
Writing prayers.
Writing down dreams, visions.
Writing spiritually encouraging letters,

epistles.
Writing of charms: healing, protection, love,

harming enemies.
Reading charms.
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Social Administrative
Keeping records of town/village/tribal affairs.
Keeping rolls/census of town/village/tribe.
Writing minutes of meetings.
Reading minutes of meetings.
Writing or dictating a will.

Writing to government officials.
Keeping membership rolls of clubs/

committees/societies.
Writing laws and regulations.
Reading laws and regulations.
Computing taxes.
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Basic Information

A. Name of the respondent:

May I quote any comments or descriptions you make?YesNo
(I will assume “No” unless you indicate otherwise.)

B. Name of Branch [entity]/country:

C. Name of language group:

D. Name and size of the specific group:
(Feel free to disguise the name of the group, as long as you know whom you are
talking about. Please don’t disguise the size.)

This group is (Circle one): a) an independent social body (such
as a whole village or small town).

b) an embedded group (such as a
clan or church within a larger urban
setting).

E. a. The year SIL work began:

b. Estimated overall adult literacy rate (any language) at that time:
Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

c. Estimated percentage of children attending school at that time (any
language):

Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

F. a. Current estimated literacy rate in the national language (adults):
Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

b. Current estimated literacy rate in the vernacular language (adults):
Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

G. Current estimated percentage of children in school:
Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

H. Current estimated percentage of age group entering primary school:
Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

I. Current estimated percentage of age group finishing primary school:
Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

J. Current estimated percentage of age group entering secondary school:
Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

K. Current estimated percentage of age group finishing secondary school:
Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more
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L. Current language(s) of available education:
Language: Grades available:

M. Please give your estimate of the percentage of people in this group
who currently use literacy skills:

National language
(Total: 100%)

Vernacular language
(Total: 100%)

–on a daily basis:

–on a weekly basis:

–on a monthly basis:

–on a yearly basis:

–never:

N. There are three general modes of education:
Informal Education: Learning through normal day-to-day activi-

ties, with no formal, systematic structure to the learning
process. Example: a child learning to read by watching and
listening to his parents read.

Nonformal Education: Organized, systematic learning which oc-
curs outside an organized framework. Example: a young
mother teaching other young mothers to read in her home,
using a graded series of primers.

Formal Education: Learning which occurs in an institutionalized,
chronologically graded, and hierarchically structured edu-
cational system. Example: a trained teacher teaching third-
year students in the village school to transfer
mother-tongue literacy skills to the national language,
using the standard curriculum.

By which of these three general modes of education are basic literacy
skills most commonly learned in this group?

Circle one: 0) Don’t know 1) Informal 2) Nonformal 3) Formal
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In the Family Setting

1. In the family, authority in the family is given by right to a senior indi-
vidual, and the other family members do what this elder says.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

2. Adults of different generations (such as uncles and nephews), residing
in the same household, relate to one another as if they were peers.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

3. Even as adults, older brothers or sisters have authority over their
younger siblings.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

4. Division of household tasks by age and sexual stereotype is flexible,
allowing for expression of individual interests and abilities.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

5. Parents correct their children by referring to a socially defined standard
or role (“Young ladies don’t do that!”).

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

6. Three or four generation households are common, and people see this
as a good thing.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

7. In situations of family conflict, individuals tend to side with their
parents, brothers, or sisters, rather than with their spouse.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

8. Under normal circumstances, people are reluctant to look to their kin
for money or labor, because they are afraid of the obligation and debt
they would incur.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

9. Once a couple has been married for a few years, they pretty much live
wherever they please.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree
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10. Marriage is primarily a family arrangement; it is not simply a decision
made by the two people getting married.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree
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Literacy Activities in the Family Setting Language
and

frequency
Please list the literacy activities you have seen in
the family setting within the last two years.

Place an “N” in the appropriate column for the
frequency of the activity in the national lan-
guage, or a “V” in the appropriate column for
the vernacular language. Use both if the activity
occurs in both languages.

F
re

q
u
e
n
t

C
o
m

m
o
n

O
cc

a
si

o
n
a
l

R
a
re

Example: Writing letters to friends V N

Reading newspaper N

(Please continue on an additional page, if necessary.)
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In the Workplace—Outside the daily household routine

11. When working with other people, it’s normal for individuals to have
specific roles and even titles, which they all recognize.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

12. The work routine is highly variable, depending on the importance of the
work goal, the weather or tides, the season, and how the workers feel.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

13. When people evaluate their productivity at work, they do so in terms
of time limits worked and product produced (“I finally made 40 wid-
gets during my 8-hour shift.”), not in terms of effort expended and
goals reached (“I hunted in the rain for three days until I finally killed
a wild pig.”).

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

14. A strong motivation for most workers is either the promise of promo-
tion in status or pay, or else the threat of punishment.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

15. When people work together, they themselves set their own goals and
agenda for their labor, even though they may be under contract or
debt to someone else.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

16. Decisions to do cooperative work projects must have group consensus.
Circle one: 2) Strongly

agree
1) Agree 0) Don’t know or

doesn’t apply
–1) Disagree –2) Strongly

disagree

17. Work projects in this group are usually organized by entrepreneurial
individuals.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

18. When people work together, their social interaction is as important as
the task itself, if not more so.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree
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19. In this group, cooperative labor is facilitated by seemingly peripheral
social activities (such as group eating or drinking, group rituals or other
social actions) which highlight the group bond in the work process.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

20. Whenever a work project is finished, the individuals who worked on it
are paid off individually, often in private, according to agreed terms
or contract.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree
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Literacy Activities in the Workplace Language
and

frequency
Please list the literacy activities you have seen in
the workplace within the last two years.

Place an “N” in the appropriate column for the
frequency of the activity in the national lan-
guage, or a “V” in the appropriate column for
the vernacular language. Use both if the activity
occurs in both languages.
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(Please continue on an additional page, if necessary.)
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In the Community

21. In the political and economic life of this community, there is a fairly clear
ranking of authority and power, between individuals and groups.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

22. Any community decision is made only after extensive bargaining and
dialogue to ensure that all community members are satisfied with the
decision.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

23. People support the community leader only when he agrees with what
they think; otherwise, he’s on his own.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

24. Most people in the community support their leaders, even when they
question the decisions the leaders make.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

25. The highest community leaders can pretty much do what they want.
Circle one: 2) Strongly

agree
1) Agree 0) Don’t know or

doesn’t apply
–1) Disagree –2) Strongly

disagree

26. The community has a common heritage of belief which is given high
value and profile.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

27. Community feasts, celebrations, and other rituals are an important
part of the community’s life.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

28. At least publicly, people in the community don’t express strong
disagreement with group decisions.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

29. People in the community act to protect and promote their own
individual interests, rather than the group’s concerns.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree
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30. In this community, people are more likely to expend effort or resources
on the interests of their extended family or social group than on their
own personal interests.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree
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Literacy Activities in the Community Language
and

frequency
Please list the literacy activities you have seen in
the community within the last two years.

Place an “N” in the appropriate column for the
frequency of the activity in the national lan-
guage, or a “V” in the appropriate column for
the vernacular language. Use both if the activity
occurs in both languages.
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(Please continue on an additional page, if necessary.)
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In the Church—Please remember to answer based on what you have ob-
served in the local group, not on your own beliefs. If the group you are refer-
encing does not have a church, please answer the questions below in terms of
the dominant religion of the group, which is .

31. The pastor or priest of this church acts as a mediator between God and
the people, or between God’s Word and the people.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

32. To be an effective pastor or priest in this group, one must be able to
demonstrate a special measure of spiritual power or holiness.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

33. To become a pastor or priest in this church, one has to go through
several stages of growth and training, which are marked by special
ceremonies, such as a commissioning or an ordination.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

34. Special services or prayers for healing are common in this church’s
life.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

35. Special prayers or ceremonies for protection from physical or spiritual
dangers are often employed by the people of this church.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

36. Members of the church often use the history of the church’s origin and
growth to support present decisions and activities.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

37. Every believer seeks to have a personal spiritual experience: a dream,
a vision, a prophecy, a “second blessing”, or some other special
encounter with God.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

38. Like the “Urim and Thummim” or the casting of lots in the Old
Testament, the people in this church have unique ways of finding out
God’s will in important decisions.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree
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39. This church does not have a “strong corporate theology”: individuals
in the church each have their own expressions of their experience of
God’s grace.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree

40. Concern for the spiritual purity or health of the church prompts the
people (as a body) to deal strongly with sin in their midst.

Circle one: 2) Strongly
agree

1) Agree 0) Don’t know or
doesn’t apply

–1) Disagree –2) Strongly
disagree
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Literacy Activities in the Church Language
and

frequency
Please list the literacy activities you have seen in
the church within the last two years.

Place an “N” in the appropriate column for the
frequency of the activity in the national lan-
guage, or a “V” in the appropriate column for
the vernacular language. Use both if the activity
occurs in both languages.
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(Please continue on an additional page, if necessary.)
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Economy:—To conclude, these questions seek to determine the general eco-
nomic system of the community in which this group lives.

41. Most products of the family’s labor (above and beyond basic subsis-
tence needs) tend to be:

a. redistributed within their local community or kinship network.
Circle one: 0) Never 1) Occasionally 2) Several times

per month
3) Several times

per week
4) Daily

b. sold for cash, which is used to purchase needed goods or pay taxes.
Circle one: 0) Never 1) Occasionally 2) Several times

per month
3) Several times

per week
4) Daily

c. sold for a profit, much of which is used to expand the family’s farm,
store, or other economic enterprise.

Circle one: 0) Never 1) Occasionally 2) Several times
per month

3) Several times
per week

4) Daily

42. How often do people engage in shared labor with their kin or local
community?

Circle one: 0) Never 1) Occasionally 2) Several times
per month

3) Several times
per week

4) Daily

43. When a family has more than what they need, how much of that extra
is shared with others in the local community, either as gifts, or in
feasting, or in some other sharing mechanism?

Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

44. What percentage of households meet the majority of their needs by
subsistence agriculture or hunting/fishing/gathering (as opposed to
wage labor)?

Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

45. How many households produce crops or goods (food, crafts, furs,
cloth, fish, etc.) which they sell for income?

Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

46. What percentage of families are involved in share-cropping or are
tenant farmers?

Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

47.a. How many people work for a landowner or patron?

Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more
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b. How often do these people work for the landowner or patron?
Circle one: 0) Never 1) Occasionally 2) Several times

per month
3) Several times

per week
4) Daily

48. What portion of the average household’s subsistence is supplied by
wage labor?

Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

49. Jobs in government agencies, factories, and other businesses account
for what percentage of the community’s economy?

Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

50.a. What percentage of the adults of this group engage in labor for
wages or goods?

Circle one: 0) 10% or less 1) 30% 2) 50% 3) 70% 4) 90% or more

b. On the average, how many months per year are these people
engaged in this labor?

Circle one: 0) 2 or less 1) 4 2) 6 3) 8 4) 10 or more

Thank you!
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